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ABSTRACT
ION SPECTRAL DYNAMICS NEAR THE INNER EDGE OF THE PLASMA SHEET
by
Cristian P. Ferradas
University of New Hampshire, May, 2017

The inner magnetosphere is a highly dynamic space environment in which particles
strongly interact with the magnetic and electric fields. During the last few decades, several
missions have recorded the presence of dynamic spectral features of energetic ions in in situ
measurements, which represent the observational signatures of ion transport, acceleration, and loss
in the inner magnetosphere. These ion spectral features constitute the inner extent of access of the
plasma sheet to the low L values and play an important role in the dynamics of the inner
magnetosphere, yet no statistical results of their species dependence are available to date. This
dissertation aims to examine the species dependence and preferred conditions for the formation of
one type of ion spectral feature, the so-called nose structure. To achieve this objective, the research
work combines extensive data analysis of ion flux measurements and numerical modeling of the
observed spectral features. The spatial distribution, and dependence on energy, geomagnetic
activity, and ion species (H+, He+, and O+) are established through large-scale statistical studies of
ion nose structures using measurements from the Cluster and Van Allen Probes missions. To gain
physical insight into the main observational results, these are interpreted employing numerical
modeling of ion drift under a steady-state convection model with losses due to charge exchange.
Moreover, the characteristics of ion noses during geomagnetic storms and the exact formation
	
  

xv

mechanism of multiple-nose structures are addressed for the first time in a case study of the
geomagnetic storm of 2 October 2013. Van Allen Probes observations over the storm and
simulations using a time-dependent convection model reveal the cyclic pattern of the storm-time
nose structures. Furthermore, a detailed examination of the drift trajectories of ions composing
multiple noses shows that multiple noses are formed by ions with resonant energies and whose
trajectories (1) encircle the Earth different number of times or (2) encircle the Earth equal number
of times but with different drift time, before being detected by the spacecraft.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Near-Earth Space Environment
For many people, the Earth’s environment ends somewhere above the clouds and below
the stars. The ball of plasma we call the Sun appears and disappears daily in our sky reminding us
how bright and hot it is, and how dark and cold outer space can be. Contrary to what many people
think, the 93 million miles of space that separate our home planet from our home star are not just
empty black space. With the advent of rockets and space missions in the 20th century, scientists
found that the Earth’s environment stretches thousands of miles into space, and that the Sun
delivers much more than just daylight and warmth.
The whole solar system is witness to the constant flow of radiation and highly energetic
particles originating from the Sun, known as the solar wind. During phenomena such as solar flares
or coronal mass ejections, this uninterrupted flow can be dramatically enhanced as millions of tons
of charged particles are released by the Sun. As one would think, this represents a real threat to the
sustainability of life in our planet. Fortunately, the Earth has its own natural shield in the form of
a cavity that surrounds the planet and its atmosphere, protecting them and providing the conditions
for life to develop. This cavity, the magnetosphere, is formed by the interaction of the solar wind
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with Earth’s magnetic field and represents the outer boundary of our immediate environment.
Being permanently bombarded by the solar wind, the magnetosphere, not only interacts with solar
phenomena, but also with the upper atmosphere, making it a highly dynamic environment.
As our exploration of space continues, our society’s vulnerability to space weather effects
becomes more evident. For example, the Sun causes severe disturbances of the near-Earth space
environment, which in turn affect long-line power networks connecting widely separated
geographic areas, miniature electronic components used in spacecraft systems, and even the
continuous human presence in space on the International Space Station. Understanding how solar
activity interacts with the magnetosphere is critical to the development of a successful space
weather forecasting model.

1.2 The Magnetosphere
The notion of a terrestrial magnetism goes back over a thousand years to the invention of
the compass in China, and its subsequent adoption by Arabs and Europeans [Mitchell, 1932].
However, it was not until the year 1600, when William Gilbert proposed the idea that the Earth is
a great magnet that the foundations for our current understanding of the magnetosphere were laid
down. Gilbert, Queen Elizabeth I’s personal physician, explained the action of a compass helped
by a model of the Earth he built and which he called “terrella”, or “little Earth”, and later published
his results in the book De Magnete [Gilbert, 1958]. Over two centuries later, in 1839, the German
mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss published a mathematical description of the Earth’s magnetic
field and alongside his associate, Wilhelm Weber, founded a network of magnetic observatories.
From these observations, Gauss concluded that over 99% of the field originates inside the Earth.
Now, almost two centuries later, we know that the terrestrial magnetic field behaves like a dipole
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field near the surface of the Earth and that this field interacts with the solar wind in the regions
away from Earth’s surface. The strength and direction of this field vary on timescales ranging from
seconds to years. Long timescale variations (e.g., those greater than five years) are mostly the
result of internal processes related to the topography of the Earth’s outer core [Bloxham and
Gubbins, 1985]. The short timescale variations are dominated by external processes,
predominantly by fluctuations in the solar wind.
The solar wind, flowing at a supersonic speed of about 450 km/s, encounters the Earth’s
dipolar magnetic field as an obstacle that it cannot easily penetrate. As the solar wind plasma flows
around the Earth, a cavity is carved out of the solar plasma by the terrestrial magnetic field. This
cavity constitutes the magnetosphere and it is illustrated in Figure 1.1. As the solar wind is
deflected around the magnetosphere, a shock wave is produced. This collisionless shock, known
as the bow shock, slows down the solar wind to subsonic speeds, into a region called the
magnetosheath. The magnetosheath plasma cannot easily penetrate the terrestrial magnetic field
because the interplanetary magnetic field lines cannot penetrate the terrestrial magnetic field lines
and solar wind particles cannot leave the interplanetary magnetic field lines as a consequence of
the “frozen-in” characteristic of highly conducting plasmas. The boundary separating the
magnetosheath from the magnetospheric cavity is called the magnetopause. The size and shape of
the magnetosphere result from the balance between the solar wind pressure and the magnetospheric
pressure. The dynamic pressure of the solar wind plasma distorts the outer part of the dipolar
magnetic field of the Earth, compressing it at the front side and stretching it out on the opposite
side into a long magnetotail [Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997].
The plasma in the magnetosphere is composed primarily of electrons and protons. The
sources of these particles are the solar wind and the terrestrial ionosphere. Additionally, there are
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Figure 1.1. Diagram showing the Earth’s magnetosphere and the solar-terrestrial environment.
From Baumjohann and Treumann [1997].

small fractions of He+ and O+ ions originating in the ionosphere and He++ ions of solar wind origin.
Due to the complex interaction of these plasmas, which are strongly coupled to the electric and
magnetic fields, the magnetosphere acquires its structure and configuration. This leads to the
formation of different plasma regions with quite different densities and temperatures, with
transition layers called boundary layers, serving as a separation between them. Furthermore, the
distortions of the terrestrial field by the interaction with the solar wind result in several current
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systems within the magnetosphere, such that the currents and the field topology are self-consistent.
Some of these regions are depicted in Figure 1.2.
The magnetotail is composed predominantly of the plasma sheet and the tail lobes. Most
of the magnetotail plasma is concentrated in closed flux tubes around the tail central plane in an
approximately 10 RE thick plasma sheet, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
The lobes are two regions of relatively smooth magnetic field, north and south of the plasma sheet.
In the lobes, the magnetic field lines point toward the Earth north of the equator and away from
the Earth south of it. The field lines preserve roughly the same direction until they converge above
the poles. The lobes contain a highly-rarefied plasma, with a nominal density of about 0.01 cm-3,
constituting the “best vacuum” in the near-Earth environment. However, they contain a relatively
strong magnetic field that can store significant magnetic energy since it occupies a large volume.
The cross-tail current sheet is the current sheet that flows across the magnetotail, as required to
sustain the sudden reversal in the sign of the magnetic field between the Southern and the Northern
hemispheres within the plasma sheet. The plasma mantle is the boundary layer that forms between
the magnetopause and the lobes on open field lines, while the low-latitude boundary layer is the
boundary layer between the magnetopause and the closed-field regions of the magnetosphere.
Similarly, the plasma sheet boundary layer separates the tail lobes from the plasma sheet and is
characterized by beams of energetic charged particles.
Particles on magnetic field lines earthward of the plasma sheet are magnetically trapped.
This region, also referred to as the inner magnetosphere, is the near-Earth region where various
plasma populations overlap and interact with each other. Particles at relativistic energies become
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of the Earth’s magnetosphere showing its various regions and boundaries.
From Mitchell [1990].

trapped on closed geomagnetic field lines, forming the radiation belts (or Van Allen belts, after
their discoverer). Radiation belt particles have energies of up to a few MeV and thus can penetrate
deep into dense materials causing radiation damage to spacecraft instrumentation and to humans.
Low-energy (~1 eV), high-density (~10 cm-3) plasma corotates with the Earth forming the
plasmasphere, while the azimuthal drift of intermediate-energy (~1–200 keV) particles around the
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Earth gives rise to the ring current. The interplay between the different particle populations and
the controlling presence of time-varying magnetic and electric fields in this region makes it a
highly dynamic environment. Moreover, the inner magnetosphere is where a significant part of the
storm time energy input from the solar wind is deposited and dissipated [Jordanova, 2005, and
references therein].
Currents in the inner magnetosphere are connected to the ionospheric regions known as the
auroral zones through field aligned currents (or Birkeland currents, after their discoverer), which
flow parallel to the magnetic field. The polar cap is the portion of the ionosphere that lies at higher
latitudes than the auroral zones and constitutes the earthward end of the lobe magnetic field lines.
Also, visible in Figure 1.2 is the unique cusp region. This is the funnel-shaped portion of the
magnetic field where the equatorward field connects with the field of the opposite hemisphere over
the dayside, while the poleward field lies in the lobes, its structure providing unimpeded access
for solar wind (magnetosheath) plasma to penetrate all the way to the atmosphere.

1.3 The Plasma Sheet
The plasma sheet, often referred to as the “central plasma sheet”, is the region in the nearEarth equatorial magnetotail consisting of hot (keV) particles that have nearly symmetric velocity
distributions. Number densities are usually 0.1-1 cm-3 and flow speeds are normally small (~50
km/s) compared with the ion thermal speed [Huang and Frank, 1986], but fast bursty flows (>400
km/s) are also observed [Angelopoulos et al., 1993]. The plasma sheet ion temperature is almost
always about seven times the electron temperature [Baumjohann et al., 1989], and the typical
energies are about 5-10 keV for ions and 1-5 keV for electrons. Generally, the plasma sheet lies
on closed field lines and plasma sheet particles are within the domain of open drift paths.
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Figure 1.3. Sketch showing the changes in the spatial distribution of low-energy electrons in the
plasma sheet during disturbed times. From Vasyliunas [1968].
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The plasma sheet is an important source region for much of the hot plasma observed in the
inner magnetosphere. Plasma sheet particles are injected into the inner magnetosphere during
geomagnetic storms or substorms and have temporally limited access to the innermost
magnetospheric regions [Runov et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; Dandouras et al., 2009; Cao et al.,
2011], or they drift under steady or “background” convection during more quiet magnetospheric
conditions [Kistler et al., 1998; Maurice et al., 1998; Vallat et al., 2007]. Driven by the large-scale
convection and corotation electric fields, combined with the gradient and curvature of the magnetic
field, plasma sheet particles are in continuous movement toward and around the Earth with drift
velocities that are dependent on their energies and pitch angles.
The inner edge of the plasma sheet is defined as the boundary between open and closed
drift path regions, i.e., the Alfvén layer of plasma sheet particles, with closed orbits on the inside
and open orbits on the outside. As several studies have shown, the shape and location of this plasma
sheet inner boundary varies with species, particle energy and geomagnetic activity level [e.g.,
Korth et al., 1999; Friedel et al., 2001]. For example, as seen from Figure 1.3, during disturbed
times when the strength of the convection electric field changes, the position of the Alfvén layer
can vary dramatically (by several Earth radii) on short time scales, and plasma sheet particles
drifting on open trajectories can become captured onto closed orbits. This is the basic mechanism
leading to the storm time buildup of the ring current [e.g., Korth et al., 2000].

1.4 Particle Motion in the Magnetosphere
Plasmas are large collections of electrically charged particles. It is their charged state that
differentiates plasmas from normal gases or fluids. Because of their electric charge, plasma
particles are coupled to the electromagnetic field, which determines their motion.
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In many magnetospheric plasmas, the densities are low and there are very few close
encounters between particles. In such situations, charged particles do not directly interact with
each other and do not affect the external magnetic field significantly. Therefore, the motion of
each particle can be treated independently and one only needs to consider the responses of the
particles to the prescribed electric and magnetic fields.

1.4.1 Single Particle Motion
If an electric field 𝑬 and a magnetic field 𝑩 act on a charged particle of charge 𝑞 and
velocity 𝒗, the particle experiences the Lorentz force

𝑭& = 𝑞 𝑬 + 𝒗×𝑩

(1.1)	
  

From Newton’s laws, the particle’s equation of motion can be written as

𝑚

𝑑𝒗
= 𝑞 𝑬 + 𝒗×𝑩 + 𝑭𝑑𝑥

(1.2)	
  

where 𝑭- represents non-electromagnetic forces such as gravitational forces. In the environment
of the Earth’s magnetosphere, those non-electromagnetic forces are negligible and thus not
considered here.
In the absence of an electric field and under the effect of a uniform magnetic field along
the z axis, 𝑩 = 𝐵𝒆0 , equation (1.2) can be expressed in terms of its components as
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Figure 1.4. Gyration of charged particles around a guiding center. After Baumjohann and
Treumann [1997].

𝑚𝑣2 = 𝑞𝐵𝑣3
𝑚𝑣3 = −𝑞𝐵𝑣2

(1.3)	
  

𝑚𝑣0 = 0

Taking the second derivative, one obtains

𝑣2 = −𝜔-7 𝑣2
𝑣3 =

−𝜔-7 𝑣3

(1.4)	
  

where 𝜔- = 𝑞𝐵/𝑚 is the gyrofrequency or cyclotron frequency, which has opposite signs for
positive and negative charges. Equation (1.4) is the equation of a harmonic oscillator with a
solution of the form
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Figure 1.5. Helicoidal ion orbit in a uniform magnetic field. Figure from Baumjohann and
Treumann [1997].

𝑥 − 𝑥9 = 𝑟- sin 𝜔- 𝑡

(1.5)	
  

𝑦 − 𝑦9 = 𝑟- cos 𝜔- 𝑡

and describes the circular motion, or gyromotion, of the particle around the magnetic field, with
the sense of the rotation depending on the sign of the charge as shown in Figure 1.4. In equation
(1.5), 𝑟- is the gyroradius and it is defined as 𝑟- = 𝑣B / 𝜔- , where 𝑣B is the constant speed in the
plane perpendicular to 𝑩.
The previous example, which led to the gyromotion of a charged particle about a guiding
center, neglected a possible component of the particle’s velocity parallel to the magnetic field, 𝑣∥ .
When 𝑣∥ is not zero, the trajectory of the particle is not confined to a plane anymore, like in Figure
1.4, but takes the shape of a helix, as can be seen in Figure 1.5. The pitch angle of the particle’s
trajectory, defined to be the angle between 𝒗 and 𝑩, can be expressed as
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Figure 1.6. Particle drifts in crossed electric and magnetic fields. From Baumjohann and
Treumann [1997].

𝛼 = tanGH

𝑣B
𝑣∥

(1.6)	
  

and depends on the ratio of the perpendicular and parallel components of the velocity.
So far, this analysis has been restricted to a particle in the presence of a uniform magnetic
field. Taking into consideration the electric field and possible variations in the magnetic field will
result in drifts of the particle superimposed onto its gyromotion. First, considering the presence of
an electrostatic field 𝑬, will produce an electric drift of the particle. The component of this electric
field parallel to 𝑩 would accelerate the particle along the magnetic field line. However, in the
magnetosphere, parallel electric fields are usually canceled out by electrons, which are extremely
mobile along the magnetic field lines. On the other hand, a perpendicular component of the electric
field generates a modulation of the gyroradius: it accelerates the particle during half of its orbit,
thereby increasing its gyroradius, and decelerates the particle during the second half, decreasing
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its gyroradius. Therefore, a drift perpendicular to 𝑬 and 𝑩 is imposed on the particle, as displayed
in Figure 1.6. The drift of the particle’s guiding center is known as the 𝑬×𝑩 drift and is expressed
as

𝒗I =

𝑬×𝑩
𝐵7

(1.7)	
  

As can be seen from equation (1.7), the 𝑬×𝑩 drift is independent of the particle’s energy and sign
of the charge, and thus electrons and ions move in the same direction. Equation (1.7) can be
generalized for guiding center drift due to any force 𝑭 acting on a charged particle in a magnetic
field

𝒗J =

1 𝑭 𝑩
×
𝜔- 𝑚 𝐵

(1.8)	
  

If the magnetic field is not homogenous, as is often the case in the magnetosphere, magnetic
drifts will also affect the particle’s motion. Two main magnetic drifts of particles in the
magnetosphere are due to the gradient and curvature of the terrestrial magnetic field lines. If a
gyrating particle feels a gradient in the magnetic field strength in a direction perpendicular to the
magnetic field, its gyroradius will change in a similar fashion as due to the effect of a perpendicular
electric field. Consequently, the particle will drift perpendicular to both 𝑩 and ∇𝐵 as seen in Figure
1.7. Averaging over one gyroperiod, the gradient drift velocity of the guiding center can be
expressed as
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Figure 1.7. Particle drifts due to a gradient in the magnetic field. From Baumjohann and Treumann
[1997].

𝒗∇ =

𝑚𝑣B 7
𝑩×∇𝐵
2𝑞𝐵N

(1.9)	
  

The gradient drift is proportional to the particle’s kinetic energy perpendicular to the magnetic
field and its direction is determined by the sign of the particle’s charge. Therefore, ions and
electrons will drift in opposite directions.
An additional drift appears due to the curvature of the magnetic field lines. Particles with
a parallel velocity component, 𝑣∥ , experience a centrifugal force

𝑭O = 𝑚𝑣∥ 7

𝑹𝒄
𝑅S7

(1.10)	
  

where 𝑹𝒄 is the local radius of curvature. Inserting (1.10) into the general expression for a force
drift, equation (1.8), yields the expression for the curvature drift velocity
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𝑚𝑣∥ 7 𝑹𝒄 ×𝑩
𝒗O =
𝑞
𝑅S7 𝐵7

(1.11)	
  

This curvature drift depends on the kinetic energy parallel to the magnetic field, and its direction
is ruled by the sign of the charge of the particle. Since ions and electrons are subject to the curvature
drift, both drift perpendicular to the magnetic field and to its curvature, but in opposite directions.
Thus, a transverse current will be created by their separation.
Adding the electric and magnetic drifts discussed, and neglecting the effects of nonelectromagnetic forces, yields the general expression for the guiding center drift of a particle

𝒗T = 𝒗U + 𝒗∇ + 𝒗O =

𝑬×𝑩 𝑚𝑣B 7
𝑚𝑣∥ 7 𝑹𝒄 ×𝑩
+
𝑩×∇𝐵
+
𝐵7
2𝑞𝐵N
𝑞
𝑅S7 𝐵7

(1.12)	
  

1.4.2 Electric and Magnetic Fields in the Magnetosphere
From extensive measurements, it is clear that the magnetic field of the Earth is composed
of both internal and external sources. The main contributor for the former is the liquid outer core
of Earth’s interior, which generates a magnetic field through a dynamo process. Even though an
accurate description of the terrestrial magnetic field is quite complex, near the surface of the Earth
and up to about 6 Earth radii (RE), it is approximately dipolar
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Figure 1.8. Field line merging and reconnection at the magnetopause. After Baumjohann and
Treumann [1997].

𝐵 𝑟, 𝜆 =

𝐵I 𝑅IN 1 + 3 sin7 𝜆
𝑟N
cos Y 𝜆

(1.13)	
  

where 𝜆 is the magnetic latitude, 𝑟 is the equatorial distance of the field line from the center of the
Earth, and 𝐵I is the equatorial magnetic field strength at the Earth’s surface.
There are two large-scale electric fields in the inner magnetosphere: the convection and the
corotation electric fields. The convection electric field results from the global interaction pattern
between the solar wind and the magnetospheric magnetic field lines and plasma, as illustrated in
Figure 1.8. This pattern is triggered when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is directed
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southward. In this situation, the IMF field line merges with the closed terrestrial field line at the
dayside magnetopause (denoted by 1 in Figure 1.8), which has both footprints on the Earth.
Consequently, the merged field lines then split into the two open field lines indicated by 2, which
have one end connected to the Earth and the other extending out into the solar wind. The solar
wind then transports the open field lines toward the magnetotail across the polar cap (field lines
labeled 3-6). Far down the tail, the open field lines reconnect, leaving a closed but stretched
terrestrial field line and an open solar wind field line (marked 7 and 8). The stretched tail field line
(marked by 8) relaxes and shortens in the earthward direction, releasing magnetic tension and
transporting the plasma to which it is frozen toward the Earth near the equatorial plane. This is the
basic mechanism responsible for the earthward convective flow of plasma in the magnetotail. For
an observer on the Earth, this earthward flow of plasma is comparable to a convection electric field
that can be expressed as

𝑬S = −𝒗S ×𝑩

(1.14)	
  

where 𝒗S is the convection velocity. The total potential difference between the dawn and dusk
magnetopause, or equivalently, across the polar cap, is typically about 50-100 kV. Considering an
average cross-section of the magnetosphere of ~30 RE, this corresponds to a dawn-to-dusk field of
about 0.2-0.5 mV/m. This convection electric field can be approximated to first order as
homogenous, the same being the case for the associated convection electric potential defined as

𝑬S = −∇𝜙S
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(1.15)	
  

Expressed in polar coordinates, the convection potential in the equatorial plane is

𝜙S = −𝐸9 𝑟 sin 𝜓

(1.16)	
  

where 𝐸9 is the uniform convection electric field strength in the equatorial plane, 𝑟 is the radial
geocentric distance, and 𝜓 is the magnetic local time with respect to noon.
In the inner magnetosphere, this convection electric potential is to some extent weaker than
described by equation (1.16). This is due to a shielding effect induced by the different magnetic
drift paths of energetic ions and electrons. Energetic ions coming from the magnetotail into the
inner magnetosphere tend to drift westward toward the duskside around the Earth dominated by
the gradient and curvature drifts, whereas energetic electrons tend to be found on the dawnside.
This leads to a weak charge separation along the dawn-to-dusk line, which is associated to a
polarization electric field in the dusk-to-dawn direction that effectively shields the inner
magnetosphere from the full dawn-to-dusk directed cross-tail convection electric field. Accounting
for the shielding effect leads to a more realistic form of the convection potential

𝜙S = −𝐸9 𝑟 ] sin 𝜓

(1.17)	
  

where 𝛾 is the shielding factor.
The corotation electric field is also produced by a movement of the magnetic field lines
and the plasma that is frozen into it. However, in this case, the plasma motion is not caused by the
solar wind, but by the Earth’s rotation. The neutral atmosphere, which corotates with the Earth,
forces the ionospheric plasma into corotation through ion- and electron-neutral collisions.
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Therefore, for an observer that is not rotating, this corotation of plasma is equivalent to an electric
field

𝑬S_ = −(𝛀I ×𝒓)×𝑩

(1.18)	
  

where 𝛀I is the angular velocity of the Earth’s rotation. Utilizing equation (1.13) for the magnetic
field, gives the expression for the corotation electric field strength in the equatorial plane

𝐸S_ =

ΩI 𝐵I 𝑅IN
𝑟7

(1.19)	
  

The corotation field is directed radially inward and decreases with the square of the geocentric
distance. An integration of equation (1.19) yields the equatorial plane potential of the corotation
electric field

𝜙S_ = −

ΩI 𝐵I 𝑅IN
𝑟

(1.20)	
  

The sum of the potentials of the convection and corotation electric fields, given by equations (1.16)
and (1.20), and neglecting shielding effects, is given by

ΩI 𝐵I 𝑅IN
𝜙=−
− 𝐸9 𝑟 sin 𝜓
𝑟
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(1.21)	
  

	
  
Figure 1.9. Electric equipotential contours in the equatorial plane. From Baumjohann and
Treumann [1997].

and is depicted in Figure 1.9 for a cold plasma, like the one in the plasmasphere. The geocentric
distance dependence of the corotation potential leads to a weakening of its influence with distance,
and therefore, the convection potential dominates the motion of plasma particles at larger
distances.
The combination of electric and magnetic field models and the drift velocity equation
(1.12) is sufficient to describe the drift of particles in the magnetosphere, and constitutes a model
that is often referred to as a convection model. A dipole magnetic field and an electric potential
described by equation (1.21), even though suitable and very useful under a variety of conditions,
comprise a highly-simplified convection model. More sophisticated, analytical, semi-empirical,
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and empirical models have been developed and can be found in the literature. Such models can be
at times more realistic and therefore, more useful. Two convection models have been used in this
dissertation work and will be introduced in the next chapter.

1.4.3 Adiabatic Invariants and Time Scales
As discussed in the previous section, an ion or electron moving in the Earth’s
magnetosphere experiences three motions: gyromotion about the magnetic field line, bounce
motion along the field line, and drift motion perpendicular to 𝑩. These motions, illustrated in
Figure 1.10, are cyclic and take place on three distinct time scales, given that the energies are nonrelativistic.
The gyromotion, which takes place at the cyclotron frequency 𝜔- , is the fastest. From the
definition of 𝜔- given in the previous section, and for a singly charged particle, the period of
gyromotion can be expressed as

𝑇- =

2𝜋
𝜔-

=

2𝜋𝑚
𝑞𝐵

(1.22)	
  

For protons in the equatorial plane, 𝑇- ranges between 1 ms at low altitudes and 2 s at 𝑟 = 10	
  𝑅I .
A particle’s motion along the magnetic field consists of bouncing between mirror points.
An estimation of the period of the bounce motion is given by [Kivelson and Russell, 1995] in the
form

𝑇h ~
	
  

2𝑙h
𝑣∥
22

(1.23)	
  

	
  
Figure 1.10. Motion of particles trapped on closed magnetic field lines. From Mitchell [1990].

where 𝑙h is the distance along the field line between mirror points. A comparison of equations
(1.22) and (1.23) demonstrates that 𝑇h ≫ 𝑇- , i.e., the bounce motion is overall much slower than
the gyromotion.
The third type of motion of a particle is drift across 𝑩, and the drift formula is given by
equation (1.12). Since for a typical particle with pitch angle of 45º in the magnetospheric dipole
field, the gradient and curvature drifts are similar in magnitude and point in the same direction,
one can make an order-of-magnitude estimate of the sum of both drift terms by just estimating one
of them. The time scale for the gradient-curvature drift is therefore given, in order of magnitude,
by the drift period
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2𝜋𝑟 2𝑞𝐵𝑟 7
𝑇l =
~
𝑣mn
𝑊

(1.24)	
  

where 𝑣mn is the drift speed and 𝑊 is the particle’s energy. For the observation of 1 keV particles,
typical of the plasma sheet, the three time scales are separated by approximately more than two
orders of magnitude for O+ ions, to more than four orders of magnitude for electrons. This species
difference in the time scales exists because electrons gyrate and bounce much faster than ions,
whereas both species gradient/curvature drift at the same rate, the latter motion being independent
of mass for a given energy.
The ample difference of these time scales permits theoretical separation of the three
motions by adiabatic invariants. The theory of adiabatic invariants [Landau and Lifshitz, 1969]
implies that the quantity

𝑝 𝑑𝑞 is conserved under slow changes in a system undergoing cyclic

motion in the coordinate 𝑞, 𝑝 being the corresponding momentum. First, applying this theory to
the gyromotion gives the corresponding adiabatic invariant

𝑝 𝑑𝑞 =

1
2𝜋𝑚 2𝜋𝑚𝜇
𝑝2 𝑣2 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑚 𝑣27 𝑇- = 𝑚𝑣B7
=
2
𝑞𝐵
𝑞

(1.25)	
  

with the assumption of the magnetic field being in the z-direction, 𝑞 = 𝑥, and 𝑝 = 𝑚𝑣2 , and where
𝜇 = 𝑚𝑣B7 /2𝐵 is the magnetic moment of the particle’s gyromotion. Equation (1.25) establishes
the first adiabatic invariant of the motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field. Furthermore,
for the habitual situation in which the ratio 𝑚/𝑞 for the particle is constant, equation (1.25)
indicates that the magnetic moment 𝜇 is an adiabatic invariant.
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Second, another adiabatic invariant can be defined for the periodic bounce motion of a
particle along a given magnetic field line

𝑱=

𝑝∥ 𝑑𝑠 = 2 2𝑚

tu

𝑊 − 𝜇𝐵(𝑠) 𝑑𝑠

(1.26)	
  

tv

where 𝑠 is the distance along the field line, 𝑚H and 𝑚7 are the locations of the particle’s mirror
points, and 𝑊 is the particle’s kinetic energy. As long as the particle experiences magnetic-field
changes on a time scale that is long compared to the bounce period 𝑇h , the parameter 𝑱 should be
conserved. Considering that the kinetic energy is constant as it moves along a field line in its
bounce motion, equation (1.26) can be further simplified as follows

𝑱 = 2 2𝑚𝜇	
  𝑰

(1.27)	
  

where

𝑰=

tu
tv

𝐵t − 𝐵(𝑠) 𝑑𝑠

(1.28)	
  

Equation (1.28) specifies the second adiabatic invariant. Note that 𝑰 does not depend on the
particle’s energy but only on its mirror points and on the field line considered.
The third adiabatic invariant is associated with the particle’s drift perpendicular to 𝑩 and
can be written as
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𝚽=

𝑣y 𝑟 𝑑𝜓

(1.29)	
  

where 𝑣y is the drift speed, 𝜓 is the magnetic local time, and the integration must be taken over a
full circular drift path of the particle. 𝚽 is simply the conserved magnetic flux encircled by the
periodic orbit of a particle trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field configuration, when it performs
closed drift orbits around the Earth. If any changes in the magnetic field occur on time scales much
longer than the drift period, 𝚽 is invariant and essentially equal to the magnetic flux enclosed by
the orbit, and can be expressed as

𝚽=

2πm
𝑀
𝑞7

(1.30)	
  

where 𝑀 is the magnetic moment of the Earth’s axisymmetric field.

1.4.4 Drift Trajectories and the Nose Feature
The drift trajectories of particles in the magnetosphere can be determined from the drift
velocity equation (1.12) employing electric and magnetic field models such as those described in
Section 1.4.2. When describing drift trajectories, it is helpful to separate the low-energy (cold) and
high-energy (hot) particles for reasons that will become apparent in the following treatment.
Low-energy particles. Since the gradient and curvature drifts (or referring to them as the combined
gradient-curvature drift) are energy dependent, they are negligible for low-energy ions and
electrons. Thus, at these energies, the 𝑬×𝑩 term dominates the motion of the particles. Moreover,
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since the 𝑬×𝑩 drift is independent of charge, both ions and electrons under the influence of this
drift move in the same direction. Away from the Earth in the down tail region, the dawn-to-dusk
convection electric field dominates, resulting in the sunward flow of ions and electrons on open
drift paths. Near the Earth, the corotation electric field dominates over convection. Consequently,
the electric field points radially inward toward the center of the Earth and the 𝑬×𝑩 drift points
eastward at all local times, forming a region of closed drift trajectories. In the intermediate region,
the effects of corotation and convection are superposed. For zero-energy particles, the border
between the regions of open and closed drift trajectories concurs with the last open (or last closed)
equipotential of the electric field and is designated the plasmapause. This means that under steadystate conditions, both ions and electrons coming from the tail plasma sheet, will first drift
earthward dominated by convection. Then, as they approach the Earth, they will drift eastward
around the Earth and continue their way out through the dayside magnetopause.
High-energy particles. In this case, the gradient-curvature drift becomes important and dominates
over the 𝑬×𝑩 drift near the Earth. Moreover, since the gradient-curvature drift is charge
dependent, ions and electrons under its influence drift in opposite directions, namely westward and
eastward, respectively. In the region far from Earth, as the magnetic field strength drops rapidly,
the convection electric field dominates the motion of particles and they flow sunward on open drift
paths. In the near-Earth region, however, ions and electrons are trapped on closed drift trajectories
and encircle the Earth westward and eastward, respectively. For particles with appreciable energy,
the boundaries between regions of open and closed orbits are known as Alfvén layers [Alfvén and
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Figure 1.11. Components of particle drift u in the magnetosphere. Figure from Friedel et al.
[2001].

Fälthammar, 1963; Schield et al., 1969]. For plasma sheet particles entering the inner
magnetosphere, after drifting sunward dominated by convection, ions will drift westward, and
electrons eastward, around the Earth before they leave the magnetosphere via the dayside
magnetopause. A diagram summarizing the various drifts is shown in Figure 1.11.
The above discussion implies that the 𝑬×𝑩 drift due to corotation (eastward drift and
energy independent) and the gradient-curvature drift (westward drift and energy dependent) have
opposing effects on the ions drifting from the plasma sheet into the inner magnetosphere. Hence,
ions with relatively low energies are dominated by the 𝑬×𝑩 drift. Ions with such low energies will
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Figure 1.12. Proton and electron energy spectrograms of differential flux for two Explorer 45
orbits during the development of the main phase of two storms. From Smith and Hoffman [1974].

drift eastward around the Earth. Ions with energies high enough are dominated by the gradientcurvature drift and will circulate westward around the Earth. There is then, a band of intermediate
energies such that both drift mechanisms nearly compensate each other. Ions with such
intermediate energies can have very small azimuthal drift velocities and thus due to convection are
able to penetrate deeper inward to lower altitudes. This narrow energy band, together with the
existence of forbidden zones for lower and higher energies which are a consequence of the
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open/closed character of the ion orbits, corresponds to the nose energy range and leads to the
formation of the nose feature.
One may immediately ask: why is this feature referred to as a nose feature? The answer
comes from its discovery. Nose features or nose structures were first reported by Smith and
Hoffman [1974] as observed in in situ measurements of ion fluxes made by the Explorer 45 mission
near the inner edge of the plasma sheet. After plotting the ion and electron fluxes in energy-time
spectrograms, they distinguished peculiar structures with the shape of a nose in the ion spectra.
These pioneer observations can be seen in Figure 1.12. As observed in a spectrogram, the nose
structure is characterized by a deeper inward penetration of particles at a given energy (generally
a few keV), and as the spacecraft moves to higher L values, the energy range, over which the flux
is enhanced, becomes wider. Here we introduce the L shell parameter or L value, L = Req/RE,
which describes the equatorial distance (Req) of a set of magnetic field lines that cross the Earth’s
magnetic equator at a number of Earth radii (RE) equal to the L value. The shape of the structure
depends on the orbit of the spacecraft, and sometimes, for example, it can appear as a narrow
energy band. Subsequent studies concluded that nose structures result from the consideration of a
convection model of particle drift [e.g., Ejiri, 1978; Ejiri et al., 1980].

1.5 Geomagnetic Activity and its Indices
In the study of the plasma sheet, as well as in the study of any magnetospheric region, its
condition and dynamics are highly dependent on the level of geomagnetic activity. Furthermore,
as discussed in Section 1.4.2, magnetospheric convection is controlled by the solar wind as well
as by the interplanetary magnetic field strength and direction. More specifically, the solar wind
flow velocity and the magnitude of the southward component of the IMF control the amount of
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dayside magnetic flux merged per unit time, known as the reconnection rate. This means that
during times of northward-directed IMF, when the dayside merging is greatly reduced, the
magnetosphere is in a very quiet state. On the other hand, when the IMF points south, and large
amounts of flux are merged on the dayside, the magnetosphere becomes active.
There are a wide variety of geomagnetic indices that describe the level of geomagnetic
activity. These indices have been proposed and used in studies of the Geospace environment for
many years. A comprehensive description and derivation of geomagnetic indices can be found in
Mayaud [1980]. In this dissertation, the Kp and Dst indices are used in estimating the condition of
the magnetosphere and are briefly discussed below.
The Kp index, since it was proposed and defined by Bartels [1949], has been one of the
most widely used indices for exploring the causes and effects of geomagnetic activity. It serves as
a measure of the global average level of geomagnetic activity, designed to measure the solar
particle radiation from its magnetic effects. It is derived from measurements of the disturbances in
the magnetic field taken at thirteen subauroral magnetic observatories. The locations of these
observatories, at absolute geomagnetic latitudes between 43º and 62º, were chosen to secure good
longitudinal coverage. The planetary K index, or Kp index, is derived from the K indices locally
determined at each observatory by means of the following procedure. First, the measurements of
the two horizontal components of the magnetic field are corrected for regular variations that are
mainly related to atmospheric dynamo processes. Subsequently, the ranges of the perturbations in
both components are established and assigned a class number from 0 to 9 in accordance with their
magnitude. The larger of the two class numbers is thus designated as the K index. The choice of a
3-h interval for the derivation of the index was found suitable since it is long enough to capture
such perturbations of only 1 h or 2h of duration, and short enough not to affect too much of the
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day in cases when two consecutive intervals are affected by a disturbance. To avoid local time
effects, which are different from season to season, the individual K indices from the thirteen
observatories are then standardized into the Ks values. Finally, the arithmetic mean of the Ks values
at each station, is defined as the Kp index. The range of the Kp index consists of 28 values, between
0 and 9, spaced by thirds of an integer and labeled using the symbols: -, o, and + (0o, 0+, 1-, 1o,
1+, 2-,…, 9-, 9o).
Many magnetospheric properties are known to correlate with the Kp index. More
importantly for the purpose of this dissertation, it has been shown that apart from being a measure
of geomagnetic activity, Kp is more appropriately a measure of the strength of the magnetospheric
convection electric field. The reason for this is that since it is derived from magnetic variations
obtained at subauroral stations, it is extremely sensitive to the latitudinal distance to the equatorial
edge of the auroral region, where the main causative currents flow. Consequently, since the auroral
region maps to the plasma sheet in the magnetosphere, variations of the inner edge of the plasma
sheet, being driven by the strength of the convection field, produce significant changes in Kp
[Thomsen, 2004].
The storm-time disturbance, or Dst, index, was introduced by Sugiura [1964] as a measure
of the strength of the equatorial ring current. The westward ring current induces a magnetic field
opposite to the terrestrial magnetic field, effectively reducing it. The Dst index is obtained from
hourly averages of the northward horizontal component of the magnetic field, H, measured through
a network of four low-latitude observatories made up of: Honolulu, San Juan, Hermanus, and
Kakioka, which are all 20º-30º away from the geomagnetic equator and are evenly distributed in
local time. In the formulation of the index, the contribution of the Earth’s quiet main field is
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removed along with a projection of the quiet daily variations of the field gathered from the five
quietest days of the month.
The Dst index has been widely used to assess the severity of geomagnetic storms. This use
is justified because the strength of the magnetic field at low latitudes is inversely proportional to
the energy content of the ring current, which is enhanced during geomagnetic storms. During a
typical storm, the Dst profile exhibits a sudden rise, corresponding to the storm sudden
commencement, and then a sharp decrease as the z-component of the IMF becomes negative and
the ring current intensifies. As the IMF turns northward again and the ring current starts to recover,
the Dst begins a gradual rise back to its quiet time level. Even though the Dst index is probably,
among all geomagnetic indices, the one that monitors with the greatest accuracy the phenomenon
for which it was designed, there remain some uncertainties in its determination. These uncertainties
are induced because sources of magnetic disturbances, aside from the ring current, such as the
magnetopause current, the partial ring current, and the substorm current wedge, also affect the H
component.

1.6 Motivation
As discussed above, plasma originally from the solar wind and the ionosphere is deposited
in the magnetosphere’s central plasma sheet. In this way, the plasma sheet acts as a reservoir of
plasma and energy. Several magnetospheric missions have identified observational signatures of
plasma transport from the plasma sheet into the inner magnetosphere, one of which is the nose
feature. The study of such observational signatures in the form of spectral features reveals the
intricacies of particle access to the inner magnetosphere. As the plasma sheet ions and electrons
are transported, they undergo processes of energization and loss. Different types of particles, e.g.,
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different species of ions, experience some or all of these processes at different rates, and thus there
is a pressing need to understand how different ion species respond to these processes and populate
the magnetosphere.
The study of nose structures is important because they are clear signatures of fresh particle
injections into the inner magnetosphere, where these particles constitute the source populations of
the ring current and the radiation belts. Also, the hot anisotropic ions composing nose structures
play an important role in wave-particle interactions. Nose ions with anisotropic temperature
distributions provide the free energy necessary for the generation of waves such as electromagnetic
ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves [e.g., Zhang et al., 2014; Fok et al., 2016]. These waves are known
for causing pitch angle scattering of relativistic electrons from the radiation belts, thus producing
losses to the atmosphere [e.g., Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Young et al., 1981; Rauch and Roux,
1982; Anderson et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2016]. Furthermore, nose structures are attributed to the
individual or combined effects of several elements governing ion access to the inner
magnetosphere: convection, corotation, magnetic gradient-curvature drift, ion losses, and
variations in the electric field and/or the ion source population. Therefore, they constitute a test
ground for the inner-magnetospheric theories and modeling.
Even though nose structures have been observed by several missions and modeled in
several studies, there are still unanswered questions regarding their frequency of occurrence and
their dominant formation mechanisms. Most studies on nose structures have either focused only
on H+ structures or have not distinguished between different ion species, so essentially no
statistical results of nose structures of other ion species are available to date.
This dissertation aims to answer the following science questions regarding the formation
and distribution of ion nose spectral features.
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1.   How are they spatially distributed? What is their L and MLT dependence?
2.   What is their energy dependence?
3.   What are the necessary geomagnetic conditions for their formation?
4.   How different are their distributions for the three major magnetospheric ion species (H+, He+,
and O+)?
5.   What is the formation mechanism of multiple-nose structures?
To answer these questions, large data sets of ion flux measurements are analyzed, paying
special attention to the differences among ion species. Furthermore, to achieve a solid
understanding of the observational results, computer simulations are employed.

1.7 Outline
This dissertation is arranged as follows: Chapter 2 explains the methodology followed and
the tools employed for the present study. The Cluster and Van Allen Probes missions are described,
as well as their plasma instruments that provided the ion flux measurements. Also, a description
of the convection models used in the computer simulations is given. In Chapter 3, a statistical
analysis of heavy ion dominance in the inner magnetosphere using the observations made by the
CIS/CODIF mass spectrometer onboard Cluster is presented. The spatial and temporal distribution,
energy and geomagnetic activity dependences are considered. An interpretation of the main
observational characteristics is attempted making use of simulations of particle drift path tracings
and losses due to charge exchange collisions. Chapter 4 presents the statistical study of ion nose
structures measured by the ECT/HOPE mass spectrometer onboard the Van Allen Probes. The
analysis considers the spatial distribution of the noses, their geomagnetic activity dependence, and
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variations in nose energy. A similar convection model is utilized to understand the main
observational trends. Chapter 5 assesses the characteristics of nose structures during a geomagnetic
storm, including their temporal evolution. Moreover, observations and modeling are employed to
investigate the exact formation mechanism of multiple-nose structures. Finally, the conclusions of
this dissertation and the proposed future work are provided in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS

2.1 Methodology
The general methodology of this dissertation work follows a data-model comparison
approach. To address the questions of nose structure spatial distribution, geomagnetic activity
dependence, nose energy dependence, and ion species dependence, we first analyze large data sets
of observed ion fluxes in the region of interest, near the inner edge of the plasma sheet. To carry
out this statistical analysis we chose two missions: the European Space Agency (ESA)’s Cluster
mission and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s Van Allen Probes
mission. Because it has been active for more than fifteen years, Cluster has provided us with a
large data set spanning a complete solar cycle. On the other hand, the Van Allen Probes mission
aims at studying the inner magnetosphere and thus provided us with extensive coverage in the
region of interest, traversing the inner edge of the plasma sheet several times a day. Both missions
are equipped with a full set of state-of-the-art plasma instrumentation to measure ion distribution
functions in the energy range of interest. The missions and the plasma instruments used in this
study are introduced in Section 2.2. Furthermore, we use Van Allen Probes observations to perform
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a case study of the characteristics of ion nose structures through a geomagnetic storm. We extend
the scope of this case study and investigate the formation of multiple noses.
To gain physical insight on the observational results, model simulations have proven to be
an extremely useful tool. We perform ion bounce-averaged drift path tracings in the equatorial
plane utilizing a convection model. For data-model comparison with the statistical results we
employ a steady-state model using the Volland-Stern convection electric field model, whereas for
the case study we use the time-dependent Weimer 96 convection electric field model. In all
simulation runs we consider ion losses due to charge exchange collisions with neutral hydrogen.
The general particle tracing approach, as well as both convection models and the charge exchange
mechanism, are briefly described in Section 2.3.

2.2 Magnetospheric Missions and Plasma Instrumentation
2.2.1 The Cluster Mission
The Cluster mission [Escoubet et al., 2001] (2001 – present) consists of four identical
spacecraft in elliptical polar orbits with a period of ~57 h. For the first 5 years, the apogee was at
19 RE and the perigee was at 4 RE, both in the equatorial plane. In later years, the perigee is moved
to lower altitudes and it is not always at the minimum L shell because the line of apsides is also
tilted. Over the course of one year, the precession of Cluster’s orbit allows each spacecraft to cover
all magnetic local times (MLTs). Designed to study small-scale plasma structures in three
dimensions and with suitable orbits and instrumentation, Cluster spacecraft can study field and
plasma dynamics that arise in a variety of places near the magnetosphere, such as the solar wind,
bow shock, magnetopause, polar cusps, magnetotail, and auroral zones.
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2.2.2 The CIS/CODIF Instrument
The Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) experiment onboard the Cluster mission consists of
two instruments designed to investigate the dynamics of ions in the Earth’s magnetosphere [Rème
et al., 2001]. These two instruments are the COmposition and DIstribution Function (CODIF)
analyzer and the Hot Ion Analyzer (HIA). The CODIF instrument measures the complete threedimensional distributions of the major magnetospheric ions, H+, He+, and O+, at a 4-s spin
resolution over the energy per charge range of 0.04 to 40 keV/e with energy resolution ΔE/E ≈
16% [Rème et al., 1997; Möbius et al., 1998], while HIA provides an all-ion measurement over a
similar energy range. In this study, we use ion composition observations from the CODIF
instrument, which is a combination of a top-hat electrostatic analyzer followed by a 15 keV postacceleration and a time-of-flight measurement [Möbius et al., 1985].
Cluster spacecraft come close enough to the Earth that energetic particles from the radiation
belts can penetrate through the instrument shields and hit the detectors creating false counts. Such
false counts induce a background in the data. Even though TOF ion mass spectrometers like
CIS/CODIF are less susceptible to background contamination than all-ion instruments,
contamination of the measurements can still occur when the background rate is high. For this study,
background from the penetrating radiation belt particles has been removed, following the
technique by Mouikis et al. [2014]. The background subtraction technique consists of estimating
the background rate using the counts of the lowest energy channel of the O+ 3-D distribution data
assuming that during the radiation belt passes counts in this energy channel are all due to
contamination. Typical signatures of remnants of this background contamination have the same
count rate at all energies.
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2.2.3 The Van Allen Probes Mission
NASAˈs Van Allen Probes mission consists of two identical spacecraft that were launched
in August 2012 and have been actively collecting data since October 2012 [Mauk et al., 2013].
They are also referred to by their prelaunch name, Radiation Belt Storm Probe (RBSP)-A and
RBSP-B. The satellites are in a highly elliptical, near-equatorial (10° inclination) orbit with perigee
at 1.1 RE, apogee at 5.8 RE, orbital period of ~9 h, and a spin period of ~11 s. The probes are on
slightly different orbits so that one overlaps the other about every 2.5 months, allowing separation
of spatial from temporal effects in spatial scales ranging between ~0.1 and 5 RE. The perigeeapogee line, i.e., the line of apsides, precesses in local time at a rate of ~210° per year. Both Van
Allen Probes carry a comprehensive set of instruments that perform a variety of particle and field
measurements to study how energetic charged particles are created, vary, and evolve in the nearEarth region of trapped populations.

2.2.4 The ECT/HOPE Instrument
The Helium Oxygen Proton Electron (HOPE) mass spectrometer [Funsten et al., 2013],
part of the RBSP Energetic Particle, Composition, and Thermal Plasma (ECT) suite [Spence et al.,
2013], measures both ions and electrons over the ~1 eV to ~50 keV energy range in five angular
directions coplanar with the spacecraft spin axis and 72 energy channels with energy resolution
ΔE/E ≈ 15 %. The most abundant magnetospheric ion species (H+, He+, and O+) are distinguished
by using a spherical electrostatic analyzer and a time-of-flight mass spectrometer with channel
electron multiplier detectors. The instrument’s detectors have been uniquely designed to minimize
background contamination induced by penetrating relativistic particles in the harsh environment
of the Earth’s radiation belts [Funsten et al., 2013].
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2.3 Numerical Modeling
2.3.1 Ion Drift Trajectory Tracing
In the simulations carried out for this dissertation, we calculated the ion drift trajectories
assuming the following conditions
-   The geomagnetic field is a dipole field, its axis being perpendicular to the equatorial plane.
-   Changes in the electric and magnetic fields are very slow, and the ion motion can be
described as the bounce-averaged drift motion.
-   In the absence of losses, the ion motion is adiabatic, i.e., the first and second adiabatic
invariants are conserved.
-   There are no local energization processes.
-   The source of ions is in the magnetotail region and the ions start their motion toward the
Earth due to the convection electric field.
The calculation of ion drift paths then consists of solving the drift velocity equation (1.12)
that is obtained by averaging over a cyclotron motion and a bouncing motion between particle
mirror points. In previous studies, equation (1.12) has been solved in different ways to obtain
particle drift trajectories. In this study, we have used the approach introduced by Ejiri [1978], who
expressed equation (1.12) as

𝒗T =
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(2.1)	
  

where 𝐵 is the magnetic field, 𝜙S is the convection electric potential, 𝜙S_ is the corotation electric
potential, 𝑊 is the kinetic energy, 𝑞 is the charge, 𝑦9 is the sine of the equatorial pitch angle, and
𝐺(𝑦9 ) is the function given by Ejiri [1978]. 𝐺 is 1.0 for an equatorial pitch angle of 90º and 0.85
for 30º. For a given energy, 𝑊, and pitch angle, the drift velocity is independent of mass; thus,
different ions will drift along the same paths [Alfvén and Fälthammar, 1963; Roederer, 1970]. In
the case that the two first adiabatic invariants are conserved, the change in the equatorial pitch
angle due to a drift in the radial direction is given by

𝑑𝑦9
𝑦9 𝐼(𝑦9 ) 1 𝑑𝑟
=−
𝑑𝑡
4𝐹(𝑦9 ) 𝑟 𝑑𝑡

(2.2)	
  

where 𝑟 is the geocentric distance, and the functions 𝐼(𝑦9 ) and 𝐹(𝑦9 ), associated to the second
adiabatic invariant and the bounce period, respectively, are given and approximated by Ejiri
[1978]. This method works for particles with arbitrary pitch angle. However, drifting ion
populations in the inner magnetosphere typically have pitch angle distributions peaked at 90º, thus
for all the simulations in this dissertation we assumed only 90º pitch angle ions.
The ion drift trajectories were calculated backward in time, starting the tracing at a satellite
position, specified by the L value and the MLT. In addition, the tracing requires the ion energy
and pitch angle at the satellite location. The backward ion tracing was performed until it reached
the outer boundary of the model, or until the elapsed time exceeded a specified value. In the
simulation runs presented in Chapter 3, the outer boundary of the model was located at XGSE = -7
and for the runs in Chapters 4 and 5 at L = 10.
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2.3.2 The Volland-Stern Model
The convection electric potential proposed by Volland [1973] and Stern [1975] has the
form of equation (1.17) and can be expressed as

𝜙S = −𝐸9 𝑟 ] sin 𝜓

(2.3)	
  

where 𝐸9 is the uniform convection electric field strength in the equatorial plane, 𝑟 is the radial
geocentric distance, 𝜓 is the magnetic local time with respect to noon, and 𝛾 is the free parameter
that determines the electric field shielding in the inner magnetosphere (𝛾 = 1 describes a uniform
dawn-to-dusk field, while larger values imply some shielding). The shielding factor was proposed
and estimated by Volland and Stern to be ~2, and has been used and verified by various authors
[e.g., Maynard and Chen, 1975; Ejiri, 1978; Ejiri et al., 1978; Elphic et al., 1999; Liemohn et al.,
2001].
The convection electric field is associated with the potential difference between the dawn
and dusk magnetopause, which is imposed by the solar wind electric field and related to the dayside
reconnection rate. Initially, Volland [1973] derived the shielding factor from the simplified pattern
of the ionospheric electric potential shown in Figure 2.1, which considers the polar cap to be
circular with a fixed convection electric field inside. The ionospheric currents and electric fields
create the distribution of electric equipotentials displayed in Figure 2.1, which are then mapped to
the magnetic equatorial plane along the magnetic field lines. The choice of 𝛾 = 2 [Volland, 1975]
„

was based on observations of the 𝑆ƒ current system [Nishida, 1968; Obayashi and Nishida, 1968],
the Svalgaard effect [Svalgaard, 1973], and the plasmapause configuration [Chappell, 1972;
Carpenter and Park, 1973].
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Figure 2.1. Schematic view of electric equipotentials in the polar caps. From Stern [1977].

To characterize the convection electric field strength, we have used the parameterization
derived by Maynard and Chen [1975] from Explorer 45 midnight plasmapause crossing data.
Using a shielding factor 𝛾 = 2, they found the dependence of 𝐸9 on the Kp index to be

𝐸9 =

0.045
𝑘𝑉
7
N
(1 − 0.159𝐾𝑝 + 0.0093𝐾𝑝 ) 𝑅I7

(2.4)	
  

We used the Volland-Stern model in our simulations for the statistical studies presented in
Chapters 3 and 4 since it has been found suitable to describe particle dynamics in the inner
magnetosphere by various authors [e.g., Kistler et al., 1989; Korth et al., 1999; Ebihara and Ejiri,
2000; Buzulukova et al., 2003; Ebihara et al., 2004].
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2.3.3 The Weimer 96 Model
The Weimer 96 convection model [Weimer, 1996] is a generalization of the work
developed by Weimer [1995] to map the electric potential variations in the ionosphere as a function
of the IMF angle in the GSM Y-Z plane. Originally, the electric potential maps were organized in
two groupings, according to the magnitude of the IMF or the dipole tilt angle (which depends on
the angle between the magnetic dipole axis and the Earth-sun line, and has both seasonal and
diurnal variations). These electric potential maps were constructed using combined direct
measurements of the electric field during polar cap passes of the DE-2 satellite [Maynard et al.,
1981], and the ISEE-3 or IMP-8 satellites. Using all the measurements of the electric potential
along the numerous, random paths, a representation of the potential for the given conditions was
derived in terms of a spherical harmonic expansion

” ••‘(Ž,N)

𝐴Žt cos m𝜙 + 𝐵Žt sin m𝜙 𝑃Žt (cos 𝜃)

Φ 𝜃, 𝜙 =
Ž’9

(2.5)	
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where 𝜃 is a function of the magnetic colatitude, 𝜙 is the MLT, and 𝑃Žt are the associated Legendre
functions [Jackson, 1975]. The potential function was then derived from a large number of
measurements (2,000 to 9,000 data points) using a technique in which the coefficients 𝐴Žt and
𝐵Žt were determined by a least error fit of all points. The number of terms in the expansion was
limited to filter out high-frequency noise.
This model provides insight into the effects of the IMF on the magnetosphere, particularly
in how convection varies from a standard two-cell circulation pattern for southward-directed IMF
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Figure 2.2. Electric potentials derived at nine IMF angles at a fixed IMF magnitude, tilt angle, and
solar wind velocity. The angle is stepped from -90º (-Y) through 0º (+Z) to +90º (+Y) in 22.5º
increments, as noted in the upper left corner of each graph. The numbers at the lower left and right
corners show the minimum and maximum potentials in unit of kV. After Weimer [1996].
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Bz into a four-cell pattern for northward IMF. From the potential patterns, computed by numerical
means, the electric field can be derived. This work was later expanded to provide the ionospheric
electric potential patterns for any arbitrary combination of the IMF, dipole tilt angle, and solar
wind velocity [Weimer, 1996]. This generalization was possible due to the systematic variations
of the harmonic coefficients, which enabled their reproduction by a combination of a Fourier series
and a multiple linear regression formula. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the output from the
model, displaying nine different potential patterns as the IMF angle varies from -90º (-Y) through
0º (+Z) to +90º (+Y), for a moderately strong IMF (10 nT) and solar wind velocity (500 km/s) at
zero tilt angle. As seen in the figure, the potential experiences an orderly evolution from a twocell configuration, into four cells for northward IMF (positive Bz), and back to the usual two-cell
pattern.
We used the Weimer 96 model in our simulations of the geomagnetic storm presented in
Chapter 5 because it is time-dependent and thus can predict ion dynamics under given conditions
much more realistically than the Volland-Stern model. Furthermore, it has been used widely to
study different particle dynamics in the magnetosphere [e.g., Kistler et al., 1999; Kistler and
Larson, 2000; Glocer et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Gamayunov et al., 2014; Ridley et al., 2014;
Menz et al., 2016].

2.3.4 Charge Exchange Losses
Ion losses in the inner magnetosphere are mainly due to charge exchange collisions with
exospheric neutrals and Coulomb collisions with thermal plasma. Nevertheless, it has been shown
that in the plasma sheet, where the number densities are not high (~0.5 cm-3) and the energies are
in the few tens of keV, Coulomb losses are outweighed by charge exchange losses [Fok et al.,
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1991; Jordanova et al., 1996]. Therefore, in this study we neglect losses due to Coulomb
collisions. The charge exchange reaction considered in this study consists of plasma sheet ions
being neutralized (and thereby “lost”) by colliding with, and picking up the orbital electron from,
a thermal neutral atom from the Earth’s exosphere, which then becomes a low-energy ion. In this
interaction, it is assumed that each member of the colliding pair is in its ground state and the final
products may be in the ground state or in an excited state. Moreover, momentum and energy
transfer during charge exchange are negligible, i.e., the incident particle leaves the collision with
virtually the same energy but with a changed charge state.
The probability of a charge exchange collision occurring is proportional to the density of
the neutral exosphere, the charge exchange cross section, and the ion velocity. Another way of
expressing the likelihood that the charge exchange loss process will take place is through the
charge exchange lifetime. The mean lifetime of ions confined to the magnetic equatorial plane for
charge exchange decay is

𝜏=

1
𝑛(𝑟)𝜎𝑣

(2.6)	
  

where 𝑛(𝑟) is the neutral exospheric density in the magnetic equatorial plane, 𝑣 is the velocity of
the ions, and 𝜎 is the charge exchange cross section of the ion with the atomic neutral. Thus, there
are two physical quantities involved in the calculation that need to be measured: the neutral atomic
density and the charge exchange cross section of the different charge exchange reactions.
The terrestrial geocorona, also referred to as the exosphere, is the region of Earth’s
atmosphere above a critical height, known as the exobase, where collisions cease to be important.
It is formed by escaping neutral atoms produced by photodissociation of water vapor and methane
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Figure 2.3. Normalized charge exchange lifetimes (1/𝜎𝑣) in seconds per cm-3 for various ions in
the incident energy range of 1 to 200 keV. From Smith and Bewtra [1978].

in the lower thermosphere. In the case of neutral hydrogen, escape is mostly caused by thermal
evaporation and charge exchange with plasmaspheric protons. Thermal evaporation, or Jeans
escape, can be understood in the framework of a collisionless planetary exosphere where atoms
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below the exobase have an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities. Those atoms
on the high-energy tail of the distribution may acquire speeds that exceed the escape velocity for
the gravitational field. Such atoms will describe hyperbolic trajectories and escape from the
atmosphere [Chamberlain, 1963]. This escape of neutrals is complemented by charge exchange of
hydrogen atoms with plasmaspheric protons with velocities exceeding the escape velocity of the
thermal hydrogen [Tinsley, 1973; Chamberlain, 1977].
A variety of exosphere models, with varying complexity, have been developed. Many of
them describe only the distribution of neutral hydrogen since it dominates the neutral population
[Hodges and Breig, 1991]. One of the early models, the Chamberlain [1963] model, was derived
from kinetic theory and described the exospheric hydrogen radial profile with spherical symmetry.
More recent models employ computationally comprehensive Monte Carlo simulations of the
exosphere [e.g., Tinsley et al., 1986; Anderson et al., 1987; Hodges, 1994] and consider diurnal
and solar cycle variations. For the present work, we have used the density of exospheric neutral
hydrogen from the model by Hodges [1994] because it takes into account solar cycle as well as
seasonal and MLT variations.
The survey of charge exchange cross sections, measured and theoretically derived, has
been presented in the work by [Smith and Bewtra, 1978]. It should be noted that in many of the
charge exchange cross section experiments, molecular hydrogen was used as the target instead of
atomic hydrogen, although the results were accordingly normalized for atomic hydrogen as the
target. The results of the charge exchange cross sections were summarized in a plot of the
normalized lifetimes 1/𝜎𝑣 as a function of energy which is shown in Figure 2.3. In our charge
exchange calculations, we use interpolated values from the fitted curves to the data points in their
plot. Several other charge exchange processes have been considered in different studies: He++, C+,
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Figure 2.4. Diagram summarizing the ion tracing technique followed in this dissertation. On the
right, the model details for the calculation of the ion trajectories and the charge exchange losses,
as well as the parameters obtained from the calculations are listed.

and N+ charge exchanging with neutral hydrogen [Tinsley, 1976], H+ charge exchanging with
neutral oxygen [Smith and Bewtra, 1978; Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005], and H+ and O+ charge
exchanging with neutral hydrogen, atomic oxygen, molecular oxygen (O2), and molecular nitrogen
(N2) [Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005]. However, the main charge exchange processes in the energy
range of 1–300 keV/e for the three ion species considered in this study are

H+ (hot) + H (cold) → H (hot) + H+ (cold)
He+ (hot) + H (cold) → He (hot) + H+ (cold)
O+ (hot) + H (cold) → O (hot) + H+ (cold)
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Using the position and energy values from the particle tracing simulations, the charge
exchange lifetimes can be calculated along the drift paths for each species. The ion fluxes
accounting for charge exchange losses along the trajectory can then be calculated at each time step
of the simulations using a simple flux decay approach

ℱ(𝑡) = ℱ9 𝑒 Gš/›

(2.7)	
  

where ℱ9 is the initial particle flux. Figure 2.4 illustrates the general ion tracing technique and lists
the main quantities calculated with the assumptions from the model, as well as the parameters
obtained from the calculations that are used in interpreting the observations. Note that the drift
velocity equation in the figure is a simplified version of equation (1.12).
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CHAPTER 3

HEAVY ION DOMINANCE AT THE INNER EDGE
OF THE PLASMA SHEET

3.1 Overview
Taking advantage of Cluster’s prolonged ion observations to survey the inner
magnetosphere at all MLTs and a range of L values, a data set spanning 2001-2011 is used to report
events observed by the CIS/CODIF instrument onboard Cluster Spacecraft 4 (SC4) in which the
heavy ions (O+ and/or He+) were the dominant species around perigee. The signatures of these
events were flux peaks in the heavy ion spectra in a narrow energy band centered at ~10 keV
without, or with very weak, H+ signatures at the same energies. These signatures are consistent
with the “nose” of ions that is able to drift to low L shells. The extensive CIS/CODIF ion
composition data collection allowed the achievement of the first statistical study of heavy-ion
dominance in the low L shells. The analysis tests whether a model of ion drift combined with
charge exchange losses is able to explain the observed features.
The content of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2 we present the
background of the current study. Section 3.3 introduces the CIS/CODIF observations. We first
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define the heavy-ion-dominant event selection criteria, followed by a presentation of their
temporal occurrence and spatial distribution. We also examine the geomagnetic conditions
during the events, and we end the section with a brief summary of the observations. In Section
3.4 we give an interpretation of the observations. We concisely describe the model of ion drift
trajectories and loss due to charge exchange. We conclude the section with a comparison between
the modeling results and the observations. In the discussion section, Section 3.5, we comment
on the possibility that the observed hot heavy-ion fluxes were caused by other mechanisms and
on the limitations of the model used. We also discuss some of the limitations of our convection
electric field model and compare them with those found by other studies. Finally, in Section 3.6,
we close with a summary and the conclusions of this study. The content of the current chapter is
reprinted here from the Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics and is cited elsewhere
in this dissertation as “Ferradas et al. [2015]”.

3.2 Background
Until the discovery, in 1972, of large fluxes of O+ ions in the inner magnetosphere during
geomagnetic storms [Shelley et al., 1972], it was generally assumed that the particles in this region
were of solar wind origin and that H+ was the dominant species throughout most of the
magnetosphere. In subsequent and in more recent years, however, studies have shown that H+ is
not always dominant, especially at energies ≤ 50 keV, and that O+ and He+ can become the
dominant ions during times of different geomagnetic activity levels [e.g., Sharp et al., 1974; Lyons
and Evans, 1976; Tinsley, 1976; Johnson, 1979; Lennartsson and Sharp, 1982; Daglis and Axford,
1996; Greenspan and Hamilton, 2002]. Following the main phase of geomagnetic storms, it is
expected that the relative abundance of He+ below 50 keV should increase relative to that of O+
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and H+ due to its long charge exchange lifetime [Smith and Bewtra, 1978; Smith et al., 1981].
These conclusions also apply to quiet times in the absence of large ion sources. Observations of
the signatures of charge exchange decay in the L ≤ 4 region during quiet times [Lundin et al., 1980;
Kistler et al., 1998] have reported He+ dominance with decreasing L shell. Furthermore, Lundin et
al. [1980] described a marked composition boundary near L = 4, with O+ and He+ dominating
inside and H+ often (but not always) being dominant outside. More recently, Dandouras et al.
[2009] reported nose-like structures in the He+ and O+ spectrograms at low L shells although
similar H+ structures were observed simultaneously. These observations were part of a case study,
and no statistical results were given. Yamauchi et al. [2014] also reported observations made by
CIS/ CODIF during the early years of the mission, of hot He+ band structures (event type 2b in
their study) in the inner magnetosphere. They concluded that the He+ enhancements were formed
as a consequence of long drifts from the tail region and during long quiet periods. However, they
only reported five of such events, all of them occurring at energies < 1 keV and within the first 13
months of CIS observations.
While there have been numerous observations and studies of heavy ions in the
magnetosphere, most of them have covered higher energies (typical energies of the ring current, >
50 keV) [Keika et al., 2006; Gerrard et al., 2014a, 2014b; Kronberg et al., 2015], or lower energies
(sub-keV energies) [Yamauchi et al., 2012], or have considered only O+ [Sharp et al., 1976; Kistler
et al., 1999; Greenspan and Hamilton, 2002; Korth et al., 2002; Mitchell et al., 2003; Keika et al.,
2006, 2013; Ebihara et al., 2009; Maggiolo and Kistler, 2014; Kronberg et al., 2015], or only He+
[Yamauchi et al., 2014], or have focused solely on storm times [Fu et al., 2001; Greenspan and
Hamilton, 2002; Ebihara et al., 2009; Forster et al., 2013], or have covered larger geocentric
distances (beyond geostationary distance) [Kistler et al., 1990, 2006; Nosé et al., 2009; Mouikis et
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al., 2010; Maggiolo and Kistler, 2014]. Overall, there have been more studies on O+ than on He+
in the inner magnetosphere, probably because O+ ions are normally more abundant and contribute
more significantly to the plasma sheet and ring current mass density. Regarding the presence of
O+ ions in the ring current regions, several studies have shown that the O+ energy density is well
correlated with the AE index, indicating an increased contribution of O+ to the ring current during
substorms [Daglis and Axford, 1996] and also with solar EUV flux, indicating an enhancement of
the O+ contribution to the ring current with enhanced solar activity [Pulkkinen et al., 2001].
Although an extensive literature exists about ion composition in the ring current regions and
higher-energy trapped particle populations, systematic studies of heavy-ion dominance in the low
L shells (inside geosynchronous orbit) are practically nonexistent.
An important step toward understanding the complex processes taking place within the
inner magnetosphere is to understand the transport of ions to this region. Hot (several to tens of
keV) particles in the inner magnetosphere, for example, have been identified as being of plasma
sheet origin. Particle energy spectra in the inner magnetosphere have features that are consistent
with transport along the drift paths resulting from the interplay between the electric and magnetic
fields that carry plasma sheet ions to the low L shell regions [e.g., Smith and Hoffman, 1974; Ejiri,
1978; Kistler et al., 1998; Korth et al., 1999; Vallat et al., 2007; Yamauchi et al., 2009]. One type
of feature is the nose-like structure, which was observed for the first time by Smith and Hoffman
[1974] in the 90° pitch angle proton spectrograms measured by Explorer 45 inside the
plasmapause. They concluded that those particles came from the tail plasma sheet to the low L
shell regions. Since then nose structures have been observed by several magnetospheric missions
in the last 40 years. These structures are characterized by a deeper inward penetration of particles
at a given energy (generally a few keV), and as the spacecraft moves to higher L values, the energy
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range, over which the flux is enhanced, becomes wider. A comprehensive explanation of nose
structures was given by Ejiri [1978] and by Ejiri et al. [1980] in terms of a two-step process: first,
ions from the plasma sheet are injected earthward by a relatively weak convective electric field;
then, there is a sudden increase of the field leading to an energy dispersion of the ions. As
observations of similar structures have continued until more recent years, the term nose structure
now regroups several different formation processes related to particle convective drift. A similar
ion feature observed by the Akebono satellite was reported by Shirai et al. [1997] and interpreted
in terms of monoenergetic ion drop offs, also known as ion spectral gaps (ISGs), at energies of
~10 keV. These gaps were usually observed together with a simultaneous gap at a lower energy,
creating a nose structure. They performed drift path calculations and concluded that the ISGs
observed follow from the formation of “forbidden zones” that are inaccessible to particles launched
from the magnetotail. The most basic formation mechanism of nose structures results from the
consideration of the drift trajectories of ions in stationary electric and magnetic fields (see Section
1.4.4). They are formed due to a band of intermediate energies such that both the 𝑬×𝑩 and
gradient-curvature drifts nearly compensate each other. Ions with such intermediate energies are
able to penetrate deeper inward to the low L shells. This narrow energy band, together with the
existence of forbidden zones for lower and higher energies that are a consequence of the
open/closed character of the ion orbits, leads to the formation of the nose feature. Even though the
formation of nose structures can be understood from this simple drift mechanism, in reality these
structures are attributed to the single or combined effect that the electric and magnetic fields, ion
losses, and changes in the convection electric field and/or the ion source population have on the
ions being injected into the inner magnetosphere [Lennartsson et al., 1979; Ganushkina et al.,
2000, 2001; Li et al., 2000; Buzulukova et al., 2003; Ebihara et al., 2004; Runov et al., 2008].
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Several other studies aiming to model the earthward penetration of particles on open drift
trajectories in the inner magnetosphere have found disagreements with the expected locations of
the inward penetration boundaries. An accepted explanation is that there are losses along the drift
paths. The main loss mechanism for energetic (keV) ions is charge exchange with the neutral
hydrogen geocorona [Lyons and Evans, 1976; Tinsley, 1976; Smith and Bewtra, 1978; Smith et al.,
1981; Fok et al., 1993; Sheldon and Hamilton, 1993; Noël, 1997]. Kistler et al. [1998] presented
an example where the inner edge of the ion boundary shows a clear species dependence. The
observed plasma composition is a direct result of the species dependence of charge exchange
lifetimes. Maurice et al. [1998] studied the ionic density profile at geosynchronous orbit and found
that the absorption signatures observed in the data were well accounted for with a model of charge
exchange. Korth et al. [1999] expanded on the work by Maurice et al. [1998]. Their work followed
a global magnetospheric particle drift process with losses due to charge exchange and summarized
the conditions under which plasma sheet ions have access to geosynchronous orbit. Nevertheless,
no systematic study using energy spectra to test the effects of charge exchange decay on the ion
injection inner boundaries over all MLTs and a range of L values has been performed before.

3.3 Observations of Heavy Ion Dominance
Each Cluster spacecraft performs about 152-154 perigee passes every year. CIS/CODIF
plasma measurements from SC4 were analyzed for every perigee pass throughout the years of
2001-2011.
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3.3.1 Event Selection
The event selection was carried out by visually inspecting the H+, He+, and O+ energy-time
differential energy flux spectrograms of 4-hour intervals centered at the time when the spacecraft
reached minimum L shell every orbit. The analyzed energies are in the 1-40 keV range. Heavyion-dominant events are identified according to the energy flux using the following criteria: 1) The
spectrograms of He+ or O+, or both heavy ions, show clear spectral structures that reach deeper
inward than the H+ structure at a given energy. These structures appear in the energy-time
spectrograms as flux enhancements typically at ~10 keV. 2) The dominant species was determined
by the species showing higher energy flux. There is no minimum required time interval (i.e.,
number of data points) during which an ion species should dominate to be considered as dominated
by this ion. However, the duration of the observed events varies between ~10 min and ~70 min
thus all events occur over a sufficient amount of data points. With these criteria, 134 events were
observed during the analyzed time period. Among them, 46 were He+-dominant, 5 were O+dominant, and 83 were nearly equally dominated by both heavy ions. Because only 5 events were
dominated by O+, events with O+ dominance were not evaluated separately. As a result, both He+
and O+ dominance are considered together for the main part of this study. O+ dominance will only
be briefly discussed independently.
To illustrate the observations from Cluster/CODIF during several perigee traversals,
Figures 3.1a-3.1c show examples of perigee passes where no heavy-ion-dominant event was
observed, and Figures 3.1d-3.1f show examples of the three types of heavy-ion-dominant events
reported in this study. From top to bottom, Figures 3.1a-3.1f show energy-time spectrograms of
energy flux of H+ (Figures 3.1a1, 3.1b1, 3.1c1, 3.1d1, 1.1e1, and 3.1f1), O+ (Figures 3.1a2, 3.1b2,
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Figure 3.1. Energy-time spectrograms of energy flux observed by CIS/CODIF onboard Cluster
SC4 during six perigee traversals on (a) 4 July 2004, (b) 3 February 2008, (c) 15 November 2007,
(d) 12 August 2008, (e) 6 June 2007, and (f) 23 February 2008. Figures 1a–1c show perigee
traversals where the heavy ions were not the dominant species, while Figures 1d–1f show heavyion-dominant events. Figure 1d shows an event where both heavy ions were comparably dominant
around minimum L shell; similarly, Figure 1e shows an O+-dominant event, and Figure 1f an event
where He+ was the dominant species. Note that the plotted energies are in the range of 1–40 keV.
The vertical blue dashed lines indicate the time of perigee and the red dashed lines the time of
minimum L shell.
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3.1c2, 3.1d2, 3.1e2, and 3.1f2), and He+ (Figures 3.1a3, 3.1b3, 3.1c3, 3.1d3, 3.1e3, and 3.1f3).
The time of perigee and minimum L shell pass are indicated by the vertical blue and red dashed
lines, respectively. Note that all L values (labeled as L_D) in this study are computed using a
dipole magnetic field model, which is accurate enough for the present study (most events occur
during quiet geomagnetic activity periods) in the inner magnetospheric regions [Ebihara et al.,
2001]. A few remnant signatures of the radiation belt background can be seen in Figure 3.1b at
~2310 UT and ~0010 UT (Feb 4), in Figure 3.1d at ~0730 UT (time of minimum L shell), in Figure
3.1e at ~0730 UT and ~0840 UT, and in Figure 3.1f at ~0000 UT (Feb 23) and ~0100 UT.
Figure 3.1a shows a typical perigee traversal from the earlier years of the mission, when
Cluster SC4’s minimum L shell was at L ~ 4 and H+ was usually the dominant species around
perigee. The observations during these early years will be further discussed in the following
subsection. Figures 3.1b and 3.1c show examples of perigee passes from the later years of the
mission, when the spacecraft reached deeper (L < 4), in which the heavy ions were not the
dominant species. The perigee pass of Figure 3.1b shows H+ dominance while that of Figure 3.1c
shows that all ion species are absent near minimum L shell. From Figures 3.1c1, 3.1c2, and 3.1c3
it can be seen that no ion structure is detected inside L ~ 3.5. This observation corresponds to the
morning sector (MLT ~ 8.4), which will be discussed more in detail in the next section.
The first type of event, namely an event where both heavy ions are nearly equally dominant
over H+ in the minimum L shell region, is illustrated in Figure 3.1d by the event observed on 12
August 2008 from 0704 to 0750 UT. Figure 3.1d1 shows that during the 46-minute event no proton
structure was observed by CIS/CODIF, while Figures 3.1d2 and 3.1d3 show O+ and He+ structures,
respectively, at ~10 keV reaching minimum L shell at L = 2.5. The spacecraft ephemeris
information at the bottom of Figure 3.1d reveals that this event was detected in the afternoon sector
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Figure 3.2. Pitch angle distributions of the heavy-ion-dominant events shown in Figures 3.1d-3.1f.
The curves represent the time-averaged distributions over the duration of the events in the energy
range of 5-20 keV. The green and black curves correspond to the O+ distributions in Figures 3.1d2
and 3.1e2, respectively. The red and blue curves correspond to the He+ distributions in Figures
3.1d3 and 3.1f3, respectively.

(MLT = 14.0-15.2) as SC4 travelled northward crossing the magnetic equatorial plane. Figure 3.1e
shows the O+-dominant event observed on 6 June 2007 from 0750 to 0825 UT. A clear O+ structure
can be observed in Figure 3.1e2 at ~10 keV in the inbound pass, then reaching minimum L shell
at L = 3.1 and continuing in the outbound pass. During this time, Figure 3.1e1 shows that no proton
structure reaches deeper than L ~ 4, and Figure 3.1e3 shows the presence of a He+ structure at
approximately the same energy as the O+ structure, although weaker and narrower in energy range.
This 35-minute event occurred near dusk (MLT = 18.0-18.7) as Cluster SC4 approached and
crossed the magnetic equatorial plane moving northward (indicated by the change of sign in the
MLAT values from negative to positive).
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Figure 3.1f shows an example of the third type of event, the He+-dominant event observed
on 23 February 2008 from 0020 to 0050 UT. A similar structure to that in Figure 3.1e2 appears in
Figure 3.1f3 reaching minimum L shell at L = 3.0, although the He+ structure is at a slightly higher
energy. During the time of the event Figures 3.1f1 and 3.1f2 exhibit no H+ or O+ structure reaching
the minimum L shell region, respectively. The spacecraft ephemeris information at the bottom of
Figure 3.1f shows that this event was observed near midnight (MLT = 1.5) as the spacecraft
travelled northbound crossing the magnetic equatorial plane.
To better characterize the events discussed in this study, Figure 3.2 shows the pitch angle
distributions of the heavy ion populations dominating around perigee for the events in Figures
3.1d-3.1f. The curves were calculated averaging the energy flux per pitch angle bin over the
duration of the events in the energy range of 5-20 keV. The green and black curves correspond to
the O+ distributions in Figures 3.1d2 and 3.1e2, respectively. The red and blue curves correspond
to the He+ distributions in Figures 3.1d3 and 1.1f3, respectively. It can be seen that in general the
ion distributions are centered around 90°. Thus, there is no evidence that these heavy ions have a
direct, field-aligned ionospheric source. Instead, they are consistent with the effect of charge
exchange on drifting particles, i.e., becoming more anisotropic over time.

3.3.2 Temporal Occurrence
Even though the data covered in this study span from 2001 to 2011, the heavy-ion-dominant
events observed by Cluster SC4 were not distributed evenly throughout the whole period. In fact,
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Figure 3.3. Minimum L shell points of every Cluster SC4 orbit from 2006 to 2009 in the polar
MLT-L coordinates. The markings specify the following: crosses mean unavailable data and
circles mean available data. The black crosses indicate no data available around perigee due to
changes in the operation of CIS/CODIF, and the light blue crosses indicate that remnant
contamination is too high to analyze the data of the given perigee pass. The red circles indicate
orbits where H+ was the dominant ion around perigee, and the green circles point out orbits where
no ion species reached the low L shells. The blue circles indicate orbits with heavy-ion-dominant
events. Sectors I, II, III, and IV are shaded as reference (see Figure 3.4).

these events were only detected during a portion of this time range. We have divided the total
period analyzed here into three parts.
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March 2001 to August 2006. During this period, no heavy-ion-dominant events were observed near
SC4’s perigee passes. Figure 3.3 illustrates the location of minimum L shell in every Cluster SC4
orbit during the period of January 2006 to December 2009 in the polar MLT-L coordinates. A
dipole model was used to compute the L parameter. The markings specify the following: crosses
mean unavailable data and circles mean available data. The black crosses indicate no data available
around perigee due to changes in the instrument mode of operation, and the light blue crosses
indicate that remnant contamination is too high to analyze the data of the given perigee pass. The
red circles indicate orbits where H+ was the dominant ion around perigee. An example of this kind
of perigee pass can be seen in Figure 3.1b. The green circles point out orbits where no ion species
reached the low L shells. Such a perigee pass can be seen in Figure 3.1c. Finally, the blue circles
indicate orbits where heavy-ion-dominant events were observed. Examples of this kind of perigee
pass can be seen in Figures 3.1d–1.1f. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the orbits during the heavy-iondominant events in a similar format, Figure 3.4 is in MLT-L coordinates, while Figure 3.5 is in
MLT-R coordinates, where R, in Earth radii (RE) is the distance to the center of the Earth. The four
shaded MLT sectors in Figures 3.3–3.5 will be explained in the next subsection. Figure 3.3 shows
that the measurements of January 2006 start slightly above L = 4, MLT ~ 0400, and the last
measurements of December 2009 are at L ~ 1.5, MLT ~ 0600. Cluster SC4’s perigee drifts
westward, and during these years it gradually reached lower L values in the inner magnetosphere;
thus, the measurements produce a spiral contour in the MLT-L polar coordinates. The precession
in the spacecraft’s orbit allows it to cover all MLTs in 1 year, and hence, the spiral in Figure 3.3
makes four complete turns. As seen from Figure 3.3, during the first months of 2006 (until August
2006) Cluster SC4’s minimum L shell remained slightly above 4. This was the case for all the
previous years of the mission. Therefore, the main reason for the absence of events in this period
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Figure 3.4. Heavy-ion-dominant events observed by the CIS/CODIF instrument onboard Cluster
SC4 in the polar MLT-L coordinates. Four MLT sectors are identified according to the occurrence
of events in them: Sector I (MLT = 2300-0100, midnight hours) has no occurrence of events,
Sector II (MLT = 0100-0500) has a fair occurrence of events, Sector III (MLT = 0500-1100) has
a low occurrence of events, and Sector IV (MLT = 1100-2300) has a high occurrence of events.
See text for details.

is that during these earlier years of the mission, the spacecraft’s perigee remained at ~L ≥ 4. Thus,
Cluster’s perigees were located too far out to observe heavy-ion-dominant events. As will be
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discussed later, all the events occur at lower L values. In addition, L = 4 is the region where the
background rate due to the presence of the outer radiation belt often peaks. A study on the location
of the boundaries of the inner and outer radiation belts using the background counts measured by
CIS as a proxy has been performed by Ganushkina et al. [2011]. They found that on average,
during the period between April 2007 and June 2009, the outer radiation belt extended from L ~ 4
to L ~ 6. Thus, it may be more difficult to observe heavy-ion-dominant events near and at L values
higher than 4. This can be clearly seen in Figure 3.3 from the presence of numerous highly
contaminated perigee passes during 2006 and the first months of 2007. Despite this background
contamination, the observations during this time for cases in which the background rate is not too
high show that H+ is the dominant ion during these perigee passes.
September 2006 to June 2009. All the heavy-ion-dominant events were observed during this
period. The first observed event occurred in September 2006 when SC4 reached a minimum L
shell at 4. In the subsequent years, as SC4 reached lower L values, many more events were
observed. The high occurrence of events in this period is likely due to, as suggested above, more
significant effects of different particle losses among different ion species at the altitudes reached
by SC4 during this period (2 < L < 4). Moreover, as seen from Figure 3.3, as SC4 gradually reached
deeper and when heavy-ion-dominant events were not observed, fewer H+-dominant events (red
circles) were observed and more perigee traversals showing the absence of all ions (green circles)
were detected. From the total passes with available data (circles) 90% were H+-dominant events
in 2006, 26% in 2007, only 7% in 2008, and none were observed in 2009. In contrast, the
percentage of events where no ions were observed near perigee for the different years is 3% in
2006, 28% in 2007, 43% in 2008, and 57% in 2009.
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Figure 3.5. Heavy-ion-dominant events observed by the CIS/CODIF instrument onboard Cluster
SC4 in the polar MLT-R coordinates. The same four MLT sectors as in Figure 3.4 are shaded.

July 2009 to December 2011. During this period, the CIS/CODIF instrument was turned off on
every orbit around perigee to avoid intense measurement contaminations in the inner radiation
belt, and therefore, there is no data available during the perigee traversals. The beginning of this
change in the instrument’s mode of operation can be clearly seen in the last (innermost) turn of the
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spiral in Figure 3.3. Given that during the last perigee traversals before the data gap several heavyion-dominant events were observed (as seen in Figure 3.3), it is likely that more events would have
been detected at least in the rest of 2009. There is also a period close to midnight when the
instruments were turned off due to eclipses in the last two spirals (2008 and 2009).

3.3.3 Spatial Distribution
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the extent of the heavy-ion-dominant events in MLT-L and MLTR coordinates, respectively. The first feature to be noticed in both figures is that there is a clear L
shell and R (geocentric distance) dependence for the observation of heavy-ion-dominant events.
Some events extend outside of L = 4 and a few even outside of L = 6. Cluster spacecraft can change
latitudes very quickly due to their polar orbits. As a result, although Cluster SC4 crosses the
magnetic equatorial plane during each perigee traversal, it can reach relatively high latitudes within
the time of a single event. At higher latitudes, the magnetic field model has high L values compared
to the geocentric distance. Hence, the location of events that extend to L values greater than 4 and
even greater than 6 corresponds to high latitudes where the L value is considerably larger than the
geocentric distance. This effect can be clearly seen comparing Figure 3.4 with Figure 3.5. Almost
all the events (except for part of one event) occurred at R ≤ 4 RE and down to slightly less than 2
RE (the lowest perigee with measurements). To illustrate the spatial distribution of events in a more
quantitative way, Figure 3.6 shows the number of events as a function of MLT and L shell in the
range 1 < L < 6. The bin size is 0.25 in L shell by 1 h in MLT, and the black dashed line in Figures
3.6a–3.6d indicates L = 4 as a reference. For each event, only the L-MLT bin where the spacecraft
crosses the equator has been plotted. Figure 3.6a shows the distribution of all the heavy-ion-
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Figure 3.6. Distribution of the heavy-ion-dominant events observed by the CIS/CODIF instrument
onboard Cluster SC4 in the MLT-L coordinates. Figure 3.6a shows all the heavy-ion-dominant
events, Figure 3.6b shows the events where both heavy ions were nearly equally dominant, and
Figures 3.6c and 3.6d show the events where He+ and O+ were the dominant species, respectively.
For each event, only the L-MLT bin where the spacecraft crossed the equatorial plane has been
plotted. The color-shaded band above the top panel indicates the four MLT sectors shown in Figure
3.4. The bin size is 0.25 in L shell and 1 h in MLT. The black dashed line at L = 4 is plotted for
reference.
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dominant events, Figure 3.6b shows the distribution of the events where both heavy ions
dominated, and Figures 3.6c and 3.6d show the distribution of events where He+ and O+ dominated,
respectively. As seen from Figure 3.6a, all the equatorial crossings during the events were observed
inside L = 4. Moreover, the events on the morning sector are observed at relatively higher L values
(L ~ 3–4) compared to the other MLTs. Comparing Figures 3.6b–3.6d, we see that from the
innermost perigee passes (those during 2009 and reaching inside L = 2), almost all the events are
He+-dominant events. The O+-dominant events shown in Figure 3.6d occur only on the dusk side
and close to midnight. These preferred low L shell and low-altitude regions could be interpreted
as evidence that these events are a direct consequence of loss mechanisms along the particle drift
trajectories whose action is more clearly observed at lower altitudes in the inner magnetosphere.
These losses include atmospheric losses, charge exchange, and Coulomb collisions; however, in
the energy range of our study, charge exchange is the most important loss process for ions.
When the events are organized by MLT, some occurrence features become apparent.
Figures 3.4–3.6 show a clear dawn-to-dusk asymmetry in the spatial distribution of events.
Furthermore, the occurrence and the location of the events naturally divide all MLTs into four
sectors (these are the four shaded and labeled sectors in Figures 3.3–3.6): Sector I, MLT = 2300–
0100; Sector II, MLT = 0100–0500; Sector III, MLT = 0500–1100; and Sector IV, MLT = 11002300. Sector I is characterized by the absence of events. This is mainly due to a lack of available
data at low L values for these MLTs. Figure 3.3 shows that there is no data available from the
perigee traversals of 2008 and 2009, when SC4 reached the lower L values. In addition, in 2006
SC4’s minimum L shell at these MLTs was outside (L > 4) the preferred L range for the detection
of events. However, the 2007 passes through this region did have coverage at L < 4, and no events
were observed. There were 13 detected events in Sector II, all of them occurring in 2008 and 2009.
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Events in this sector were detected as deep as L ~ 2. Figure 3.1f shows a He+-dominant event
observed in this sector at MLT = 1.5, L = 3-4. In Sector III only 9 events were detected. Although
the difference in occurrence rate between Sectors II and III is not prominent, the characteristic
feature in Sector III is the lack of any ion signature reaching deeper than L ~ 3. This can be seen
in Figure 3.6a as a gap in the low L shells within these MLTs. The few events observed in this
sector correspond to 2006 and 2007 and were not observed as deep (L ≥ ~3) as the rest of the
events. Figure 3.1c shows typical spectra from this sector, measured at MLT ~ 8.4. As seen from
the three panels in Figure 3.1c, neither proton nor heavy-ion structures reach inside L ~ 3.4. Sector
IV is the preferred sector for the occurrence of events, having 112 detected events, 84% of the
total. The events in this sector were observed in 2007, 2008, and 2009, and as deep as L = 1.8. This
noticeable MLT preference is more clearly seen in 2007 and 2008, when SC4 had a full coverage
of all MLTs inside L = 4. Figures 3.1d and 3.1e show two events observed in this sector at MLT =
14.0-15.2 and MLT = 18.0-18.7, respectively. It remains a task of this study to understand why the
heavy-ion-dominant events exhibit this spatial distribution, i.e. why their distribution shows this
particular L and MLT dependence.

3.3.4 Geomagnetic Activity Dependence
The temporal occurrence of heavy-ion-dominant events during solar minimum raises the
question whether the event occurrence is affected by geomagnetic activity. To quantitatively
evaluate the level of geomagnetic activity during and prior to the events, the Kp index was used.
The use of the Kp index imposes some limitations on our analysis of geomagnetic activity.
Primarily, since it is derived over 3 h intervals it does not serve as an indicator of substorm activity.
Substorm-associated electric fields measured in the inner magnetosphere have been shown to be
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Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7a shows the Kp indices for the 48 hours prior to every event. Figure 3.7b
gives the Kp indices for the entire analyzed time period (2001-2011), and Figure 3.7c shows the
normalized Kp distribution.
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intense, reaching values of up to 20mV/m [Wygant et al., 1998], and can play a significant role in
the transport of ions into the inner magnetosphere [Ganushkina et al., 2005]. However, we decided
to use the Kp index since it is widely used for a variety of magnetospheric studies and because it
provides us with a good measure of the strength of magnetospheric convection [Thomsen, 2004].
Figure 3.7 shows histograms of (a) the Kp indices for the 48h prior to every event, (b) the Kp
indices for the entire time analyzed in this study (2001–2011), and (c) the normalized Kp
distribution. In Figures 3.7a and 3.7b occurrence means the number of times a given Kp value has
occurred during the respective time periods considered in each plot. The Kp indices were obtained
from the OMNI dataset through the Coordinated Data Analysis Web (CDAWeb). Figure 3.7a
shows that the events occurred mostly during times of low geomagnetic activity. However, Figure
3.7b shows that the Kp distribution for the entire analyzed period is also skewed towards the low
values, so a normalization of the Kp distribution is necessary. Figure 3.7c shows the distribution
in Figure 3.7a normalized by the one in Figure 3.7b. It clearly indicates that these events occurred
preferentially during quiet geomagnetic activity periods.

3.3.5 Summary of Observations
The key observational characteristics of the heavy-ion-dominant events are the following:
1.   The distribution extends into the inner magnetosphere in a very narrow energy range, covering
only one or two CODIF energy channels at energies around 10 keV.
2.   The pitch angle distributions are peaked at 90°.
3.   Almost all events are observed at R < 4 RE.
4.   The He+-dominant events are observed at the lowest radial distances. The O+-dominant events
are observed close to midnight.
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5.   There is a strong MLT dependence, with most events observed on the dusk side, and the fewest
events in the MLT range from 0500–1100. There is also a lack of events around midnight, but
observations were only made in this region for 1 year.

3.4 Interpretation
3.4.1 Ion Drift Trajectory Tracings
In order to understand the key observational characteristics of the observed heavy-iondominant events, we examine the bounce-averaged drift trajectories of 90° pitch angle ions. We
perform modeling in a simplified magnetic and electric field configuration assuming charge
exchange loss to determine if the main observed features can be reproduced. Because the realistic
magnetic and electric fields, as well as initial flux levels and composition, will vary from event to
event, we do not expect perfect agreement but are only looking for trends.
We calculate the bounce-averaged drift paths by the method described in Section 2.3.1. To
solve for the drift velocity, we follow the approach of Ejiri [1978]. This method works for particles
with arbitrary pitch angle; however, as seen from Figure 3.2, the ion pitch angle distributions
during the events are peaked at 90°, thus for the statistical analysis in this study we found it
reasonable to consider only motions of 90° pitch angle ions. We use a dipole magnetic field and a
well-known empirical convection electric field model, the Volland-Stern model [Volland, 1973;
Stern, 1975] (see Section 2.3.2), which has been found suitable to describe particle dynamics in
the region [e.g., Kistler et al., 1989; Korth et al., 1999; Ebihara and Ejiri, 2000; Buzulukova et al.,
2003; Ebihara et al., 2004]. We used a shielding parameter, 𝛾, of 2. We also used the convection
electric field intensity parameterization of Maynard and Chen [1975] for Kp = 2. Although several
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.8. Drift paths traced backward in time of ions observed at L = 3, at four different MLTs
representing Sectors I, II, III, and IV: (a) MLT = 0000 (Sector I), (b) MLT = 0300 (Sector II), (c)
MLT = 0900 (Sector III), and (d) MLT = 1500 (Sector IV). For each of the four MLTs, three
representative energies are plotted. The paths with the low (green) and the high energies (red) are
closed, while the paths with the middle energy (blue) are open. A dipole magnetic field and the
Volland-Stern convection electric field model are used for ions with pitch angle (PA) at 90° when
Kp = 2. The symbols are plotted every 2 h until the particles on open drift paths exit the model
boundary at XGSE = -7 RE.
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studies have shown that a westward rotation of the symmetry line of the convection paths is
required, in this study we keep this line to be the dawn-dusk meridian.
Backward particle tracings of ions that reach L = 3 at all MLTs in 1h MLT intervals were
performed for energies ranging between 1 and 30keV. A value of Kp = 2 was used for all the
simulations. The paths were calculated by convecting the ions from their initial position (i.e., the
point of event observation) backward in time until the drift path intersects XGSE = 7 RE or until a
maximum time of 160 h is reached. Figure 3.8 shows examples of computed drift paths of ions
that reach L = 3 at four different MLT periods corresponding to the four MLT sectors described in
Section 3.2.3: (a) MLT=0000 (Sector I), (b) MLT=0300 (Sector II), (c) MLT=0900 (Sector III);
and (d) MLT=1500 (Sector IV). In each of the four quadrants of Figure 3.8 three sample energies
are plotted: the trajectories of the low and high energies (green and red, respectively) are closed,
and the trajectory of the middle energy (blue) is open. Symbols are plotted every 2 h. In these
particular plots the paths are truncated at the time when the open drift paths intersect XGSE = 7 RE.
Hence, the plotted time for each quadrant is (a) ~39 h, (b) ~50 h, (c) ~91 h, and (d) ~46 h. Note
that the drift time at MLT=0900 (Figure 3.8c) is long. At the four MLTs, the green paths form
closed “banana” orbits [Korth et al., 1999; Korth and Thomsen, 2001], and the red paths form
closed orbits that go westward. In general, in the 1–30 keV energy range, as the energy increases,
the drift paths change from closed circular eastward, to closed banana-shaped, to open, and to
closed circular westward orbits. In all cases, the particles come from a narrow portion of the
premidnight region (MLT ~ 20.5–21.5) and drift earthward. When they are further from the Earth
and the 𝑬×𝑩 drift dominates over the westward gradient-curvature drift, the ions travel eastward.
However, as the ions continue to reach deeper, the gradient-curvature drift becomes larger, and
this reduces the drift speed of the ions. These two opposing drift mechanisms compensate each
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Figure 3.9. Simulated energy bands of ions with open paths drifting from the tail region along the
open trajectories of Figure 3.8 and reaching L = 3 with Kp = 2 as a function of MLT. Sectors I, II,
III, and IV are shaded. The red horizontal lines indicate the limits of three CIS/CODIF energy
channels: 5.63, 9.13, and 14.8 keV. Note that under these conditions no particles reach L = 3 and
MLT = 0600 from the tail region.

other at a given energy that depends on L, MLT, and geomagnetic activity. Finally, the gradientcurvature drift overcomes the 𝑬×𝑩 drift and results in a change in the direction of motion of the
ions from eastward to westward. The comparable 𝑬×𝑩 drift and gradient-curvature drift in
magnitude causes the prolonged dwelling of ions in the low L shell regions.
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Figure 3.10. MLT dependence of the simulated time that it takes for ions to drift from the tail
region at XGSE = -7 RE along the open trajectories of Figure 3.8 to the inner magnetosphere at L =
3. Sectors I, II, III, and IV are shaded. Note that under these conditions no particles reach L = 3
and MLT = 0600 from the tail region.
	
  
	
  
At each set of L and MLT there are specific “energy bands” outside of which ions have
closed drift paths. Ions drifting into the inner magnetosphere from the tail would not be observed
below and above these energies. The energy bands for which particles have open trajectories at L
= 3 are shown in Figure 3.9 as a function of MLT. The red horizontal lines mark the boundaries of
three CIS/CODIF energy channels in this range. Figure 3.9 shows a clear dawn-dusk asymmetry.
The morning hours, particularly in Sector III where few events are observed, show narrower energy
bands compared to those in the evening sector. In particular, under these conditions no particles
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reach L = 3 at MLT = 0600 coming from the magnetotail region. The relatively wide energy bands
in Sector I suggest that heavy-ion-dominant events could be observed in these MLTs. Furthermore,
relatively higher energies have access to the low L shell regions in the duskside than in the
dawnside.
For the understanding of the spatial distribution of events and the mechanism that allows
the heavy ions to reach deeper in the inner magnetosphere at some MLTs than at others, it is of
special interest to know the time that it takes for ions to drift from the tail region to these low L
shell regions. Figure 3.10 depicts the drift time of particles moving along the simulated trajectories
as a function of MLT. The drift time for each MLT corresponds to ions reaching L = 3 with the
center energy of the bands in Figure 3.9. The first feature to note is that ions take at least ~40 h to
travel from XGSE = 7 RE in the tail region to L = 3 at all MLTs. The long drift time, along with the
fact that these ions spend part of the drift time in regions of quite low L values (as seen from Figure
3.8) where the neutral hydrogen density is large, indicates that these particles are subject to
significant losses along the way. Figure 3.10 also shows a clear dawn-dusk difference. The drift
time in Sector I is comparably short ranging between 37.8 and 41.3 h. The drift time in Sectors II
and IV are more comparable, ranging between 41.3– 81.4 h and 37.8–68.2 h, respectively. Sector
III, on the other hand, shows significantly longer drift time ranging from 68.2 to 150.4 h. The
distribution peaks around dawn with drift time of 150.4 h at MLT = 0700, 3 times more than the
drift time at MLT = 1800 (39.3 h).

3.4.2 Ion Loss due to Charge Exchange
The computed long drift time indicates that ions penetrating into the low L shell regions
from the tail plasma sheet are subject to significant losses along their drift paths. Several studies
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have found that ion charge exchange with the neutral hydrogen geocorona is able to account for
the decay of ion flux in the inner magnetosphere [e.g., Kistler et al., 1989; Fok et al., 1993; Noël,
1997; Keika et al., 2006]. Moreover, the short charge exchange lifetime of H+ compared to those
of the heavy ions (He+ is longer than O+) for energies less than 50 keV, suggests that they will be
lost faster and hence become less dominant after they have drifted for long periods and have arrived
at the low L shells, where the heavy-ion dominance has been observed by Cluster. We use a simple
particle flux decay approach considering losses only due to charge exchange. The charge exchange
process and our method in calculating the losses are described in Section 2.3.4.
We use the density of neutral hydrogen from the model by Hodges [1994] based on Monte
Carlo simulations of the exosphere since it accounts for solar cycle as well as seasonal and MLT
variations. To obtain this density, we used parameters that most closely represent the seasonal and
solar cycle conditions of most of the heavy-ion-dominant events observed by Cluster. We utilized
the average F10.7 index over the time period of the events, namely, F10.7 = 71, with solstice
conditions. We use the charge exchange cross sections given by Smith and Bewtra [1978] for the
three charge exchange reactions considered in this study

H+ (hot) + H (cold) → H (hot) + H+ (cold)
He+ (hot) + H (cold) → He (hot) + H+ (cold)
O+ (hot) + H (cold) → O (hot) + H+ (cold)
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Figure 3.11. Modeled species abundance ratios of ions at L = 3 after drifting from the tail region
as a function of MLT. An initial population (at XGSE = -7 RE) of 90% H+, 3% He+, and 7% O+ has
been assumed.

Using the position and energy values from the particle tracing simulations, the charge
exchange lifetimes can be calculated along the drift paths for each species. As an example, the
computed lifetimes for ions confined to the magnetic equatorial plane (MLAT = 0°) at L = 4, MLT
= 15, with solstice conditions for a value of F10.7 = 71 are 𝜏H ~ 6 h for H+, 𝜏O ~ 35 h for O+, and
𝜏He ~ 170 h for He+. As an initial condition, an estimation of the ion composition at the outer
boundary of the model (XGSE = 7 RE) is needed. We use the correlations of magnetospheric ion
composition with solar activity derived by Young et al. [1982]. They used a 48-month ion
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composition dataset from the Ion Composition Experiments on the ESA/GEOS 1 and 2 satellites
at or near geostationary orbit. The dataset consisted of 1-month averages for the energy per charge
range of 0.9–15.9 keV/e. Time intervals for low Kp values (Kp = 00 to 2-) were considered,
separately. They concluded that the ion densities exhibit striking statistical correlations with one
another and with both Kp and solar EUV as measured by F10.7. Recent Cluster results [Maggiolo
and Kistler, 2014] showed good agreement with the results of Young et al. [1982]. In order to use
a representative value, we utilized the average (F10.7 = 71) over the time period of the observed
heavy-ion-dominant events. Using this value in the correlations for low Kp values, we obtain an
initial ion composition of 90% H+, 7% O+, and 3% He+. The results of the calculated particle flux
decay are shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. Shown in Figure 3.11 is the percentage of the total flux
contributed by each ion species at L = 3 (the observation location) as a function of MLT. From the
figure one can see that at all MLTs H+ is the least abundant, followed by O+ and then by He+,
although around the midnight hours O+ and He+ have comparable fluxes. As expected from the
species dependence of the lifetimes and the long drift time, H+ is almost completely gone at all
MLTs. In addition, a comparison between Figures 3.10 and 3.11 shows that with increasing drift
time, the relative abundance of O+ decreases while He+ increases, leaving the latter as the dominant
species. In Sector II, with increasing MLT, the drift time increases from 40 to 80 h, so the O+
percentage decreases from ~40% to ~15%, while the He+ percentage increases from ~60% to
~85%. In Sector III, where the drift times are greater than 70 h, there is practically no H+ or O+
flux, and He+ is most dominant. The O+ and He+ abundance ratios bottom and peak, respectively,
are at MLT = 0700. Sector IV shows that O+ and He+ again become comparable as the drift time
decreases as MLT increases.
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Figure 3.12. Modeled percentage of initial flux for each ion species at L = 3 after drifting from
the tail region as a function of MLT.

Figure 3.12 shows the percentages of the initial flux of each species. As seen from the
figure, H+ is almost completely lost via charge exchange along the paths at all MLTs. Both O+ and
He+ have their highest flux percentages in the midnight hours, because the drift time is the shortest,
and their flux decreases toward dawn. Sectors II and IV have similar flux percentages of O+ and
He+, and in Sector III all species reach their lowest values. Again, as expected, there is a good
anticorrelation between flux percentages and drift time. In agreement with the observations, Sector
III has the lowest fluxes of all three species because the drift time is the longest at these MLTs.
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3.4.3 Ion Tracing and Measurement Comparison
Now the particle tracing results are evaluated by comparing them with the key
characteristics of the observed events. To do this, we compare the occurrence probability of heavyion dominance as shown in Figure 3.6 with the modeling results in Figures 3.9–3.12. Note that we
are not comparing exactly the same things. With the data, we are determining whether an event
occurred or not. If an event did not occur at low L shells, that implies that charge exchange has
brought the flux of all species below the flux limit of the instrument or that the drift paths do not
bring any particles to that region. We cannot distinguish between these two possibilities. There are
two ways in which the flux is reduced. The first is through charge exchange loss, as shown in
Figure 3.12. The second is through the narrow energy distribution. The red lines on Figure 3.9
show the boundaries of the CODIF energy channels. In all cases, the energy range is actually
narrower than one energy channel (although in some cases the narrow band straddles two
channels). If the energy channel is not filled, the effective flux that is measured is reduced by a
factor equal to the fraction of the energy channel that is filled. The effective energy flux limit for
these events is ~ 1×104 eV/cm2 s sr eV. This limit combines the instrument geometric factor [Rème
et al., 2001] and the efficiency [Kistler et al., 2013] with the time integration used. It corresponds
to measuring 1 count every 4 s in one energy channel. If the combination of charge exchange and
the narrow energy range bring the flux below this level, an event will not be observed. To compare
with the model, we determine whether the locations where the flux is expected to be reduced the
most correspond to regions where fewer events are observed.
Another important point is that the modeling has been done for ions with given sets of
parameters, in particular for given energies at L = 3 (the center energies of the energy bands in
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Figure 3.9), using a specific electric field model and a specific initial abundance ratio. Therefore,
the modeling can show us general trends, but it is recognized that the observed events occurred
under a range of conditions, and so they will not follow the model completely. For example, Figure
3.11 would indicate that He+ would dominate in all cases. But a higher initial O+ abundance, or a
faster drift time, could lead to O+ dominance or more equal H+ and O+ fluxes. Similarly, H+
dominance is not reproduced in any case by the model, as shown in Figure 3.11. However, a higher
initial H+ abundance, or a faster drift time, could lead to H+ dominance.
The first two characteristics of the events, that they are observed over a narrow energy
range and that their pitch angle distribution is peaked at 90°, clearly result from this drift/loss
model. Figure 3.9 shows the narrow band of energies expected to reach these low L values, and
the peak energy is consistent with the observations. The slight energy dependence predicted from
the model is not observed because the range of the variation is on the order of one CODIF energy
bin, and we expect small variations in the energy, depending on the electric field for each event.
While we have not modeled the loss for different pitch angles, it is clear from previous work [e.g.,
Kistler et al., 1999] that small pitch angle ions bounce closer to the Earth where the neutral
hydrogen density is higher and therefore have a faster loss rate. Thus, the pitch angle distributions
for populations that have drifted for a long time become peaked at 90°. We have also only modeled
one L value, L = 3. However, again because the neutral hydrogen density is higher further in, we
expect H+ to penetrate the least deep, followed by O+, and then He+. Thus, this model predicts that
the heavy ion dominance would be mainly observed at low L values, inside L = 4, and that He+dominant events would be observed even further in, as observed. Consequently, the model also
predicts that H+-dominant events would be observed at higher L values, where losses are less
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significant and the ion composition is similar to that of the plasma sheet where H+ is usually the
dominant species. As seen in Figure 3.3, this is indeed what Cluster observed.
Finally, we get to the MLT distribution of the events. Here we cover each sector, starting
at midnight and moving toward dawn.
Sector I (MLT = 2300–0100). In this sector, for the years when SC4 reached L < 4, there are only
data available for the perigee passes of 2007. The data for 2007 show no observed heavy-iondominant events. This is inconsistent with the results of Figure 3.9, which show that at these MLTs
the energy bands of ions with open trajectories are comparable to those in Sector IV. Figure 3.10
shows a similar situation for the drift time. Moreover, Figure 3.3 indicates that in 2007, several
passes showed H+ dominance contrasting with the calculated H+ flux ratio in Figure 3.11. Thus,
our modeling results give no clear explanation for the absence of heavy ion fluxes in the 2007
period if charge exchange is the cause. This inconsistency between the tracing results and the data
implies, instead, that the empirical electric field model used herein does not accurately reproduce
the drift paths of particles in this region and that the ions do not drift to this region. More will be
discussed about this inconsistency in Section 3.5.
Sectors II and III (MLT = 0100–1100). Figure 3.9 shows that both Sectors II and III have narrow
energy ranges that access this region. Figure 3.12 shows that Sector III has significantly reduced
flux for all species due to charge exchange, while Sector II is not reduced as significantly. Thus,
in both sectors we would expect a reduced number of events, with fewer in Sector III than in Sector
II at L = 3. Figure 3.6 shows that this is indeed the case. At L = 3, there are events observed in
Sector II, but they drop off significantly in Sector III. However, while in the model, the location
of the minimum, both in terms of loss and in terms of energy bandwidth, is at 0600 MLT, in the
observations that minimum has moved to MLT = 0800–0900. Sector III does have the most events
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observed closer to L = 4. Because there is heavy charge exchange loss in this sector, but the loss
is reduced at higher L shells, it makes sense that the features observed at L = 3 in other sectors
would be observed at L = 4 in this sector. Figure 3.11 illustrates that on the low-MLT boundary of
Sector II, both heavy ions should be of comparable abundance, while toward the high-MLT
boundary He+ is most dominant. While we do not see this species dominance trend in the data, the
events in this sector include cases of both dominance in He+ and in both heavy ions, but no O+
dominance. In light of the observations and calculations it appears that during quiet times, the
heavy ions are able to drift near perigee at these MLTs. Thus, in the perigee passes where heavyion dominance is not observed (especially in 2007–2009) it is mainly due to absence of all species
rather than to H+ dominance (see Figure 3.3).
Sector IV (MLT = 1100–2300). Similarly to Sector III, the results are in very good agreement with
the observations at these MLTs. Figure 3.6 shows a high occurrence of events in this sector. In
addition, it is noticeable that from the total number of events detected in 2009 in this sector (22
events), during the time periods when Cluster SC4 reached the lowest L values (L < 2), none is
O+-dominant, 6 show dominance of both heavy ions, and 16 are He+-dominant. This is a clear
evidence of the effect of charge exchange decay on the penetrating ions as they reach closer to the
Earth, given that He+ ions have the longest lifetimes. The high occurrence of events in this sector
can be interpreted to have been observed as a result of the wide energy bands shown in Figure 3.9
and the short drift time (compared to Sector III) shown in Figure 3.10. The results suggest that
these MLTs are most accessible to incoming ions from the tail, and the time they spend traveling
(ranging between 38 and 68 h) seems to be long enough to allow most of the H+ to be lost via
charge exchange (see Figure 3.11) but not long enough to allow the heavy ions to be totally lost
(see Figure 3.12). Thus, the heavy ions become the dominant species. In a similar fashion to Sector
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II, Figure 3.11 indicates that He+ should become more dominant over O+ at lower MLTs, but this
tendency is not observed in the data.
Finally, toward midnight in this sector is a region where the dominant structures are O+dominant. O+ dominance implies a shorter drift time and/or a larger initial O+ abundance. This is
another indication that the Volland-Stern electric field may not represent the electric field in the
midnight region very well.

3.5 Discussion
Using Cluster SC4 CIS/CODIF data over the 2001–2011 period, experiencing about 153
perigee traversals per year, this study reports results from a statistical study of the perigee passes
in which He+ and/or O+ were dominant over H+ in the 1–40 keV energy range.
As shown in Figures 3.1a–3.1c, the heavy-ion dominance is typically seen in the energytime spectrograms as a flux enhancement over a relatively narrow energy band centered at ~10
keV as the spacecraft penetrates closer to the Earth. All the events, 134 in total, were observed
during the September 2006 to June 2009 period, when Cluster SC4 reached lower L values (1.5 <
Lmin < 4.0). Figure 3.4 shows the spatial distribution of the events, and Figure 3.6 shows the
occurrence frequency as a function of MLT and L shell. From the plots, it can be seen that although
some events reach as far out as L ~ 6, most of the events are observed deeper inward, at L ~ 2–4.
The most noticeable feature of the distribution of events, however, is the MLT dependence of the
events. Besides the clear dawn-to-dusk asymmetry, we were able to divide all MLTs into four
sectors according to the occurrence and location of the events: Sector I (MLT = 2300–0100), with
no detected events; Sector II (MLT = 0100–0500), with 13 detected events some of which reached
as deep as L ~ 2; Sector III (MLT = 0500–1100), with 9 detected events all of which were observed
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at relatively higher L values (~ L ≥ 3); and Sector IV (MLT = 1100–2300), with 112 detected events
some of which were observed as deep as L ~ 1.8. To investigate the main processes involved in
forming the observed spatial distribution of events, backward particle trajectory modeling has been
performed and charge exchange losses were considered.
The good agreement between our simulation results and the observations leads one to
believe that the heavy-ion-dominant events reported here can be explained by a convection model
of adiabatic drifts and charge exchange losses as presented in this study. There are other
mechanisms able to energize the heavy ions in the regions where the observations were made.
Preferential energization by electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves, for example, can play
some role in the formation of the observed heavy-ion structures. It is well known that hot (> 1
keV) anisotropic H+, overlapping with cold plasma in the plasmasphere or a plasmaspheric plume,
is able to excite EMIC waves. These waves can then preferentially energize cold heavy ions,
particularly He+ ions [Young et al., 1981; Zhang et al., 2011]. However, the He+ accelerated by
EMIC waves that has been reported by Mouikis et al. [2002] and Zhang et al. [2011] is at energies
< 2 keV. Thus, this is an extremely unlikely explanation for the observations we present.
In Section 3.3 we stated that our convection electric field model is symmetric about the
dawn-dusk meridian. As seen in Figure 3.9, the energy bands of open drift paths are symmetric in
the morning side about dawn and in the evening side about dusk. However, the observations
suggest an eastward rotation of this symmetry line of about 2–3 h of MLT. Sector III is centered at
MLT = 0800, so an eastward rotation of the convection pattern by 2 h of MLT would better explain
the absence of the three species in this sector in light of the long drift time and narrow energy
bands of particles with open trajectories. In addition, it would better fit the observed difference in
occurrence and in radial distance at which events are observed between Sectors II and III. A
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rotation of the convection symmetry line has been found consistent with observations in several
previous studies as well. Gussenhoven et al. [1983] used precipitating electron data to determine
the variations of the equatorward diffuse auroral boundary with Kp at all MLTs and projected the
resulting boundary to the equatorial plane. They found that for Kp=0, an eastward rotation of the
convection symmetry line was necessary to best fit the data, consistent with our result. Foster
[1984] also found an eastward rotation in the convection pattern by measuring the average patterns
of ionospheric convection mapped along field lines to the equatorial plane using incoherent scatter
radar. Kistler et al. [1989] found that a 2 h eastward rotation of the Volland-Stern electric field
gave the best agreement with observed energies of the open/closed drift path boundaries and the
flux minimum due to the competition between eastward and westward drifts observed at L = 4–5.
Using direct electric field measurements at geosynchronous orbit, Baumjohann et al. [1985]
reported that the best fit to the data for moderate activity required a westward rotation. Korth et al.
[1999] fitted the locations of plasmaspheric particles successfully using the Volland-Stern model
with the symmetry line concurring with the dawn-dusk meridian, i.e., without a rotation of the
convection pattern. Jordanova et al. [1998] studied the passage at Earth of the 1995 magnetic
cloud and concluded that a rotation of the electric field pattern 3 h eastward explained better the
observations. Furthermore, kinetic models where the electric field is calculated self-consistently,
that is, where the models calculate the electric field created by the closure of the partial ring current
through the ionosphere have been constructed [Fok et al., 2001; Ridley and Liemohn, 2002]. The
results of these models also suggest an eastward rotation of the electric field pattern consistent
with our results.
Matsui et al. [2013] used Cluster data (from the Electron Drift Instrument and the Electric
Field and Wave Experiment) to revise their empirically based inner magnetospheric electric field
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model and found that the stagnation point of the last closed equipotential shifts eastward toward
MLTs later than MLT = 1800. This variety of results indicates some limitation of the Volland-Stern
model in describing measurements at all MLTs and that a more realistic electric field model
including dawn-dusk asymmetries is necessary.
Another indication that the electric field model used has limitations is the lack of events
observed inside L = 4 in Sector I. In the previous section, we mentioned that our simulation results
give no clear explanation for the absence of events in Sector I during 2007. Although the energy
bands and the drift time are comparable to those in Sector IV, no heavy-ion-dominant events are
observed. On the other hand, although the Cluster observations do not agree with our simulation
results using the Volland-Stern model they seem to agree with previous simulation studies [Zhang
et al., 2008, 2009] using the Rice Convection Model (RCM)—a more advanced theoretical selfconsistent electric field model. Their simulated ion injection results show that energetic ions do
not drift along the midnight meridian due to the effects of gradient-curvature drift, and they follow
paths that are tilted toward the premidnight sector of the inner magnetosphere. If ions indeed follow
such trajectories then it would be less likely that we detect them in the lower L values near the
midnight meridian. On the other hand, the O+-dominant events indicate a premidnight region
where enhanced convection may be occurring. More study of the electric field in this region during
quiet times is certainly warranted.

3.6 Summary and Conclusions
The main results of this study can be summarized as follows:
1.   The heavy-ion-dominant events observed by Cluster CIS/CODIF during some of its perigee
passes show a clear geocentric distance and L shell dependence. All events, except for one,
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were observed inside a geocentric distance of 4 RE, while most events were also observed
inside L = 4.
2.   During the first period of Cluster CIS/CODIF observations considered here (March 2001 to
August 2006) heavy-ion-dominant events were not observed around perigee mainly because
H+ were the dominant species at these L shells (~ L ≥ 4).
3.   During the period when the heavy-ion-dominant events were observed (September 2006 to
June 2009), when Cluster reached inside L = 4, and when heavy-ion dominance was not
observed, perigee traversals with H+ dominance were less frequently observed with decreasing
L shell. In contrast, perigee passes where no ions were detected near perigee were observed
more frequently with decreasing L shell (Figure 3.3).
4.   The detected heavy-ion-dominant events show a clear MLT dependence. In particular, they
show a dawn-dusk asymmetry. The region of MLT = 1100–2300 is by far the preferred MLT
region for the occurrence of these events where the dominance was observed as deep as L ~
1.8. On the other hand, the region of MLT = 0500–1100 has the lowest occurrence of events,
and the rarely observed events do not reach deeper than L ~ 3.
5.   Based on the backward drift-path tracing results with the Volland-Stern electric field model
and a dipole magnetic field model, the MLT dependence of the events is consistent with the
drift paths of particles from the nightside source region. The MLT dependence of both the
energy bands of particles with open trajectories (Figure 3.9) and of the drift time (Figure 3.10)
are in good agreement with the occurrence of events in most MLTs (MLT = 0100–2300).
While there is no available data around perigee at MLT = 2300–0100 for 2008 and 2009, there
is no explanation for the lack of events in 2007 in this model.
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6.   Charge exchange decay combined with the drift motion can explain the spatial distribution for
most of the events. In spite of the fact that charge exchange is the only loss mechanism
considered in this study, there is an excellent agreement between the results shown in Figures
3.9–3.12 and the observations, particularly at MLT = 0500–2300. The relatively long drift time
at MLT = 0500–1100 seems to allow all three ion species to be lost by charge exchange with
the geocoronal neutral hydrogen; thus, no particles reach the minimum L shell regions. At
MLT = 1100–2300, on the other hand, the relatively shorter drift time seems to allow mainly
H+ to be totally lost and the heavy ions (He+ and/or O+) become more abundant only near the
minimum L shell regions.
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CHAPTER 4

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ION NOSE
STRUCTURES

4.1 Overview
A statistical analysis of H+, He+, and O+ nose structures using the HOPE mass spectrometer
in the ECT suite onboard Van Allen Probe A is presented. The observations were made over a
period of 22 months (January 2013 to October 2014), giving full MLT coverage in the low L shells
(~ L ≤ 6). The occurrence frequency, spatial distribution, and energy and geomagnetic activity
dependencies have been determined for the inner-‐magnetosphere passes with different numbers of
noses detected. We also computed particle drift trajectories, using large-‐scale electric and magnetic
fields, and charge	
  exchange losses to understand the main observational results.
The content of the current chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the
background of previous work done to study nose structures. Section 4.3 introduces the method
followed to identify the nose structures in the observations and the statistical results of the
observations of nose structures. Section 4.4 describes the examination of a geomagnetic activity
dependence. Section 4.5 reports the analysis of the spatial distribution and energy dependence of
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the observed nose structures. In Section 4.6 the observational results are summarized. The
simulation results are introduced in Section 4.7, followed by the discussion and conclusions from
this study in Section 4.8. The content of this chapter is reprinted here from the Journal of
Geophysical Research: Space Physics and is cited elsewhere in this dissertation as “Ferradas et
al. [2016b]”.

4.2 Background
The first observation of nose structures was made by Smith and Hoffman [1974] in the H+
spectrograms measured by the Explorer-45 satellite near dusk and was associated with substorm
activity. Later calculations of drift, assuming a dipole magnetic field and the Volland-‐Stern electric
field, performed by Ejiri [1978] and Ejiri et al. [1980] showed that nose structures could form at
all magnetic local time (MLT) sectors, provided that ions drift for several hours from the plasma
sheet. Because the formation of these nose structures was associated with substorm onsets, they
are referred to as substorm nose structures. As observations of similar structures have continued,
the term “nose structure” now encompasses several different formation processes related to
particle convective drift.
Similar nose-shaped structures observed by the Akebono satellite, during both weakly
disturbed and disturbed periods, were reported by Shirai et al. [1997]. The observations were
interpreted in terms of monoenergetic ion dropoffs, or ion spectral gaps (ISGs), at energies of ~10
keV. These gaps were usually observed together with a simultaneous gap at a lower energy,
creating another type of nose structure. They performed drift path calculations and concluded that
the ISGs observed follow from the formation of “forbidden zones” that are inaccessible to particles
launched from the magnetotail plasma sheet. These structures have been referred to as stationary
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nose structures because they are observed regardless of geomagnetic activity level, their formation
has been successfully modeled in stationary fields, and they can exist for long periods of time
without appreciable changes.
Kovrazhkin et al. [1999] examined similar ISGs detected by the ION experiment onboard
INTERBALL-‐Auroral upon traversal of the auroral zone. Some of these ion dropoffs showed a
monoenergetic character as those reported by Shirai et al. [1997] but were interpreted in a different
manner depending on MLT location. They found a substantial difference between the formation
of the ISGs: the gaps described by Shirai et al. [1997], which are due to the existence of forbidden
zones, and the gaps examined by Kovrazhkin et al. [1999] (that had already been observed by
Lennartsson et al. [1979]), which are formed due to magnetospheric residence times greatly
exceeding the ion lifetime.
Similar ion structures, named intense nose structures by Ganushkina et al. [2001] because
of their high particle fluxes, were also observed by the Polar Charge And Mass Magnetospheric
Ion Composition Experiment (CAMMICE) instrument during moderate activity (AE = 150–250
nT). Ganushkina et al. [2001] demonstrated that stationary electric field convection could not
alone account for their formation. They added local pulses in the electric field to their simulations
representing the dipolarization process at substorm onset.
Studies have also reported the observation of multinose structures (multiple band nose
structures) by Polar [Fennell et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1998; Li et al., 2000; Ebihara et al.,
2004] and Cluster [Vallat et al., 2007]. In these studies, particle trajectory tracings were performed
to understand the main mechanisms involved in the formation of multinose structures. Ebihara et
al. [2004] interpreted these structures as the result of two combined processes: a change in the
convection electric field and a change in the distribution function of the source. Vallat et al. [2007]
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used the CIS experiment onboard Cluster to perform a statistical study of nose structures and their
characteristics and distribution. Having reported observation of only three multinose structures,
they were not able to reproduce the observed multiple noses in their simulations using a largescale Volland-Stern electric field model [Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975] and a TSY89 magnetic field
model [Tsyganenko, 1989] with time-dependent boundary conditions of number density estimated
by using data from the Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzer instrument on board the Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL) geostationary satellites. They concluded that the triple-nose
structures observed by Cluster were most likely due to the electric field configuration and to its
temporal changes with respect to the ring current closure. Furthermore, from their modeling efforts
using a self-consistent electric field model, Buzulukova and Vovchenko [2008] concluded that
multinose structures can only be formed after some period of quiet time characterized by low
potential drop. More recently, Zhang et al. [2015] reported observations by the Van Allen Probes
and modeling results of trunk-like structures. They were able to reproduce multinose structures
resulting from solar wind variations with the Weimer convection electric field model [Weimer,
1996], which in turn affects the ion drift magnitudes and the energy at which noses are observed,
thus producing multiple spectral bands in the nose energy range.
Despite numerous studies of nose structures involving observations by several missions
and modeling efforts, the questions of their frequency of occurrence and their dominant formation
mechanisms are still open. Notably, there is no consensus about the exact mechanism responsible
for the formation of multinose structures. Moreover, essentially no statistical results of nose
structures of heavy ions have been reported.
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4.3 Observations
During the 22 months spanned by this study, the orbit of Van Allen Probe A completed
one precession, providing full MLT coverage in the range of L=1.1–5.8. The 9 h period of its orbit
allows Van Allen Probe A to traverse the inner magnetosphere several times a day. Adding
inbound and outbound passes during the 22 months, more than 3000 inner-‐magnetosphere
crossings were analyzed.

4.3.1 Identification of Nose Structures
Ion nose structures are a common feature in the inner magnetosphere, more specifically
at the inner edge of the plasma sheet. They are characterized by a flux peak in a relatively narrow
energy band which penetrates to lower altitudes than the higher and lower energies, so they can
be easily identified by visually inspecting the ion energy flux spectrograms. Figure 4.1 shows
data from ECT/HOPE on Van Allen Probe A for two complete 9 h orbits on 2 May (Figures 4.1a–
4.1c) and 3 May (Figures 4.1d–4.1f) 2014. Figures 4.1a and 4.1d, 4.1b and 4.1e, and 4.1c and
4.1f present H+, He+, and O+ energy fluxes, respectively. It should be noted that the color bar in
the panels showing the H+ fluxes is 1 order of magnitude higher than those in the heavy-‐ion
panels. Nose structures are clearly seen in the inbound and outbound passes during both orbits
and in the spectra of the three ion species, except for the H+ spectra during the inbound pass on
3 May (Figure 4.1d). In previous studies, the identification of nose structures in the spectrograms
has been carried out by visual inspection [e.g., Vallat et al., 2007]. This was mostly because the
complexity and variety of structures coexisting in the region of interest make it challenging to
use an automatic recognition method. In our case, however, carrying out the identification of
noses in the HOPE data set by visual inspection would have been an overwhelmingly slow
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Figure 4.1. Energy-time spectrograms of (a and d) H+, (b and e) He+, and (c and f) O+ energy flux
observed by ECT/HOPE onboard Van Allen Probe A during two full orbits on consecutive days:
2 May (Figures 4.1a–4.1c) and 3 May (Figures 4.1d–4.1f) 2014. Nose spectral structures, i.e.,
narrow bands of enhanced flux at nearly constant energy which extend to lower L values than
higher and lower energies, are seen in almost all panels. On each panel, the black lines overplotted
are the output of an automated routine for the detection of the nose structures in the spectrograms.
Note that the plotted energies are in the range of 100eV–50keV, but the detection of nose structures
is restricted to the range of 1–50 keV. The vertical red dashed lines indicate the time of perigee.

process due to the large amount of data available. This motivated us to develop an automated
routine to identify the nose structures in the energy-‐time spectrograms. Using this nose
identification routine (NIR), we surveyed the HOPE data set from 1 January 2013 to 31 October
2014 to identify the ion nose structures at every inner-‐magnetosphere traversal (inbound and
outbound passes, separately) within the energy range of 1–50keV and to obtain the energies at
which they are observed, in order to determine their spatial distribution as well as any energy
and/or location dependence.
Our NIR reads the data of each pass (inbound or outbound) to determine the energy bins
with the peaks of energy flux at each time. Then, starting from the time closest to apogee it traces
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the energy values found toward perigee, allowing for shifts of one or two energy bins in
consecutive times. The tracing stops when the next flux value drops below a threshold given by
the average flux over the whole pass at energies of 1–50keV, or when the next time lacks a flux
peak within the allowed energy bins. The location where the tracing stops indicates the tip of the
nose structure, i.e., the innermost location of the nose structure. Since several flux peaks can occur
at a given time, the routine can detect several nose structures in one pass if the energies of the
structures are not too close to each other (more than two energy bins apart), in which case they
would not be counted as the same structure. In Figure 4.1 the nose structures identified by the NIR
are shown with the black lines. As seen from Figures 4.1a–4.1c, in the orbit of 2 May, the routine
identified two noses of each ion species in the inbound pass, and one H+ nose, three He+ noses,
and four O+ noses in the outbound pass. Similarly, Figures 4.1d–4.1f show that in the orbit of 3
May, the routine identified no H+ nose, and two noses of each heavy ion in the inbound pass, and
two noses of each species in the outbound pass. It is worth noting that many of the spectral
structures found by HOPE are very narrow in energy range, as seen from the O+ structures in
Figure 4.1c, for example. These narrow energy structures, not always distinguished by previous
ion spectrometers, can now be detected by HOPE due to its exceptional energy resolution.

4.3.2 Statistics of the Nose Identification Routine
As stated before, the variety and complexity of the structures encountered at the inner edge
of the plasma sheet make it especially challenging for any automatic recognition routine to perform
a perfect job. Therefore, after running the NIR over the data we visually inspected the output and
kept only those passes for which the routine worked well. Some common causes for the routine’s
failure were an inappropriate choice of the flux threshold causing the nose tracing to stop too soon
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Figure 4.2. Histogram showing the normalized occurrence of the number of nose structures
detected during each orbit per ion species: H+, He+, and O+. The occurrence of structures is
normalized per ion species.

or too late, and the omission of some clear nose structures. Also, structures whose higher-‐energy
boundary was not visible on the HOPE spectrograms (its energy range extending above the upper
energy limit of the instrument; see Figures 4.1a and 4.1d) were not considered. Moreover, other
types of spectral structures, like wedge-‐like structures [Ebihara et al., 2001] and trunk-‐like
structures [Zhang et al., 2015], were not taken into account. Finally, there are several data gaps
within the timespan of this study and these periods were not considered.
By running our NIR for the data from January 2013 to October 2014, we analyzed a total
of 3428 passes, out of which 177, 181, and 175 were discarded due to data gaps in the H+, He+,
and O+ spectra, respectively. This means that 5% of the total number of analyzed passes had
missing data. Also, 278, 491, and 628 passes were discarded due to nose identification issues in
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Table 4.1. Number of Passes for Each Type of Nose Structure and Ion Species
0 nose
1 nose
2 nose
3 nose
4 nose
Total passes

H+

He+

O+

188
1562
1016
197
10
2973

71
1270
1098
299
18
2756

48
844
1208
463
62
2625

the H+, He+, and O+ spectra, respectively. This means that our identification routine failed to
correctly identify the nose structures, i.e., it did not detect all noses during a pass, in 8%, 14%, and
18% of the total number of analyzed passes, in the H+, He+, and O+ spectra, respectively. After
discarding passes with erroneous output from the NIR and passes with data gaps, we obtained for
the present study 2973 passes with H+ data, 2756 passes with He+ data, and 2625 passes with O+
data. From these, the routine identified passes with no nose structure, one nose, two noses, three
noses, and four noses. For each pass, we noted the number of nose structures detected, and for
each nose we noted the characteristic energy, L shell, and MLT of the nose tip. Furthermore, we
also listed the average Kp value over each pass. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of the number
of nose structures detected during each pass per ion species. The occurrence has been normalized
by the total number of passes with data for each ion species, as listed above. Table 4.1 shows the
number of passes corresponding to the different number of nose structures detected for the three
ion species. Combining the information provided by both Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1, we find that
no-‐nose passes and single-‐nose passes are more frequently observed in H+, followed by He+, and
then by O+. On the other hand, two-‐nose, three-‐nose, and four-‐nose passes show the opposite trend;
that is, they occur more often in O+, followed by He+, and then by H+. In other words, multiple
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noses (two, three, and four noses) are observed more frequently in the heavy ions, and especially
in O+.

4.4 Geomagnetic Activity Dependence
To quantitatively evaluate any dependence on the level of geomagnetic activity, the Kp
index was used. The use of the Kp index imposes some limitations on our analysis of the
geomagnetic activity because it is derived over 3h intervals, and so does not capture the shorter-‐
term activity associated with substorms. Nevertheless, since the time scales of phenomena
associated to substorms (typically tens of minutes) are much shorter than time scales of both, ion
drifts involved in the formation of noses (tens of hours) and ion charge	
  exchange lifetimes (hours
to hundreds of hours), we consider the Kp index as a reasonable choice to estimate the geomagnetic
conditions. Furthermore, we use the Kp index because it provides us with a good measure of the
strength of magnetospheric convection [Thomsen, 2004]. Figure 4.3 shows the distributions of the
number of nose structures detected during each pass per Kp index range for each of the three ion
species. The occurrences have been normalized by the total number of passes within a Kp range.
The Kp ranges used are 0 ≤ Kp < 2, (2125 H+, 1965 He+, and 1883 O+ passes) 2 ≤ Kp < 4, (758 H+,
702 He+, and 662 O+ passes), and 4 ≤ Kp ≤ 7 (90 H+, 89 He+, and 80 O+ passes), where the Kp
value used is the average over each pass. The Kp indices were obtained from the OMNI data set
through the Coordinated Data Analysis Web.
It is evident that the occurrence probabilities of passes with no nose and single nose
increase with increasing activity levels. In contrast, passes with two noses, three noses, and four
noses are less frequently observed with increasing activity levels. These trends are the same for all
species. However, some differences among species are also present. During low-‐ and moderate-‐	
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Figure 4.3. Histograms showing the normalized occurrence of the number of nose structures
detected during each orbit per Kp values for the three different ions species: H+, He+, and O+. The
Kp index has been binned into three ranges: 0 ≤ Kp < 2, 2 ≤ Kp < 4, and 4 ≤ Kp ≤ 7. The
normalization has been done per ion species per Kp bin.
	
  
	
  
activity periods, single-‐nose structures appear preferentially for H+ and He+, but for O+ double
noses are the most frequent during low-‐activity periods and single and double noses appear almost
equally as the most frequent during periods of moderate activity.
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Figure 4.4. Location of the nose tips (innermost location of the nose structures) organized by ion
species: (left column) H+, (middle column) He+, and (right column) O+, and the number of
structures detected: (top row) one nose, (middle row) two noses, and (bottom row) three and four
noses. Where more than one nose was detected, the nose tips of all the noses have been plotted.
The color of the symbols represents the energy.
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4.5 Spatial Distribution and Energy Dependence
In the investigation of the spatial distribution and energy dependence of the different types
of nose structures and the three different ion species, we are particularly interested in the
distribution of the nose tips because they indicate the extent to which ions are able to access the
inner magnetosphere. Moreover, in light of the complexity of most structures, obtaining an
accurate tracing of the whole length of every nose structure is a virtually impossible task.
Therefore, for this aspect of our study we only examine the distribution of the nose tips.

4.5.1 Spatial Distribution: L and MLT Dependence
Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of the nose tips of all passes in the polar MLT-‐L
coordinates organized by ion species (columns) and the number of noses detected (rows). Since
there are relatively few passes with four-‐nose structures, we have plotted three-‐ and four-‐nose
passes together in the bottom row. The color of the symbols indicates the energy of the nose tips
in a logarithmic scale. It is clear that regardless of the number of nose structures observed, the
heavy-‐ion structures penetrate deeper inward compared to the H+ structures. In the case of one-‐
nose passes, for example, 20% of the H+ noses were observed inside L = 4 compared to 67% of
the He+ and O+ noses. Moreover, if we compare the passes with different number of noses, it can
be seen that for all species there is a higher occurrence of one-‐nose passes at lower L shells
compared to passes with multiple noses. The two-‐nose passes have a more uniform distribution in
L shell, while the three-‐ and four-‐nose passes have a higher occurrence at relatively higher L shells.
Regarding the MLT dependence of the distributions in Figure 4.4, several features can be
noticed. We describe them by the number of noses detected:
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One nose. First, for all species, there is a higher occurrence of nose structures on the duskside than
on the dawnside. In the case of the heavy ions, however, this high occurrence is concentrated in
the afternoon quadrant (MLT = 12–18). In addition, this higher concentration of noses occurs at
lower L shells compared to the dawnside distribution. This is the case for the three species. In the
H+ distribution, for example, there is a high concentration of noses on the duskside between L ~ 3
and L ~ 4, while on the dawnside the distribution is much more spread in L shell. Similarly, the
distribution of the heavy-‐ion nose tips shows a high concentration between L ~ 1.8 and L ~ 3 in
the afternoon quadrant, while in all other MLT sectors the distribution is more spread. Another
feature observed is a minimum in the occurrence of noses in the prenoon sector, at MLT ~ 7–12,
particularly at the lowest L shells. This minimum is clearer in the heavy ions than in H+ probably
because the heavy-‐ion structures reach lower L shells than the H+ structures at all MLTs.
Two noses. For all three ion species the distributions are fairly uniform in MLT. However, the
distribution of He+ nose tips shows a depletion with the shape of an arc centered at dusk, at L ~ 3,
and of 5–6 h of MLT. A similar but less pronounced depletion is present in the O+ distribution.
Comparing this duskside distribution to that observed for the one-‐nose case it looks like the same
low-‐energy nose is observed in both cases, and then a higher-‐energy nose that does not extend in
as far has formed for the two-‐nose case.
Three and four noses. In contrast with the single nose distribution, three-‐ and four-‐nose passes
exhibit a higher occurrence on the dawnside compared to the duskside for H+ and the lowest
occurrence in the afternoon quadrant together with a higher concentration on the dawnside for the
heavy ions.
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Figure 4.5. Nose tips (innermost location of the nose structures) plotted in the energy-‐MLT
coordinates and organized by ion species: (left column) H+, (middle column) He+, and (right
column) O+, and the number of structures detected: (top row) one nose, (middle row) two noses,
and (bottom row) three and four noses. Where more than one nose was detected, the nose tips of
all the noses have been plotted. In the middle row, the lower-energy nose tips are plotted in black
and the higher-energy nose tips in blue. Similarly, in the bottom row, where three noses were
detected, the nose tips are plotted in ascending energy in black, blue, and green, and where four
noses were detected, the highest-‐energy nose tip is plotted in red.

4.5.2 Energy Dependence
In this section we discuss the energy distribution of the nose tips, as seen from Figures 4.4
and 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows the same data points as Figure 4.4, that is the nose tips of all passes but
as a function of MLT and nose-‐tip energy. It is also organized in columns and rows in the same
way as Figure 4.4. In the case of multiple noses (bottom two rows), the energies of all the nose
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tips (when present) have been plotted by using color marks to order the nose tips from lowest to
highest, with the lowest-‐energy nose tip (black), the second lowest (blue), the third lowest (green),
and the fourth (red). We present the energy dependence, again, by the number of nose structures
detected:
One nose. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show a fairly similar, although not equal, energy distribution for all
three ion species. Figure 4.5 displays a clear dependence of the nose-‐tip energy with respect to
MLT, especially in the range of MLT ~ 10–24. There is an overall decrease of the nose-‐tip energy
with respect to MLT, starting from about MLT = 10, counterclockwise. The He+ distribution,
however, has a steeper decrease in energy reaching the lowest energies at MLT ~ 18, whereas the
O+ distribution reaches the lowest energies at MLT ~ 20, and the H+ distribution at MLT ~ 24.
Consequently, in the dayside there is a MLT sector centered around MLT = 14, which exhibits an
absence of low-‐energy noses extending to energies of at most ~ 10 keV. On the other hand, the
nightside presents an overlap of low and high energies. These features can also be seen in Figure
4.4. In the dayside, around noon, a predominant orange/red color can be noticed together with a
lack of blue/green color, whereas in the nightside an overlap of both colors is observed. In addition,
Figure 4.4 also shows that for the heavy ions, the nose tips at the lowest L shells in the evening
quadrant (MLT = 18–24) are of lower energy (~ 3–10 keV) than those at higher L shells (> 10
keV).
A different feature in the distribution of all three ions also emerges from Figure 4.5. A
depletion can be observed in the distributions at ~ 5–10 keV in the form of a narrow, blurry
separation between the two more populated regions at earlier and later MLTs. This depletion is
more clearly seen for H+ and O+. This feature seems to match the depletion of noses observed in
the same MLT sector at the lowest L shells in Figure 4.4.
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Two noses. Figure 4.5 shows a fairly uniform and similar distribution of nose tips for all three
species except for a gap at energies of ~ 2–10 keV and at MLT ~ 10–20 for H+ and O+, and at MLT
~ 10–18 for He+. It is noteworthy that although the distributions of the lower and higher-‐energy
nose tips overlap in energy range, the former extending up to ~ 20 keV and the latter extending
down to ~ 4 keV, they both exhibit a remarkable reduction of noses in the same MLT and energy
ranges forming the above-‐mentioned gap. Furthermore, Figure 4.4 shows that in a similar way to
the one-‐nose case, the nose tips at the lowest L shells in the evening quadrant are of relatively low
energy (~ 3–10 keV). Comparing the one-‐ and two-‐nose cases in Figure 4.5, we can again see that
on the duskside, the lowest-‐energy nose in the two-‐nose case corresponds to the single nose, and a
new nose has been added at higher energies. On the dawnside, the two-‐nose case has noses at both
higher and lower energies than the one-‐nose case.
Three and four noses. As seen in Figure 4.5, the distribution is similar to that of the two-‐nose
passes in that there is overlap in energy range between the distributions of the different noses and
in that there is a similar gap at similar MLTs but larger, extending to higher energies. This gap is
consistent with the lower occurrence of noses in the afternoon sector, as seen in Figure 4.4. Once
again, here we find that in the evening quadrant the nose tips at the lowest L shells are of relatively
low energy (~ 3–10 keV), but this low-‐energy, deep-‐L population is significantly reduced
compared to the one-‐ and two-‐nose cases.

4.5.3 Variation with Kp
Figure 4.6 has a similar layout to Figure 4.4, with a few differences. In Figure 4.6 the rows
correspond to the same three Kp bins used to describe the geomagnetic activity dependence of the
number of noses detected in Figure 4.3: 2 ≤ Kp < 4 and 4 ≤ Kp ≤ 7, where again the Kp value used
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Figure 4.6. Location of the nose tips organized by ion species: (left column) H+, (middle column)
He+, and (right column) O+, and Kp bin: (top row) 0 ≤ Kp < 2, (middle row) 2 ≤ Kp < 4, and
(bottom row) 4 ≤ Kp ≤ 7. Where more than one nose was detected, only the nose reaching the
lowest L shell has been plotted. The color of the symbols represents the energy.
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is the average over each pass. Also, in Figure 4.6, when more than one nose was observed during
a pass, only the nose reaching the deepest inward (lowest L shell) has been plotted. In an analogous
way to Figure 4.4, here it also becomes clear that regardless of activity level, the heavy-‐ion
structures penetrate deeper inward compared to the H+ structures. What is quite surprising is that
the extent of penetration to the low L shells is the same for all activity levels. This can be seen
from the inner boundary of the distributions, which for H+ lies around L = 3, while for He+ and O+
it lies around L = 2. On the other hand, for all species, with increasing activity we observe fewer
noses at higher L shells.
We describe the MLT and energy dependence by Kp bin:
0 ≤ Kp < 2. First, the H+ distribution shows that noses on the duskside are observed at relatively
lower L shells than noses on the dawnside. A similar feature is observed in the distribution of the
heavy ions, although in this case the high concentration of noses at low L shells is observed in the
afternoon quadrant (MLT = 12–18), and especially around dusk, where almost all noses lie at L ~
2. Second, the distributions of all ions show some energy dependence. The distributions of the
three ion species exhibit a MLT range (MLT ~ 10–18) that has noses of higher energy (~ >10 keV)
than those at other MLTs. However, in the distributions of the heavy ions some high-‐energy noses
can be observed at other MLTs as well, although these do not reach as deep inward as the lower
energy noses.
2 ≤ Kp < 4. The H+ MLT distribution is fairly uniform, although there is a clear minimum in the
occurrence of noses in the prenoon sector, at MLT ~ 9–12, particularly at the lowest L shells.
Similarly, the MLT distributions of the heavy ions are quite uniform, except for a similar feature
as that observed for the lowest Kp bin, namely, a small concentration of noses reaching the lowest
L shells in the afternoon quadrant. Moreover, similar to the lowest Kp bin, for the three ions, the
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sector of MLT ~ 10–18 is characterized by noses of relatively higher energy (~ >10 keV) than
those at other MLTs. Also, the H+ distribution shows higher energies on the duskside than on the
dawnside.
4 ≤ Kp ≤ 7. Significantly fewer noses are observed due to much fewer time periods with activity
this high. However, in the distributions of the three species, we notice that most noses observed
have relatively high energies, especially on the duskside.

4.6 Summary of Observations
We report the results of a statistical study of H+, He+, and O+ nose-‐like structures. The
identification of the structures and their spectral features on the energy-‐time spectrograms was
carried out by using an automated nose identification routine (NIR). Two complete Van Allen
Probe A orbits are shown in Figure 4.1, where nose structures can be recognized by the black lines
overplotted on them by our NIR. The key observational features of the statistical results of the
nose structures observed are the following:
1.   Multiple-nose structures (two, three, and four noses) are more frequent in the heavy ions than
in H+, with the highest frequency for O+.
2.   There is a strong Kp dependence of the number of noses detected (similar for the three ion
species), with no-nose and single-nose pass frequency increasing with increasing activity
levels, while multiple-nose structures are preferentially observed at low activity levels.
3.   There is a clear MLT dependence of the number of noses detected (similar for the three ion
species), with a higher occurrence of single noses on the duskside, a fairly uniform MLT
distribution of double noses, and a higher occurrence of three and four noses on the dawnside.
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4.   Regardless of the number of nose structures observed, the heavy-ion noses penetrate deeper to
lower L shells compared to the H+ noses.
5.   The nose-tip energy of single-nose structures of the three ion species shows a clear MLT
dependence: Within the range of MLT ~ 10–24, there is an overall decrease of the nose-tip
energy with respect to MLT, counterclockwise starting from MLT ~ 10. In addition, in the
dayside there is an absence of low-energy noses, whereas the nightside shows an overlap of
low- and high-energy noses.
6.   The nose-tip energy distribution of double-nose structures of the three ion species shows a
clear gap at energies of ~ 2–10 keV, at MLT ~ 10–20 for H+ and O+, and at MLT ~ 10–18 for
He+.
7.   The nose-tip energy distribution of three- and four-nose structures of the three ion species
shows a similar gap to that observed in double noses at similar locations in MLT but extending
to higher energies.
Points 1–3 relate to the occurrence of different number of noses. The trends observed in
the number of noses indicate that the formation of multiple-nose structures requires longer drift
times in the magnetosphere, including convection paths in which the ions drift multiple times
around the Earth. This would explain why they are not observed as frequently in H+, as the H+
would be lost due to charge exchange. It also explains why the multiple noses are more common
at low Kp. During high Kp, the convection is stronger, and so the ions are more likely convected
through the magnetosphere and out the magnetopause. During quiet times, the slower convection
combined with small time-dependent changes in the electric fields could lead to the drift paths that
encircle the Earth more than once, generating the multiple nose spectra. To test this hypothesis
requires modeling in a realistic quiet time, time-dependent electric field.
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Points 4–7 describe the energy-L-MLT dependence observed. These trends are relatively
consistent for the different types of events. They show features which likely come out of the largescale convection patterns that can be reproduced with relatively simple steady state magnetic and
electric field models. In this study, we perform simple modeling to determine if the energy-MLT
features can be understood. The more realistic modeling required to generate the multiple nose
features is presented in Chapter 5.

4.7 Simulations
To interpret the key energy-L-MLT characteristics of the statistical results, we calculated
backward tracings of bounce-averaged ion drift trajectories from given probe positions for 180 h
or until the ions reach the assumed magnetotail injection boundary at L = 10. For the sake of
simplicity, only particles with 90° pitch angle at the equator were considered. Because the realistic
electric and magnetic fields are highly variable, we do not expect perfect agreement but we only
intend to determine if the main observed features and trends can be reproduced. We show tracing
results under different conditions. Our particle tracing approach is the same as the one used by
Ferradas et al. [2015], described in Section 2.3.1. In the calculations we used a Volland-Stern
convection electric field [Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975], a corotation electric field, and a dipole
magnetic field. Even though the dipole approximation is not very accurate out to L = 10 in the
nightside and during disturbed times, we regarded its use as adequate on the basis that the effects
of the magnetic field topology on the drifting ions are important mostly at the low L shells [Ebihara
et al., 2001]. Additionally, most of the observations reported here occur during quiet times, when
the magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere is very close to a dipole [Ganushkina et al., 2010].
We considered losses along the drift trajectories only due to charge exchange. In the calculations
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Figure 4.7. Simulated drift time (in hours) of ions with open trajectories drifting from a
magnetotail injection boundary at L = 10 to L = 4 as a function of energy and MLT. The six panels
correspond to six different Kp values (as labeled) used in the simulations: Kp = 2.0, 2.3, 2.7, 3.0,
4.0, and 5.0. A dipole magnetic field and a Volland-Stern convection electric field model for ions
with equatorial pitch angle at 90° have been used. Ions with energies and MLTs whose orbits are
closed, i.e., ions whose orbits are not connected to the magnetotail source region, are indicated
with white color. The resolution of each panel is given by 24 MLT values and 25 energy values,
corresponding to the ECT/HOPE energy channels within the energy range used in this study (1–
50 keV).

of the charge-exchange lifetimes, we inferred the equatorial neutral hydrogen density from the
model by Hodges Jr [1994], and the charge-exchange cross sections were taken from Smith and
Bewtra [1978] (see Section 2.3.4).
To address the occurrence of the different types of structures at different L shell and MLT
sectors and their energy dependence we use the time of drift as an indicator of the probability that
noses are observed at certain MLTs and at certain energies. If a nose structure is not observed at a
given set of L shell, MLT, and energy values, this implies that losses due to charge exchange have
brought the ion fluxes below the flux limit of the instrument or that the drift paths of ions with that
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energy at that location are not connected to the magnetotail injection boundary (they have closed
orbits). We cannot determine which of these two is the case since the data can only tell us whether
an ion structure is observed or not. Nevertheless, the drift paths and drift time (or residence time)
are a good proxy of the accessibility of certain regions and energies and of the losses that the
drifting ions suffer along their trajectories, respectively.
Figure 4.7 shows the results of the first set of runs where we calculated the drift time from
L = 10 to the observation locations at L = 4, as a function of MLT and energy. The six panels
match the six different Kp values we used in the simulations: Kp = 2.0, 2.3, 2.7, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0.
We performed the calculations for 25 energy values corresponding to the 25 HOPE energy
channels within the energy range of this study (1–50 keV) and for 24 MLT values (1 h of MLT
intervals). If a trajectory did not reach the injection boundary at L = 10 in the 180 h of tracing, then
that bin is colored in white. These panels show how the nose is formed: there is a band of energies
that has access to a region, and there is no access at energies above and below. This energy band
would correspond to the nose energy. The sequence of panels shows, as would be expected, that
with increasing activity levels a wider range of energies have access to L = 4 at all MLTs. As can
be seen, clear trends appear in the distributions for all Kp values. First, the energies with access to
L = 4 are relatively lower at lower MLTs compared to higher MLTs, with a minimum at MLT = 6
and a maximum at MLT = 18. With increasing Kp, the distributions widen toward lower energies.
The drift time for MLT < 6 and MLT > 18 is < 30 h. Second, a transition region of long drift time
(> 30 h) is present on the dayside, at an energy that decreases with increasing MLT. It spans MLT
~ 8–12 for Kp = 2.0, slightly widening toward higher MLTs with increasing Kp such that for Kp =
5.0 it spans MLT ~ 8–18. Moreover, it is observed at energies of ~ 5–10 keV for Kp = 2.0, slightly
widening toward lower energies with increasing Kp such that for Kp = 5.0 it spans energies of 1-
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10 keV. Within this region lies a narrower region of even longer drift time (> 80 h) as identified
by the orange/red color in the spectrograms. Finally, there is a forbidden zone, i.e., a region of
closed drift trajectories, at the lower energies centered at dusk. The high-energy limit of the
forbidden zone reaches the highest energy at dusk and decreases away from dusk. Moreover, with
increasing Kp, the forbidden zone shrinks and its high-energy limit also decreases. For Kp = 2.0,
the forbidden zone extends to ~ 8 keV at dusk, and for Kp = 5.0, it extends to ~ 2 keV.
Note the similarities between the results in Figure 4.7 with the observations in Figure 4.5,
in particular with the single-nose observations. The observed distribution at MLT ~ 10–24 showing
a decrease of energy with increasing MLT resembles the high-MLT region of the simulated drift
time. Likewise, the observations at lower MLTs showing an overlap of low and high energies
relate to the simulation results, particularly to the Kp = 2.3 and Kp = 2.7 cases. Moreover, the lowenergy gap centered at ~ MLT = 14 in the observations matches quite remarkably the low-energy
forbidden zone produced by the model around dusk. However, note also that the single-nose
observations in Figure 4.5 and the calculated drift time in Figure 4.7 differ in some ways. The first
is that most features in the observations would better match the simulation results if the latter were
shifted ~ 2 h of MLT westward, that is if the symmetry line of the convection trajectories was
rotated westward. A rotation of the convection electric field pattern has been found consistent with
observations and modeling results in several previous studies as well, although the results are
varied, some proposing an eastward rotation and others a westward rotation [e.g., Baumjohann et
al., 1985; Kistler et al., 1989; Korth et al., 1999; Fok et al., 2001; Ridley and Liemohn, 2002;
Matsui et al., 2013]. This assortment of results suggests some limitation of the Volland-Stern
model in describing measurements at all MLTs and that a more realistic electric field model
including dawn-dusk asymmetries might be necessary. It is known that there are persistent dawn-
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dusk asymmetries in particle populations and plasma convection in the magnetosphere, some of
which are imposed by a nonzero y-component of the interplanetary magnetic field [e.g., Cowley,
1981; Haaland et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2014]. Another data-model discrepancy is that the region
of long drift time in the simulation results, which would mean low occurrence of noses, is not
clearly observed in the single-nose HOPE data. A decrease in the number of events can be seen
around MLT = 9 at ~ 10 keV in the observations of the three ion species, that is clearest in O+, but
it is not very well defined. Despite the discrepancies, the present model is still able to reproduce
fairly well the trends in the measurements.
A similar comparison can be made between the results in Figure 4.7 and the observed
multiple-nose structures in Figure 4.5. The main feature in the two-nose and the three- and fournose distributions, namely, the gap in the afternoon sector, can be explained by the forbidden zone
that appears in that same region together with the region of very long drift time that also extends
to those MLTs. As seen from Figure 4.7, the forbidden zone changes in size and energy range with
varying Kp, but it is consistently centered on the duskside. With the suggested westward rotation
of the convection pattern, this forbidden zone aligns well with the gap in the multiple-nose
distributions. In a similar way, the small region of very long drift time that appears in the dayside
shifts eastward with increasing Kp, so for some Kp values it includes the afternoon sector.
Moreover, the presence of more double noses at the high- and low-energy ends, compared to single
noses, suggests that the region of long drift time in the dayside creates spectral gaps within the
nose energy range hence splitting the nose in two [Buzulukova et al., 2003]. Despite the limitations
of our model, it is clear from comparison of the simulations with the observations that the
combination of forbidden zones and regions of high loss also leads to an absence of multiple noses
at energies ~ ≤ 10 keV in the afternoon sector.
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Figure 4.8. Simulated drift time (in hours) of ions with open trajectories drifting from an external
boundary at L = 10 in the magnetotail as a function of L shell and MLT. The 12 panels correspond
to 12 of the ECT/HOPE energy channels within the energy range used in this study (1–50keV)
from (top left) lowest energy to (bottom right) highest energy. A dipole magnetic field and a
Volland-Stern convection electric field model with Kp = 4 and for ions with pitch angle at 90°
have been used. On each panel, ions with L shells and MLTs whose orbits are closed, i.e., ions
whose orbits are not connected to the magnetotail source region, are indicated with grey color. The
bin size in each panel is 0.25 in L shell and 1 h in MLT.
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To consider the trends in the distributions of Figure 4.4 we carried out a second set of drift
path calculations with a fixed Kp value of 4. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the results of this second
set of runs. Figure 4.8 displays the drift time in polar MLT-L coordinates, where the 12 panels
correspond to 12 of the HOPE energy channels within the energy range of this study, increasing
in energy from top/left to bottom/right. The drift time is denoted by the color, while forbidden
zones are indicated with grey, and the bin size is 0.25 in L shell and 1 h in MLT. In this display, a
nose would occur when particles at one energy are able to get further in than particles with energies
above and below at a given local time. The first panel (1.5 keV) shows a region of very long drift
time (> 100 h) in the afternoon sector. This region slowly increases in L shell, from L ~ 4.5 to ~
6.0, with decreasing MLT. In the subsequent panels, as energy increases, this long drift time region
rotates westward, such that for 9.6 keV it is practically entirely in the prenoon sector. In this way,
the model predicts a low occurrence of low-energy noses in the dayside, given that plasma sheet
ions arriving to this region with these energies spend a long time at altitudes where they suffer
losses, and hence, their fluxes are significantly lowered. At MLT = 15, for example, the long drift
times would keep the flux low at low L shells in this region for energies up to ~ 9 keV. Between
9.6 and 24.1 keV, ions are able to get in quite close, almost to L = 2. At higher energies, the inner
L shells become a forbidden zone. Thus, the noses would be expected to be between ~ 10 and 25
keV. The observed energy and MLT dependence of single noses, as shown in Figure 4.4, are in
good agreement with this expectation, showing a clear absence of low-energy noses (~ < 10 keV)
in the dayside. The model also predicts significantly lower drift time in the nightside for all
energies (< 50 h). Figure 4.8 shows that the forbidden zone first moves inward with energy at all
local times, but then the forbidden region that starts on the dawnside expands, making the inner
magnetosphere inaccessible to high-energy particles over a wider and wider local time range. Thus,
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Figure 4.9. Simulated normalized flux of ions after they have drifted from an external boundary
at L = 10 in the magnetotail as a function of L shell and MLT and organized by ion species: (left
column) H+, (middle column) He+, and (right column) O+, and energy: (top to bottom rows) four
representative energies from those plotted in Figure 4.8 have been used. The ion losses accounted
for are only due to charge exchange. Similar to Figure 4.8, on each panel, ions with L shells and
MLTs whose orbits are closed, i.e., ions whose orbits are not connected to the magnetotail source
region are indicated with grey color.
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at MLT = 3, the nose tip should be at ~ 13 keV, while at midnight the nose-tip energy would extend
up to 18 keV, and at MLT = 22 the nose tip would extend almost to 24 keV. This is consistent with
the energy dependence observed in the H+ noses across the nightside.
Figure 4.9 shows the fraction of the initial flux remaining (f/f0) after charge	
  exchange losses
along the drift trajectories for the three ion species (columns): H+, He+, and O+, and for four sample
energies (rows): 1.5, 3.8, 9.6, and 24.1keV. These energies match the four energies on the left
column of Figure 4.8. So far, the simulation results have been independent of ion species, since
the drift velocity is independent of mass, and thus, different ions drift along the same trajectories
[Alfvén and Fälthammar, 1963; Roederer, 1970]. However, the charge-exchange lifetimes depend
on the ion species and energy, as well as on how close to the Earth the trajectories penetrate [Smith
and Bewtra, 1978]; hence, these losses can produce differences between the distributions of
different species. The differences among species are more obvious at lower L shells, where the
losses are greater due to the higher neutral hydrogen density. Owing to the fact that H+ has the
shortest charge-exchange lifetime, we can see in the panels for all energies that in the regions of
long drift time present in the dayside, the H+ normalized flux is almost 0. At the same time, He+ is
only depleted in a much smaller region within the same long drift time region, while the depletion
of O+ is in-between. Figure 4.8 indicates that for the fraction of initial flux to drop below 0.1 a
drift time in the order of ~ 20 h is needed in the case of H+, whereas drift times of ~ 80 h and ~
100 h are needed in the case of O+ and He+, respectively. A clear illustration of this difference in
decay rate can be seen in the nightside, just outside of the Alfvén layer, i.e., the boundary between
open and closed drift trajectories, for ions with 9.6 keV in Figure 4.9, where a drift time of about
a few tens of hours has brought the H+ flux below 0.1, whereas the heavy-ion fluxes remain
practically unaffected. Hence, the species dependence observed is consistent with the model that
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Figure 4.10. Simulated nose tips of ions drifting from an external boundary at L = 10 in the
magnetotail as a function of L shell and MLT. Similar to Figure 4.9, the calculation of the nose
tips assumes losses due to charge exchange. The symbols plotted for each MLT value represent
the lowest L shell for which the normalized flux is above a threshold of 0.10. The symbol color
represents the ion energy. Where more than one energy had access to the lowest L shell with a
normalized flux above the threshold, the energy with the highest normalized flux was plotted. The
columns correspond to the three ion species: (left column) H+, (middle column) He+, and (right
column) O+. The rows correspond to three different Kp values (as labeled) used in the calculation
of the drift paths: Kp = 2, 3, and 4.
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the heavy ions can penetrate to lower L shells than H+. Other loss processes, like Coulomb
collisions with the cold plasma in the plasmasphere [Fok et al., 1991], are possibly responsible for
further decreasing the ion fluxes and creating extra differences among species.
Figures 4.7–4.9 depict the general layout of accessibility of ions, in L shell, MLT, and
energy, from the plasma sheet into the inner magnetosphere, as presented by our model. However,
for a more straightforward comparison with the observed distributions of nose tips in Figures 4.4–
4.6, we are ultimately interested in the model’s prediction of the location of the nose tips.
Therefore, using the simulated drift paths from the two sets of runs and assuming charge	
  exchange
losses, we calculated, for each MLT value, the energy with the deepest inward access (lowest L
shell) requiring that the normalized flux at the given energy is above a threshold of 0.10. The
results of the simulated nose tips are given in Figure 4.10 in the polar L-MLT coordinates. The
three columns correspond to the three ion species and the rows to three different Kp values. The
symbol color represents the ion energy. Where more than one energy had access to the lowest L
shell with a normalized flux above the threshold, the energy with the highest normalized flux was
plotted. As we would expect, as Kp increases, noses reach lower L shells.
A main feature in Figure 4.10 is the L shell dependence of the nose tips for the different
ion species. In all the panels, He+ reach the deepest inward, followed by O+ and lastly by H+. As
already discussed in Figure 4.9, this difference in range of access to the low L shells follows from
the relative values of the charge-exchange lifetimes of the three ion species. In addition, there is a
larger difference in L shell between H+ and O+ nose tips than between O+ and He+ nose tips. This
feature can also be seen in the measured single noses of Figure 4.4. While H+ noses lie at L ~ 3,
He+ and O+ noses lie at L ~ 2, He+ noses reaching slightly deeper inward at some MLTs. Figure
4.10 also shows that regardless of Kp value and ion species, nose structures reach the farthest
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outward around the prenoon sector. Again, after applying a westward rotation of ~ 2 h of MLT,
this result aligns well with the depletion of nose tips at the lowest L shells in the same sector
observed in the distribution of single noses in Figure 4.4. These three features in the L shell
dependence of the simulated nose tips of Figure 4.10 can also be observed in the distributions of
Figure 4.6, especially in those for the two lowest Kp bins. A comparison between the computed
nose tips for particular Kp values and the corresponding Kp bins in Figure 4.6 shows that there is
an overall better agreement in the L shell dependence with H+ noses than with the heavy ions. For
example, the computed L shell distribution of nose tips with Kp = 2 shows a good agreement with
the H+ distribution for the lowest Kp bin in Figure 4.6. Similarly, the results with Kp = 3 align well
with the H+ L shell distribution of the second Kp bin. On the other hand, the heavy-ion noses
penetrate deeper inward than predicted by the model, particularly in the afternoon quadrant, where
He+ nose tips are observed as deep as L ~ 1.8. This discrepancy between the model and the
observations suggests that the actual convection field is stronger than the field in the model. It may
be that the choice of Kp value used (average value during each pass) is not the most appropriate to
represent the level of activity affecting the ions’ drift along their trajectories and that a longer
period prior to each pass should be considered. Furthermore, it suggests that the action of global
steady state convection on the drifting ions, as produced by the current model, does not compute
accurately the range of entrance of ions to the low L shells. This is consistent with several other
studies that have shown that simultaneous action of global convection and electric field variations,
typical of dipolarization processes associated to substorms, injects plasma closer to the Earth than
either would do individually [Fok et al., 1999; Pulkkinen et al., 2000; Ganushkina et al., 2001,
2005; Ganushkina and Pulkkinen, 2002]. Another potential factor is the choice of the shielding
parameter of the electric field [e.g., Toffoletto et al., 2003] in the Volland-Stern model, which
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inhibits the penetration of plasma into the inner magnetosphere [Buzulukova and Vovchenko,
2008].
Figure 4.10 also shows a clear nose-tip MLT-energy pattern. In the case of H+, starting
around noon, the energy gradually decreases in the counterclockwise direction. In the case of the
heavy ions, there is a clear dawn-dusk asymmetry, with the highest energies around dusk and the
lowest energies around dawn. This implies that the model predicts higher energies on the duskside
and lower energies on the dawnside for the three ions. This is reasonable since we know that lower
energy ions coming from the tail into the inner magnetosphere drift eastward dominated by the
corotation 𝑬×𝑩 drift, whereas higher-energy ions drift westward dominated by the gradientcurvature drift. Therefore, we expect that because the drift paths and drift time of lower energy
ions to the dawnside are, in general, shorter than to the duskside, the same being true for higherenergy ions drifting to the duskside, the dawnside is, in general, more accessible to lower energy
ions and the duskside more accessible to higher-energy ions. We also find that with increasing Kp,
the nose-tip energy on the dawnside decreases and on the duskside it increases, producing a more
polarized energy distribution between both sides. This is more clearly seen in the H+ distributions.
This trends in the MLT-energy distribution are in concordance with the main trends in the
distribution of observed single noses in Figure 4.4 and with those in Figure 4.6. Even though, in
Figure 4.6, most of the trends are clearer in the measured lowest Kp bin and in the H+ distributions,
some of the main trends are seen in all ion species. Here again, we see that a westward rotation of
2 h of MLT of the convection pattern provides a better match between model and data. The marked
dominance of high energies at MLT ~ 10–18 observed for the three ion species in the two lowest
Kp bins in Figure 4.6 is consistent with the computed relatively high energies in the same MLT
sector. Additionally, the gradual energy decrease with MLT within the range of MLT ~ 10–24
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observed in the distributions of single noses in Figure 4.4 is in good agreement with the model’s
overall prediction for H+ and for all Kp values. Also, the sudden appearance of low-energy noses
around MLT = 10 (Figures 4.4 and 4.6) and continuing clockwise up to the evening sector agrees
well with the model. This model-data agreement is most clearly seen in the distribution of H+
single noses (Figure 4.4). Some clear features in the measured MLT-energy distribution of the
heavy ions that are not reproduced in the model should also be noticed. The observations in both
Figures 4.4 (single noses) and 4.6 show a lower but noticeable occurrence of high-energy noses
on the dawnside and in the evening sector. Also, a very sharp and sudden transition from high to
low energies is observed in the heavy-ion distributions of single noses around dusk. The same
feature is observed in the distributions of the lowest Kp bin in Figure 4.6. Although the model
predicts a transition from higher to lower energies around midnight, which would lie closer to dusk
after a 2 h of MLT westward rotation, the transition is not nearly as pronounced as in the
observations. The drift paths of ions in the MLT sector of the transition (not shown) show that in
this region the normalized fluxes of both ion populations, lower-energy drifting eastward and
higher-energy drifting westward, are comparable. The exact MLT location of the transition
happens where the normalized flux of the lower energy population exceeds that of the higherenergy population. This implies that this exact location will be sensitive to the charge exchange
loss rates produced by the model. Furthermore, it will be sensitive to the drift paths produced by
the model themselves. Thus, inaccuracies in the electric field model and the neutral hydrogen
density model at these MLTs might be behind these discrepancies with the observations.
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4.8 Discussion and Conclusions
This extensive study of nose structures has two main results: (1) Multiple nose events occur
most often in heavy ions and during quiet times. (2) The energy-L-MLT dependence of the nose
structures are generally consistent with a simple model of ion drift and loss due to charge exchange.
In particular, by comparing the nose structures of heavy ions with those of H+, the dominant role
of charge exchange in determining the inner edge of penetration is demonstrated.
Especially in the investigation of the L-MLT distribution of nose structures, it is important
that we consider any observational biases. The choice of timespan for the study, i.e., 22 months,
was to guarantee full, evenly distributed, MLT coverage in the range of L = 1.1–5.8. Although
Probe A does not cover this range of L values evenly, since it spends more time near apogee than
near perigee, it has been shown that the L range coverage is statistically significant. Saikin et al.
[2015, Figure 2] examined the dwell time of both Van Allen Probes combined over a 22 month
period and reported that their dwell time per bin is almost always > 1000 min (bin size of 15 min
of MLT per 0.5 L shell). Since both probes follow each other, this means that Probe A remains at
least 500 min in each bin. Moreover, magnetic field stretching due to intense storms does not
induce any significant bias on the results of this study since there were only three intense storms
(min Dst < −100 nT) during the time period of the study.
As reported here, HOPE has detected a relatively large number of multiple noses compared
to previous studies. Vallat et al. [2007], in their statistical study of H+ nose structures, reported
only 3 out of 163 events where Cluster observed three simultaneous noses. In contrast, Table 1
demonstrates that a significant number of three-nose structures (and also a large number of fournose structures) have been detected by Van Allen Probe A. It is likely that the Van Allen Probes
are able to detect multibanded structures more frequently than previous missions by virtue of (1)
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more frequent traversals of the inner edge of the plasma sheet, (2) more sophisticated design of
the HOPE instrument to minimize the background count rates produced by penetrating radiation
in the harsh radiation belt environment, and (3) a much higher HOPE energy resolution.
Since most previous studies did not distinguish among ion species, the results for the heavy
ion noses presented here are of prime interest. The higher frequency of double- and multiple-nose
structures in the heavy-ion spectra (O+ having the highest frequency) strongly suggests that this is
an effect of charge	
   exchange losses which are clearer after long drift periods. On the other hand,
the unanticipated highest frequency of multiple noses in O+, despite the longer charge-exchange
lifetime of He+, points in a different direction. This can be a result of an overall higher abundance
of O+ in the injection site. It is known that O+ can comprise a considerable fraction of the plasma
in the inner magnetosphere following injections caused by geomagnetic storms, so a combination
of a long charge-exchange lifetime with a relatively high (higher than He+) concentration in the
region of interest might explain the higher occurrence of O+ double and multiple noses. Further
consideration of this result that goes beyond the scope of this study is needed.
The geomagnetic activity dependence shows that passes with no noses and with single
noses occur more frequently with increasing activity levels, while multiple noses occur more often
with decreasing activity levels. This result is consistent with the results presented by Li et al. [2000]
of 16 months of Polar observations. They found that multiple noses were more likely to be
observed during quiet times following substorm activity. Furthermore, the study by Vallat et al.
[2007] using the CODIF mass spectrometer, which measures ions in a similar energy range as
HOPE, also described a trend in accordance with this study, the lack of noses being more frequent
with increasing activity levels, while double noses appeared more frequently with decreasing
activity. Their low statistics of three-nose structures limited them to draw conclusions regarding
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this type of feature. Other studies have also reported a more frequent observation of multiple noses
during quiet times following substorm activity [Fennell et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1998].
Moreover, the modeling results by Buzulukova and Vovchenko [2008] using a self-consistent
electric field model showed that multiple-nose structures could form only after some period of
quiet conditions. On the other hand, the study by Buzulukova et al. [2003] of H+ nose structures
showed that in the night sector the probability of observing single-nose structures decreases with
increasing Kp values. The same trend was found for the probability of observing single- or doublenose structures in the dayside. The disagreement between our results and theirs is mainly explained
by the difference in the energy range between both ION and HOPE instruments. While HOPE
measures particles with energies as high as ~ 50 keV, the high-energy threshold of the ION
instrument is only 14 keV. Therefore, many of the nose structures detected by HOPE cannot be
detected by ION. Moreover, in their study, Buzulukova et al. [2003] only distinguished between
passes with no noses, single noses, and double noses. This, together with the fact that the energy
resolution of the ION instrument is lower than that of HOPE and, thus, HOPE can resolve thinner
spectral structures where ION cannot, also accounts for the difference between Van Allen Probes
and Interball-2 data.
The high occurrence of multiple noses during quiet times and in the heavy ions suggests
that multiple-nose structures are formed after long drifts from the magnetotail into the inner
magnetosphere. During times of low activity, ion drift is slower and drift times are longer allowing
for significant charge exchange losses, which is why multiple noses are more often formed in the
longer-lived heavy ions. The simulations by Zhang et al. [2015, Figures 4a and 4e] and by
Ferradas et al. [2016a] showed that the formation of multiple noses requires variations in the solar
wind conditions which effectively produce variations in the electric field and consequently in the
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ion drift velocities. These variations will change the energy at which a nose structure is formed
and thus result in multiple noses. They were able to reproduce multiple noses even after moderately
disturbed periods. However, during more active times, stronger convection would lead newly
injected ions through the inner magnetosphere and out the dayside magnetopause. This explains
why it is more likely to observe multiple noses after periods of low activity. In addition, these
results are consistent with previous studies that showed that quiet geomagnetic conditions allow
the overlap of structures with different energies at the same location, thus forming multiple-nose
structures through drift echoes [Li et al., 2000; Buzulukova and Vovchenko, 2008].
To examine the observed energy-L-MLT trends, we have focused the data-model
comparison on the single-nose distributions. The reason for this is that our steady-state model can
only produce one nose structure. Several previous studies have demonstrated that the physical
processes behind the formation of multiple-nose structures involve a combination of factors,
including changes in the magnetic and electric field configuration and ion source populations [Li
et al., 2000; Ebihara et al., 2004; Vallat et al., 2007; Buzulukova and Vovchenko, 2008; Zhang et
al., 2015; Ferradas et al., 2016a]. Further analysis of multiple-nose structures will require the use
of more sophisticated models. Our modeling results, as seen in Figures 4.7–4.10, explain well the
main features of the MLT and energy dependence of the single-nose distributions. We also found
that there is a better match between data and model when we consider a ~ 2 h of MLT westward
rotation of the convection pattern in our simulations. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that the simulated
region of long drift time together with the existence of forbidden zones accounts for the observed
regions of depleted low-energy nose occurrence in the dayside. These observational and modeling
results are consistent with the findings of [Kovrazhkin et al., 1999], who observed ion flux
dropouts in the INTERBALL-Auroral spectrograms irrespectively of MLT. They showed that
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these dropouts call for different interpretations depending on the MLT, those appearing in the
dayside being most likely due to magnetospheric residence times greatly exceeding the ion
lifetime. Since they observed these flux dropouts in the 0.1–12 keV energy range (energies within
the ION instrument’s measurement range), the dayside depletion of low-energy noses in the HOPE
data is most likely due to the same phenomenon. Buzulukova et al. [2002] studied both types of
ion spectral gaps: those that result from the existence of forbidden zones and those that are due to
prolonged drift time. They reported Interball-2 observations and modeling and concluded that the
gaps of the first type can be seen at all MLTs, especially in the early morning and in the nightside,
whereas the gaps of the second type appear in the dayside. The ion spectral gaps in the dayside
were observed as a low-energy cutoff for protons coming from the magnetotail plasma sheet. Their
results are in good agreement with the HOPE measurements and modeling presented here.
Furthermore, the energy-MLT dependence of single noses observed by HOPE (as seen from Figure
4.5) is in agreement with the Cluster observations made by Vallat et al. [2007]. In their study, they
observed the same trend of decreasing energy with MLT, counterclockwise starting at MLT ~ 10.
They interpreted the discontinuity in the trend at MLT ~ 10, being due to the depletion of noses
caused by long drift time. From Figure 4.7 we clearly see that this is indeed the case, although our
modeling results combined with the larger statistics provided by the HOPE measurements give us
a fuller picture of the accessibility of nose structures in the energy range considered at all MLTs.
The difference in range of L shell penetration for the different ion species, namely, the heavy-ion
dominance in the low L shells, has been demonstrated by some previous studies [Lundin et al.,
1980; Kistler et al., 1998; Yamauchi et al., 2014; Ferradas et al., 2015]. Early measurements by
Lundin et al. [1980] using the PROGNOZ-7 spacecraft showed a marked composition boundary
near L = 4, with the heavy ions dominating inside and H+ often (but not always) being dominant
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outside. More recently, using measurements from the CODIF instrument onboard Cluster
spacecraft 4, Ferradas et al. [2015] reported events when the heavy ions (He+ and O+) were the
dominant species at the narrow nose energy range around ~ 10 keV, inside a geocentric distance
of 4 RE., but because of its polar orbit, Cluster could not observe the inner edge of the nose feature.
This is the first time that it has been shown that the L value of the nose feature has such a strong
species dependence. The HOPE observations reported here are in the same energy range as the
Cluster study and show a very similar trend, where heavy-ion noses are observed to reach deeper
inward at all MLTs compared to H+ noses. However, the HOPE data reveal that a considerable
number of H+ noses reach as deep as L = 3, with a few events reaching even deeper. Another
interesting feature observed in both data sets is the deep inward penetration of heavy ions in the
afternoon quadrant and dusk sector. Ferradas et al. [2015] reported observation of a high
occurrence of heavy-ion-dominant events at MLT = 11–23. They showed that this dominance is
mainly a result of the effect of charge exchange losses on the drifting ions with different energies.
The heavy-ion dominance was observed at energies and MLTs with drift time and thereby losses
such that H+ were significantly reduced leaving He+ and O+ as the dominant species. A very similar
deep heavy-ion penetration is observed in the distribution of single noses in Figures 4.4 and 4.6
(especially in the lowest Kp bin) at MLT ~ 12–22, confirming the preferred access of heavy ions
in this region.
Since our simulations were not intended to provide a direct understanding of the
distribution of the observed multiple-nose structures, the physics behind their dawnside dominance
is still unclear. However, this feature agrees with the findings of Vallat et al. [2007], who reported
the highest occurrence of double noses on the dawnside. They found this result consistent with the
interpretations of Buzulukova et al. [2003] about the formation of “split noses,” which are the
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overlap, in the spectrograms, of a single nose and a spectral gap producing a two-banded structure
or a double nose. This mechanism would explain the existence of double noses in the dayside,
where the spectral gaps due to long drifts are formed, but not at different MLTs. Furthermore,
Fennell et al. [1998] found in Polar observations over 7 months that multiple noses were observed
more often in the dayside (MLT = 6–18) as opposed to the dawnside dominance present in the
HOPE observations. Further examination of multiple-nose structures observed by HOPE
employing a more sophisticated model is presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

CHARACTERISTICS OF ION NOSE STRUCTURES
DURING A GEOMAGNETIC STORM

5.1 Overview
Chapters 3 and 4 described the analysis of large amounts of measurements made by the
Cluster (Chapter 3) and Van Allen Probes (Chapter 4) missions. These studies aimed to investigate
the characteristics of ion nose structures in a statistical approach. They presented results of the
spatial distribution (in L and MLT), energy dependence, geomagnetic activity dependence, and
species dependence (H+, He+, and O+) of the spectral structures observed near the edge of the
plasma sheet. To understand and interpret the main observational features, a particle tracing and
loss model including a large-scale, steady-state convection electric field proved to be sufficient.
The content of this chapter builds on one of the main results, but also on one of the main
questions left open, from Chapter 4. First, the results of Sections 4.3 and 4.4 show a clear
dependence of the type of spectral structure observed, as well as of the extent of access in L, on
the levels of geomagnetic activity. Naturally, this raises the question: how do ion nose structures
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Figure 5.1. From top to bottom the panels show data of: solar wind density, speed, dynamic
pressure, y- and z-components of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), and Dst index during
the geomagnetic storm of 2 October 2013. The five shaded regions correspond to five Van Allen
Probe A orbits.

evolve throughout a geomagnetic storm? Having never been addressed in the literature, this
question motivated the current study. Second, while introducing the modeling results, it was
stressed that the steady-state electric field model used could not produce multiple noses, and
therefore the data-model comparison was only possible with the distributions of single noses. This
leads to questions about the formation mechanism responsible for multiple noses: how exactly are
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multiple noses formed? Can a time-dependent model produce multiple-nose structures? These
questions are addressed in the present chapter.
In Section 5.2, the ion spectral features observed by HOPE onboard Van Allen Probe A
during the geomagnetic storm of 2 October 2013 are introduced. Modeling results using a timedependent model are compared with the observations. Section 5.3 presents the modeling results of
the drift paths followed by multiple-nose ions during pre-storm and storm-times.

5.2 Temporal Evolution of Ion Nose Structures During the
2 October 2013 Geomagnetic Storm
This section contains the description of the storm event and the data-model comparison of
the spectral features throughout the storm.

5.2.1 Solar Wind and Geomagnetic Conditions
Figure 5.1 summarizes the solar wind and geomagnetic conditions during twelve days,
centered at the time of minimum Dst, 0700 UT on 2 October 2013. The solar wind density (Figure
5.1a), speed (Figure 5.1b), and dynamic pressure (Figure 5.1c), and the y- and z-component of the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Figure 5.1d) were measured upstream of the Earth and
propagated to the Earth’s bow shock by the (Space Physics Data Facility) SPDF/OMNI data
service. Figure 5.1e shows the standard 1 h Dst index. Since this study’s main goal is to
characterize nose structures during a geomagnetic storm in contrast to during quiet times, the main
reason for choosing this particular storm is the relatively quiet conditions during several days
before and after the storm. Since early 26 September until 1 October, the solar wind speed
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remained below 400 km/h, the solar wind dynamic pressure remained below 5 nPa, the magnitude
of the IMF y- and z-components remained below 5 nT, and the magnitude of the Dst index
remained below 10 nT. Before the storm, there were two sudden increases in the solar wind density
to ~ 20 cm-3, one occurring late on 29 September followed by another similar increase early on 1
October, and their associated jumps in solar wind dynamic pressure from 1 nPa to 4 nPa, which
indicate compression of the magnetosphere. At the same times, the Dst index turned more positive
to up to 20 nT. 2 October starts with a storm sudden commencement (SSC) signature, i.e., Dst rose
to ~ 30 nT. At about 0200 UT, the IMF turned to a southward value of ~ -10 nT, driving the Dst
negative, i.e., initiating the main phase of the storm which lasted for several hours, ending at 0700
UT when Dst peaked at -67 nT. The five vertical shaded regions labeled at the top of the plot: A,
B, C, D, and E, correspond to five Van Allen Probe A orbits. Orbit A occurs under quiet pre-storm
conditions and Orbit B during the main phase of the storm. Orbits C and D occur during the
recovery phase of the storm, and Orbit E when the magnetosphere has returned to an unperturbed
state after the storm.

5.2.2 Observations and Simulations of Nose Structures
Figures 5.2-5.6 show the HOPE observations of the ion flux and the modeling results of
the ion flux and drift time for the five orbits shaded in Figure 5.1, respectively. Figures 5.3-5.6
have the same format as Figure 5.2: observed (Figure 5.2a) and simulated (Figure 5.2b) H+ flux,
observed (Figure 5.2c) and simulated (Figure 5.2d) He+ flux, observed (Figure 5.2e) and simulated
(Figure 5.2f) O+ flux, and simulated ion drift time (Figure 5.2g). Some ephemeris parameters of
the spacecraft are shown at the bottom of the figure. The L value (L_TS04), the distance to the
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Figure 5.2. Energy-time spectrograms of (a) measured and (b) simulated H+ energy flux, (c)
measured and (d) simulated He+ energy flux, (e) measured and (f) simulated O+ energy flux, and
of (g) the calculated total ion backward drift time (negative) from positions of Van Allen Probe A
to the assumed ion source at L = 10. The observations were made by ECT/HOPE onboard Van
Allen Probe A and the simulations were carried out with a time-dependent model during an entire
orbit, centered at perigee at 0800 UT on 28 September 2013. The vertical red dashed line indicates
the time of perigee and the horizontal black dotted lines mark the energy value of 10 keV.
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Earth’s center after a location has been traced to the equatorial plane in a magnetic field model,
has been computed with the Tsyganenko and Sitnov empirical model (TS04) [Tsyganenko and
Sitnov, 2005] and obtained from the RBSP-ECT website.
To calculate the ion fluxes, as shown in Figures 5.2b, 5.2d, and 5.2f, the ion drift paths
were first computed following the description in Section 2.3.1. In this calculation, 90° pitch angle
ions were considered using the Weimer 96 convection electric field model [Weimer, 1996], a
corotation electric field, and a dipole magnetic field. The Weimer 96 model, introduced in Section
2.3.3, has been used to successfully compute ion energy spectra in the inner magnetosphere
[Kistler et al., 1999; Kistler and Larson, 2000], and even though the dipole approximation is not
highly accurate out to L = 10 in the nightside and during disturbed times, its use was judged
appropriate given that the ion drift paths are affected by the magnetic field topology mostly at low
L shells [Ebihara et al., 2001]. Since for a given energy and pitch angle, the drift velocity is
independent of mass, different ion species will drift along the same paths [Alfvén and Fälthammar,
1963; Roederer, 1970] and the calculated drift time will be the same for all ion species. For each
Van Allen Probe A orbit, the ion fluxes were then calculated along the drift trajectories assuming
the HOPE flux distribution at the immediately preceding apogee (roughly at ~ 6 RE) as the source
population. The flux calculation included losses due to charge exchange (see Section 2.3.4). In the
spectrograms, locations and energies where ions were not connected to the magnetotail source
(ions with closed orbits) or where the ion flux was below the plotted range, i.e., below 103 s-1 cm2

sr-1, were plotted in white.
Following is a description of the main characteristics of the spectral structures observed

during the five orbits and an assessment of the corresponding simulated spectra.
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Figure 5.3. Similar to Figure 5.2 but with the parameters plotted during an entire Van Allen Probe
A orbit, centered at perigee at 0145 UT on 2 October 2013.
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Orbit A (Figure 5.2): Pre-storm. Figures 5.2a, 5.2c, and 5.2e show multiple-nose structures in the
spectra of all three ion species, on both inbound and outbound passes. On the inbound pass, Figure
5.2a shows a clear H+ nose centered at 9.63 keV (i.e., the exact value of the HOPE energy channel)
extending to L = 4.4 and a fainter nose centered at 20.69 keV only reaching as deep inward as L =
5.3. Figure 5.2c illustrates a He+ nose also centered at 9.63 keV extending to L=3.4 and a second
nose also centered at 20.69 keV reaching L = 3.9. Still on the inbound pass, Figure 5.2e also
displays two O+ noses, the first centered at 7.09 keV and reaching L = 2.8 and the second centered
at 20.69 keV (comparably to H+ and He+) and extending to L = 4.0. For simplicity, we will refer
to the nose reaching deepest inward (at a lower energy) as the main nose and the nose at a higher
energy as the secondary nose. In the spectrograms of the three ion species (less clear in the O+
spectra), a third structure can be observed near the HOPE upper energy limit but since the
structures continue beyond the HOPE energy range and their upper energy extent (mostly from the
background ring current, i.e., not freshly injected ions as those in the noses) is not shown, they are
not considered as noses for the present study.
On the outbound pass, Figure 5.2a illustrates a main H+ nose centered at 8.27 keV near
apogee. Toward lower L shells, however, the nose energy increases such that the nose tip, located
at L = 4.0, is centered at 13.08 keV. There is also a very faint and narrow secondary H+ nose
structure centered at 20.69 keV and extending only to L = 5.9. As seen from Figure 5.2c, there is
a main He+ nose centered at 8.27 keV near apogee and whose energy increases toward lower L
shells, reaching 15.24 keV at its tip at L = 2.8. Also present is a secondary nose centered at 24.10
keV and extending to L = 4.0, with no noticeable change in energy across L values. For the case
of O+, Figure 5.2e shows a main nose, similar in structure to the main He+ nose, centered at 8.27
keV near apogee and at 15.24 keV at its tip at L = 3.0. Also present are two faint noses, one
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centered at 24.10 keV near apogee and at 28.09 keV at its tip at L = 4.0 and the other centered at
38.13 keV and extending to L = 4.2, with no noticeable change in energy across L values.
As seen from Figure 5.2g, the model produces several noses on both inbound and outbound
passes. On the inbound pass, the model produces a main nose centered at 11.22 keV and reaching
L ~ 4.0, a secondary nose at 17.75 keV whose extent of inward penetration is at L ~ 4.8, and a
third nose centered at 28.09 keV and reaching L ~ 4.6. It is noteworthy that the energy of the
simulated noses on the inbound pass remains constant across several L values, at least within the
range of the HOPE energy channels. On the outbound pass, the model produces four relatively
narrow nose structures whose energy increases with decreasing L value. A main nose can be
observed at 7.09 keV near apogee and at 15.24 keV at its tip at L ~ 4.3. Also, a second nose appears
at 9.63 keV near apogee and at 17.75 keV at its tip located at L ~ 4.5, and a third nose is present
at 13.08 keV near apogee and at 24.10 keV at its tip at L ~ 4.7. Finally, a fourth nose is evident at
24.10 keV near apogee and at 28.09 keV at its tip located at L ~ 5.2.
Overall, the model predicts the main observed spectral features remarkably well, especially
at energies higher than ~10 keV. The differences in nose energy dependence with L value between
the noses in the inbound and outbound passes is captured by the model. Despite some inaccuracies
in nose energy and in extent of penetration, the model predicts both the main nose at ~10 keV and
the secondary nose at ~20 keV on the inbound pass. Similarly, on the outbound pass, the main
nose is predicted by the model as well as the higher-energy noses, which are clearer in the
measured spectra of the heavy ions.
Note that the measured ion spectra differ from the simulated ion spectra (Figures 5.2b,
5.2d, and 5.2f) in the number of noses. The model produces three and four relatively narrow nose
structures at energies higher than ~10 keV on the inbound and outbound passes, respectively. On
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Figure 5.4. Similar to Figure 5.2 but with the parameters plotted during an entire Van Allen Probe
A orbit, centered at perigee at 1045 UT on 2 October 2013.
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both passes, the highest-energy nose seems to match the flux enhancement observed by HOPE in
the spectra of the three ion species, at the high-energy limit. However, the observed flux structures
continue to higher energies and are not as narrow in energy as the ones produced by the model.
Orbit B (Figure 5.3): Main phase. This Van Allen Probe A orbit captures the dramatic change of
the inner edge of the plasma sheet produced by the large amounts of plasma injected into the inner
magnetosphere as a consequence of the enhanced convection associated with the arrival of the
storm. As seen in Figure 5.1, the inbound pass of the orbit covers the storm sudden commencement,
while the outbound pass captures the main phase of the storm. On the inbound pass, Figure 5.3a
shows a clear H+ nose structure centered at 5.23 keV, whose tip reaches L = 5.8 and another noselike structure centered at the uppermost HOPE energy channel (51.77 keV) near apogee, but that
decreases in energy toward lower L shells, such that its nose tip, located at L = 5.3, is centered at
13.08 keV. Figure 5.3c illustrates a faint He+ nose structure centered at 20.69 keV and reaching L
= 4.2. With a lower energy flux of the order of 104 s-1 cm-2 sr-1, a trunk structure [Zhang et al.,
2015] can also be seen centered at 7.09 keV near apogee. Staying at a nearly constant energy down
to L = 3.4, it starts decreasing in energy with decreasing L value, such that the trunk tip, located at
L = 2.3, reaches the lower energy limit of the plot, i.e., 1.13 keV. The inbound O+ spectra in Figure
5.3e display two nose structures, the first one centered at 7.09 keV and reaching L = 2.5. A second
nose appears centered at 20.69 keV and extends to L = 4.4.
On the outbound pass, Figure 5.3a shows no nose structure. As a result of the enhanced
convection due to an intensified IMF Bz, the inner edge of the plasma sheet is pushed inward
allowing access of ions at a wide range of energies. The H+ fluxes are also enhanced, with values
exceeding 107 s-1 cm-2 sr-1. The innermost access is observed at the highest HOPE energy channel,
reaching down to L = 4.0, with lower energies reaching only higher L values. Figures 5.3c and
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5.3e display similar spectral features in the He+ and O+ outbound spectra. The main noticeable
difference between ion species is in flux, with H+ having the highest fluxes followed by O+ and
lastly by He+. However, the O+ fluxes are very nearly as high as the H+ fluxes. This clearly follows
from the large amounts of O+ that are deposited in the plasma sheet from the ionosphere during
active times. It should also be noted that all species have the same extent of access, L ~ 4. Since
ions drift much faster during active geomagnetic times, appreciable charge exchange effects do
not have enough time to take place.
The model produces single noses on both inbound and outbound passes. On the inbound
pass, Figure 5.3g shows a main nose structure centered at 13.08 keV and reaching down to L =
3.6, whereas on the outbound pass, the model produces a single nose centered at 38.13 keV
extending to L = 4.0. The model captures the marked difference between the inbound and outbound
spectra outstandingly well. As seen from Figures 5.3b, 5.3d, and 5.3f, despite inaccuracies in the
number of nose structures, the model accurately predicts the absence of ions at the lower energies
on the inbound pass. Moreover, on the outbound pass, the model reproduces the trend in the energy
profile of the inner edge of the plasma sheet, with higher energies having deeper access, and the
extent of access, with the innermost access reaching L = 4.0. The model even captures the faint
structures observed in the outbound He+ and O+ spectra at < 10 keV near L ~ 3.5.
Several data-model discrepancies are also obvious. In Figure 5.3b, the model does not
predict the two H+ nose structures observed on the inbound pass. In the modeled inbound He+ and
O+ spectra, Figure 5.3d shows that the model is unable to produce the observed He+ trunk structure,
whereas Figure 5.3f reveals the failure of the model in producing the two observed O+ noses. On
the outbound pass, it seems that the model fails to produce the nose structure at the right energy,
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Figure 5.5. Similar to Figure 5.2 but with the parameters plotted during an entire Van Allen Probe
A orbit, centered at perigee at 1940 UT on 2 October 2013.
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since from the observed spectra it seems that a nose structure might be observed at an energy
slightly above the HOPE upper energy threshold.
Orbit C (Figure 5.4): Early recovery phase. Figures 5.4a, 5.4c, and 5.4e show measured singlenose structures in the spectra of all ion species, on both inbound and outbound passes. Furthermore,
the single noses of different species are similar in shape and extent of penetration for the inbound
and outbound pass, respectively.
On the inbound pass, the H+, He+, and O+ noses are centered at 17.75 keV and extend to L
= 2.6. On the outbound pass, the single noses are centered at 32.72 keV and reach L = 2.4. Also, a
spectral gap is observed across several L values centered at ~ 1.13 keV near apogee and increasing
in energy toward lower L values, for all species. The spectral gap separates the higher-energy
population (where the nose is observed) from a lower-energy population that contains no nose
structure. Once again, the main difference among species are the flux levels, although now O+ is
the dominant species, having surpassed the H+ flux levels [e.g., Menz et al., 2016].
As seen from Figure 5.4g, the model produces a single nose on the inbound pass and two
noses on the outbound pass. The inbound nose is centered at 13.08 keV and extends down to L =
2.5. On the outbound pass, a main nose which increases in energy with decreasing L value is
centered at 28.09 keV at its tip, located at L = 2.4. A secondary nose can also be seen centered at
38.13 keV reaching L = 3.5. The model does a great job of accurately reproducing the main
observed features. On the inbound pass, the model correctly predicts the location of the observed
nose structure and the overall energy profile of the inner boundary. On the outbound pass, the
shape and extent of the modeled main nose matches the observed single nose remarkably well.
Furthermore, the model also predicts the spectral gap that divides the higher- and lower-energy
populations.
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The disagreements between modeled and observed spectra are mostly related to energy
inaccuracies. The simulations capture the noses in both passes at slightly lower energies than the
observed features. In addition, the lower-energy population produced by the model on the
outbound pass (below the spectral gap) span lower energies compared to the observations. These
data-model inconsistencies seem to indicate that the Weimer 96 model underestimates the energy
of spectral features at the low L values.
Orbit D (Figure 5.5): Recovery phase. Figure 5.5a shows no clear nose structure on both inbound
and outbound passes in the H+ spectrogram. However, the innermost access on both passes occurs
at the highest HOPE energy channel suggesting that a nose might be present at energies above the
HOPE range. Figure 5.5c displays two He+ nose structures on the inbound pass, one centered at
9.63 keV and reaching L = 2.6 and another centered at 28.09 keV and extending also to L = 2.6.
Also on the inbound pass, Figure 5.5e shows two noses similar to the He+ noses, one centered at
9.63 keV and extending to L = 2.8 and another centered at 28.09 keV and reaching down to L =
2.7.
On the outbound pass, Figure 5.5c exhibits two He+ nose-like structures. One is not the
typical nose structure, i.e., it does not stay at a (nearly) constant energy across L values, and it
instead increases dramatically in energy with decreasing L value. It seems to be centered at the
bottom HOPE energy channel at L = 5.2 and increases in energy reaching 15.24 keV at its tip
located at L = 2.7. The second nose is observed centered at 17.75 keV and extends to L = 3.5. Also
on the outbound pass, Figure 5.5e shows three O+ nose-like structures. The lowest-energy structure
is very similar to and has the same characteristics as the He+ lowest-energy structure. The second
nose also has some energy dependence and is centered at 24.10 keV extending to L = 3.0, whereas
the third nose is centered at 38.13 keV and reaches down to L = 2.8.
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Figure 5.6. Similar to Figure 5.2 but with the parameters plotted during an entire Van Allen Probe
A orbit, centered at perigee at 1930 UT on 5 October 2013.
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Figure 5.5g shows that the model predicts two nose structures on the inbound pass and
three noses on the outbound pass. The main nose on the inbound pass is centered at 13.08 keV and
reaches L = 2.4, while a secondary nose is centered at 28.09 keV and extends to L = 2.6. On the
outbound pass, the three nose-like structures increase in energy toward lower L values. The main
nose has the sharpest energy dependence and its tip is centered at 20.69 keV, reaching L = 2.5.
The secondary nose’s tip is centered at 28.09 keV and is located at L = 3.0, while a third nose is
centered at 38.13 keV, extending down to L = 3.3. The model captures the main heavy ion spectral
features remarkably well. On the inbound pass, Figures 5.5d and 5.5f show that the model exactly
predicts the energy and access of the He+ and O+ secondary noses, while predicting the energy and
location of the He+ and O+ main noses fairly well. On the outbound pass, the model accurately
reproduces the three observed O+ nose structures.
The main data-model discrepancies occur in the H+ spectra. As seen from Figure 5.5b, the
model produces two and three noses on the inbound and outbound passes, respectively, whereas
no nose is observed by HOPE on either pass. One possible explanation is that ions forming the
modeled structures at the low L values suffer stronger losses than the ones computed, causing their
fluxes to be below the instrument’s flux limit. Such losses could be due to charge exchange or due
to charge exchange and some other loss mechanism not considered in this study, like Coulomb
collisions. Another major data-model disagreement is due to the modeled ion “island” at the low
energies and low L values. This disagreement can indicate that the ion population with these
energies is significantly reduced or nonexistent at the source location.
Orbit E (Figure 5.6): Post-storm. During this orbit, the ion structures of H+ and He+ appear above
~ 8 keV. Fluxes below 8 keV are considerably lower than at higher energies. On the inbound pass,
Figure 5.6a illustrates one narrow H+ nose structure centered at 9.63 keV and extending to at least
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L = 4.5. Figure 5.6c shows two He+ noses on the inbound pass, one also centered at 9.63 keV and
reaching L = 2.7 and the other centered at 24.10 keV and extending to L = 3.0. Also on the inbound
pass, two O+ noses very similar to the He+ noses are displayed in Figure 5.6e. An additional faint
O+ nose is observed at a lower energy of 2.43 keV extending to L = 2.4.
On the outbound pass, Figure 5.6a shows a single narrow H+ nose centered at 9.63 keV
that extends to at least L = 5.0. Similarly, Figure 5.6c displays two He+ nose structures on the
outbound pass. One nose slightly increases in energy as it reaches lower L values, being centered
at 13.08 keV at its tip, located at L = 2.2. The second nose is fainter and centered at 24.10 keV
extending to L = 3.0. Once again, the O+ noses are analogous to the He+ noses on the outbound
pass of Figure 5.6e.
Figure 5.6g shows that the model produces two narrow nose structures on the inbound pass
and three noses on the outbound pass. On the inbound pass, the main nose is centered at 9.63 keV
and extends to L = 3.8, while a secondary nose that increases in energy with decreasing L value,
has a tip centered at 3.30 keV and located at L = 4.2. On the outbound pass, all noses increase in
energy toward lower L shells. The tip of the first nose is centered at 7.09 keV and is located at L
= 3.6. The second nose’s tip is centered at 15.24 keV and is located at L = 3.6, while the tip of the
third nose is centered at 20.69 keV and reaches L = 5.2. Overall, the model does a much better job
in reproducing the H+ spectra than the heavy ion spectra. The energy and extent of the observed
H+ nose structures on both passes are well predicted by the model, with some discrepancy in the
energy dependence on the outbound pass nose. For the heavy ions, the energy of the main nose on
the inbound pass is well accounted for by the model, but their range of penetration is not. On the
other hand, the model did not capture the higher-energy nose, nor the faint lowest-energy O+ nose.
On the outbound pass, the model captures the energy dependence of the main heavy-ion noses,
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although it is much more pronounced in the simulations. As seen from Figures 5.6d and 5.6f, the
model also failed to reproduce the higher-energy heavy-ion noses.

5.2.3 Discussion
During the quiet pre-storm and post-storm orbits, the main nose observed in the spectra of
the three ions on both inbound and outbound passes around ~10 keV is a persistent feature at these
L values. This was confirmed by inspecting previous and latter Probe A orbits and suggests a
preferred nose access at this energy. Another important characteristic of the quiet-time noses is
that they occur at discrete, relatively narrow energy bands. Moreover, all multiple noses are
observed at energies higher than ~ 7 keV, with no ion structure being observed at lower energies.
An additional noteworthy feature on both orbits is that the noses observed on the inbound pass
vary little (if at all) in energy across several L shells, whereas at least some of the noses (especially
the main noses) on the outbound pass increase in energy toward lower L shells. Since the energy
dependence was consistently observed on the outbound pass of these and other Van Allen Probe
A orbits (not shown), as well as in the modeled spectra, we considered the possibility of an orbital
effect. To address this, we performed a test run with the same model but for an artificial probe
orbit only changing the direction of the spacecraft, i.e., with the spacecraft moving in the opposite
direction. The result showed no difference in the modeled spectra, thus discarding an orbital effect
on the observed spectral features. Further examination of the cause of this nose energy dependence
is left as a subject of future investigation.
Furthermore, during quiet times the range of access of the observed noses is more clearly
species dependent, i.e., the He+ and O+ noses reach lower L values than the H+ noses (on average
more than 1 L value of difference). This is due to the significantly slower heavy-ion charge
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exchange losses at these energies and locations [Kistler et al., 1998; Ferradas et al., 2015], and to
the longer drift time during periods of low activity.
On the other side, the model has predicted very well the main trends in the measured
spectral features throughout the storm. However, a noticeable data-model discrepancy during the
quiet-time orbits can be regarded in the low-energy population. In both orbits, the model predicts
a low-energy population (< ~10 keV) that is not evident in the observations. There might be several
reasons that this low-energy population is not observed. It could be that the ion population with
these energies is significantly reduced or nonexistent at the source location. Studies have shown
that average ion fluxes in the midnight hours at L ~ 10, during quiet geomagnetic conditions, peak
at ~10 keV in the case of H+ and at even higher energies in the case of He+ and O+ [e.g., Kistler
and Mouikis, 2016]. This means that the source ion population leading to the modeled population
with energies of ~1–10 keV would make up considerable lower fluxes than the high-energy
population (>10 keV). Moreover, charge exchange losses suffered along the way will further
reduce these fluxes. Therefore, it is expected that at lower L shells the measured low-energy
population has significant lower fluxes than the high-energy population, even when both
populations have comparable drift time.

5.3 Formation of Ion Multiple-Nose Structures
Having demonstrated in the previous section that a time-dependent model is able to
produce multiple noses, we now turn to the question about their exact formation mechanism. To
answer this question, we focus on the drift paths followed by ions comprising multiple-nose
structures. To determine any difference in the formation of multiple noses between quiet and
disturbed times, two cases were analyzed: Orbit A (pre-storm) and Orbit D (storm-time). Part of
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the content of this section, the examination of the pre-storm multiple noses, is reprinted here from
Geophysical Research Letters and is cited elsewhere in this dissertation as “Ferradas et al.
[2016a]”.

5.3.1 Pre-Storm Multiple Noses
Figures 5.7a-5.7c show H+, He+, and O+ energy-time flux spectrograms from HOPE
onboard Van Allen Probe A for a full orbit on 28 September 2013, labeled as Orbit A in Figure
5.1. These spectra are the same as those shown on Figures 5.2a, 5.2c, and 5.2e. Multiple-nose
structures can be observed in the spectra of all three ion species, on both inbound and outbound
passes. As described in the previous section, two noses are observed on the inbound spectra of all
ions, whereas two noses are observed on the outbound H+ and He+ spectra, and three noses are
present on the outbound O+ spectra. An important characteristic of the observed noses is that they
occur at discrete energy bands. Moreover, the noses observed on the inbound pass vary little (if at
all) in energy across several L shells, whereas at least some of the noses (especially the main noses)
on the outbound pass increase in energy toward lower L shells.
To investigate the formation mechanism of multiple noses, calculations of the ion drift
paths were performed. Even though the actual ion fluxes were not calculated, the drift paths and
drift time (or residence time) serve as a proxy of the accessibility of ions with certain energies to
the inner edge of the plasma sheet and of the losses suffered along the trajectories. To determine
the drift paths, we followed the approach described in Section 2.3.1, using the Weimer 96
convection electric field model [Weimer, 1996], a corotation electric field, and a dipole magnetic
field (the same model used in the previous section of this chapter).
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Figure 5.7. Energy-time spectrograms of (a) H+, (b) He+, and (c) O+ energy flux observed by
ECT/HOPE onboard Van Allen Probe A and of the calculated total ion backward drift time
(negative) from positions of Van Allen Probe A to the assumed ion source at L = 10 under different
conditions: (d) real time-dependent model inputs and (e) constant model inputs during an entire
orbit, centered at perigee, on 28 September 2013 (pre-storm orbit, Figure 5.2). The vertical blue
dashed line indicates the time of perigee, and the vertical magenta dashed lines indicate 0534 UT
and 1100 UT. The horizontal black dotted lines mark the energy value of 10 keV.
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Figures 5.7d and 5.7e show the results of a calculation of the total drift time along the ion
drift trajectories traced backward in time from the given probe positions for 100h or until the ions
reach the assumed magnetotail injection boundary at L = 10. Bins colored in white in the
spectrograms indicate ions whose drift paths did not reach the assumed injection boundary in the
100h of tracing, meaning that they are on closed orbits or that they drift very slowly. Two
simulation runs were performed using different sets of solar wind parameters as inputs to the
Weimer 96 model: real time-dependent inputs (Figure 5.7d) and constant time-independent inputs
(Figure 5.7e). Figure 5.8 shows 1 min solar wind bulk flow speed Vsw, interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) By and Bz in the GSE coordinates, and the Sym-H index during 120 h. The shaded
region indicates the 9 h period of the probe’s orbit, and the vertical magenta dashed lines mark
0534 UT and 1100 UT, 28 September, the same as in Figure 5.7. For the run with constant inputs,
the fixed values are those at 0534UT (horizontal red solid lines), i.e., Vsw = 295 km/s, IMF By = 2.09 nT, and IMF Bz = 0.75 nT.
As one can see, both simulation runs produce very different ion spectra. The run with
constant solar wind inputs can only produce one nose structure on both inbound and outbound
passes (Figure 5.7e). The differences in energy and extent of penetration between the inbound and
outbound noses can be attributed to the difference in magnetic local time (MLT). On the other
hand, the real time-dependent solar wind conditions produce several nose structures on both passes
(Figure 5.7d). As discussed in the previous section, the model predicts remarkably well the main
observed spectral features, especially at energies > ~10 keV.
Figure 5.9 shows drift paths for the ions, traced in Figures 5.7d and 5.7e, with six
characteristic energies at 0534UT and 1100 UT, 28 September 2013. All the drift path tracings
start at the location of Van Allen Probe A at that time, i.e., from L = 4.9 and MLT = 19.6 at 0534
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Figure 5.8. (a) Solar wind speed, (b and c) interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) parameters, and
(d) SYM-H from 2330 UT, 23 September, to 2330 UT, 28 September 2013. Figures 5.8a–5.8c
show the input parameters for the simulations using the Weimer [1996] model. The horizontal red
lines indicate the values of the parameters at 0534 UT, 28 September, which were used in the
simulation run with constant inputs. The shaded region indicates the time of the Van Allen Probe
A orbit shown in Figure 5.7, and the vertical black dashed lines are plotted for reference every 25
h from the start time of the orbit. The vertical magenta dashed lines indicate 0534 UT and 1100
UT, 28 September.

UT and from L = 5.4 and MLT = 16.9 at 1100 UT. The ion trajectories on the left and middle
columns (0534 UT) correspond to six characteristic energies under two different conditions:
constant model inputs (left column) and real time-dependent model inputs (middle column). The
ion trajectories on the right column (1100 UT) correspond to six characteristic energies modeled
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Figure 5.9. One hundred hour backward tracing of drift paths for singly charged ions with PA =
90° at 0534 UT and 1100 UT, 28 September 2013. All backward drifting ions start from the
location of Van Allen Probe A at the time point, i.e., from L = 4.9 and MLT = 19.6 at 0534 UT
and from L = 5.4 and MLT = 16.9 at 1100 UT. The solid tracing trajectories are plotted every 30
s unless they reach the model boundary at L = 10, and the symbols are plotted every hour. Shown
on the left and middle columns (0534 UT) are the calculated drift paths of ions with six different
energies under different conditions: constant model inputs (left column) and real time-dependent
model inputs (middle column). Shown on the right column (1100 UT) are the calculated drift paths
of ions with six different energies under real time-dependent conditions. The red arrows indicate
the drift direction. The red squares signal the drift paths of the ions forming the multiple noses in
Figure 5.7d.
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under real time-dependent conditions. The results at 0534UT with constant inputs (left column)
illustrate the basic formation mechanism of nose structures. Ions in the inner magnetosphere are
subject to the opposing effects of the 𝑬×𝑩 drift (eastward) and the gradient-curvature drift
(westward). Low-energy ions, dominated by the 𝑬×𝑩 drift, drift eastward on closed orbits around
the Earth. Such is the case of the ion in Figure 5.9f, which drifts eastward with no access to the
magnetotail source region at L = 10 (as indicated by the red arrow and a total drift time of >100
h). Ions with high enough energies are dominated by the gradient-curvature drift and circulate
westward on closed orbits around the Earth. The ions in Figures 5.9a–5.9d exhibit such trajectories
as indicated by the red arrows and a total drift time of >100 h. However, for any given location (L
and MLT), there is an intermediate energy range corresponding to the nose energy range. Ions with
energies within the nose energy range are on open trajectories and have access to the source region.
As nose ions drift earthward from the magnetotail, the opposing effects of the 𝑬×𝑩 drift and the
gradient-curvature drift nearly cancel each other. This allows the ions to penetrate deeper inward
and to reach lower L shells than ions with higher or lower energies. For the location of Probe A at
this time, Figure 5.9e illustrates the trajectory of an ion with energy within the nose energy range
(5.23 keV).
The results at 0534UT with real time-dependent inputs (center column) are considerably
different. As seen in Figure 5.7d, the time variations of the solar wind parameters give rise to
several nose energy ranges instead of just one. In this case, Figures 5.9e and 5.9f illustrate much
more complex ion drift trajectories than in the fixed-input case. These ions, with energies of 5.23
and 3.30 keV, are on open trajectories connected to the source region and display banana-shaped
drift paths as they get closer to the Earth on the duskside [Sheldon and Gaffey, 1993; Korth et al.,
1999; Korth and Thomsen, 2001]. Note that due to their relatively long total drift time (48.3 and
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85.8 h, respectively), these ions will be lost due to charge exchange and hence create an ion spectral
gap [Kovrazhkin et al., 1999] as the one observed in Figure 5.7d at these energies across the
inbound pass. The next higher energy, 11.22 keV, plotted in Figure 5.9d and marked with a red
square, corresponds to ions within the energy range of the main nose in Figure 5.7d. These ions
come from the source region at MLT ~ 1 and arrive at the observation site in a significantly shorter
drift time, i.e., 8.9 h. As seen in Figure 5.9d, when these ions reach L ~ 5 and MLT ~ 3, their
trajectory sharply changes direction and they start drifting westward as their motion is dominated
by the gradient-curvature drift. This nose is produced by the same mechanism as the nose with
constant inputs, i.e., by the cancelation of the opposing 𝑬×𝑩 and gradient-curvature drifts. Ions
with the next higher energy, 20.69 keV, drift westward on closed orbits around the Earth, as
displayed in Figure 5.9c and as indicated by the red arrow and the total drift time of >100 h.
Moreover, the trajectories of ions making up the highest-energy nose in Figure 5.7d (28.09 keV)
are represented in Figure 5.9b and marked by a red square. These ions come from the source region
at MLT ~ 2 and reach the observation site with total drift time similar to that of the main nose ions,
i.e., 10.4 h, although they drift an extra loop around the Earth along their way. Because of their
higher energy, these ions have a faster drift speed and are able to encircle the Earth one extra time
compared to the ions forming the main nose, in a comparable period of time. Figure 5.9a shows
the trajectory of ions with energy above the nose energy range (38.13 keV), which are on closed
orbits drifting westward around the Earth.
The results at 1100UT with real time-dependent inputs (right column) illustrate the drift
paths of ions composing the multiple noses observed on the outbound pass. Figure 5.9f shows the
trajectory of an ion with an energy of 9.63 keV, within the energy range of the main nose in Figure
5.7d. This nose, like the main nose in the inbound pass, is produced by the same mechanism as the
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nose with constant inputs, i.e., by the cancelation of the opposing 𝑬×𝑩 and gradient-curvature
drifts. These ions come from the source region at MLT ~ 0 and drift for 12.3 h before they arrive
to the observation site. In a similar fashion as the ions forming the main nose in the inbound pass,
these ions change direction sharply at L ~ 6, where they begin drifting westward by effect of the
gradient-curvature drift. The drift paths of ions with 13.08 and 17.75 keV, composing two higherenergy noses, are represented in Figures 5.9d and 5.9b (marked with red squares), respectively.
These ions corresponding to two different noses, both drift an extra loop around the Earth before
being measured. However, because of their higher energy, the 17.75 keV ions drift faster and thus
drift for only 14.8 h compared to 20.4 h of the 13.08 keV ions. Figures 5.9a, 5.9c, and 5.9e illustrate
ions with much longer drift time. Due to their prolonged drift time, ions with these energies will
be lost via charge exchange hence creating spectral gaps in the spectrograms.

5.3.2 Storm-Time Multiple Noses
It was shown in Section 5.2 that multiple noses were also observed during the storm. Figure
5.5 displays multiple noses clearly observed in the outbound O+ spectra, and less clear in the He+
spectra, which were also produced by the model. Figure 5.10a shows the calculated drift time
during the outbound pass of orbit D (shown in Figure 5.1). It is worth noting a substantial
difference with the quiet-time multiple noses discussed in the previous subsection (orbit A). Note
in Figure 5.10a, the sharp increase in nose energy with decreasing L value. A similar nose energy
trend was observed during the quiet-time orbits (see orbits A and E in Figures 5.2 and 5.6,
respectively). However, the increase in nose energy is much steeper during storm times. This
suggests that the sharp energy dependence is associated with the enhanced convection that drives
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Figure 5.10. (a) Energy-time spectrogram of the calculated total ion backward drift time for the
outbound pass of the Van Allen Probe A orbit on 2 October 2013 (recovery phase orbit, Figure
5.5). The vertical magenta dashed line indicates 2043 UT. (b)-(e) Drift paths for singly charged
ions with PA = 90° at 2043 UT, 2 October 2013, calculated and laid out following the same
technique as in Figure 5.9. All backward drifting ions start from the location of Van Allen Probe
A at the time point, i.e., from L = 3.3 and MLT = 14.0. The four plotted energies correspond to
ions forming the four spectral structures visible in the drift time spectrogram and their values have
been marked by the horizontal dashed lines in panel (a).
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ions much faster into the low L values. Further analysis of this nose energy-L dependence should
be material for future study.
Following the same drift path tracing technique and using the same time-dependent model,
we now consider the formation of multiple noses during active times. Figures 5.10b-5.10e show
drift paths for the ions, traced in Figure 5.10a, with four characteristic energies at 2043 UT, 2
October 2013. The four energies and the UT have been marked with dashed lines in Figure 5.10a
for reference. All the drift path tracings start at the location of Van Allen Probe A at that time, i.e.,
from L = 3.3 and MLT = 14.0. Figure 5.10b shows the drift path of 3.8 keV ions, which are part
of the modeled “island” structure in Figure 5.10a. The trajectory reveals that ions in the island
structure have low enough energies that drift eastward, being dominated by the 𝑬×𝑩 drift. These
ions drift for 16.8 h from the source region near MLT ~ 2 to the location of the probe. Figure 5.10c
shows the trajectory of ions in the main nose with 9.6 keV. These ions come from the source region
near MLT ~ 2 and as they approach L ~ 3, they suddenly shift direction westward, dominated by
the gradient-curvature drift, before arriving to the observation site in a total of 18.3 h. Note that
the spectral gap between the island structure and the main nose is due to the transition energy range
between eastward and westward drifts, causing extremely long drift times. In Figure 5.10d, the
drift path of 24.1 keV ions forming the secondary nose is displayed. These ions come from a
similar local time in the source region, MLT ~ 2, and drift westward around the Earth for 16.6 h
to the location of the probe. Notice the similarity of the drift trajectory with that of the 9.6 keV
ions, except that along their trajectory, they encircle the Earth one complete loop before reaching
the observation site. The trajectory of the highest-energy nose ions with 38.1 keV is displayed in
Figure 5.10e. These ions drift from near the midnight meridian in the source region for 22.0 h to
the location of the probe. Along their path, they first go eastward but approaching L ~ 5, they
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abruptly turn westward and encircle the Earth two complete loops prior to being observed by the
probe.

5.3.3 Discussion
In the present study, we show the exact drift paths of ions composing multiple noses for
the first time by (1) performing backward ion tracings with an empirical electric field model, (2)
calculating the total drift time spectrograms as a function of ion energy and universal time, (3)
validating the spectral features with the in situ observations, and (4) comparing simulation results
(i.e., ion spectral structures and drift paths) with realistic model inputs to those with fixed model
inputs. The results reveal the dominant formation process of multiple noses near the inner edge of
the plasma sheet and thus improve our current understanding of the multiple-nose structure
formation mechanism.
The calculated drift paths show that the multiple noses observed by HOPE before and
during the geomagnetic storm on 2 October 2013 are essentially due to the time-varying nature of
the solar wind and IMF, which determines the variation of the large-scale convection electric field
in the magnetosphere. The exact nose energy, i.e., the ion drift path, depends on a variety of factors
governing ion access to the inner magnetosphere: convection, corotation, magnetic gradient, and
curvature drifts, L value, and MLT. Therefore, the variations in the solar wind parameters directly
affect the ion drift and determine the nose energies, allowing access of ions at multiple energy
bands. This is consistent with the simulation results of the 9 February 1998 event by Ebihara et
al. [2004] which showed that most noses were a direct consequence of the changes in the
convection electric field, a remaining nose being attributed to changes in the distribution function
of the ion source population. Moreover, our drift path simulation results indicate that ions making
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up the multiple noses correspond to energies with a “fast drift” or a “short drift time” compared to
other energies. Ions having direct access to the observation site, i.e., ions whose drift trajectory is
connected to the source location in the magnetotail without performing a complete orbit around
the Earth, produce the main nose, which is observed regardless of the nature of the solar wind
conditions (fixed or variable). At the same location, the time-dependent solar wind conditions
allow extra noses to be created by ions with higher energies, within a particular range, also having
access to the source location. Because of their higher energy, these ions drift faster and complete
an extra orbit around the Earth in a comparable time lapse before being observed. Because both
ion populations have significantly short drift time, their losses along the way are minimal and they
are able to reach low L values. A similar mechanism for the formation of multiple-nose structures
was also suggested by Li et al. [2000]. They reported the observation of multiple-nose structures
over a large range of L values with the CAMMICE/MICS and TIMAS ion composition sensors on
board Polar. Through simulations of a dispersionless injection using time-varying fields that can
be associated with a dipolarization event, they concluded that the multiple bands were the result
of a time-of-flight effect, a process they referred to as “drift echoes”: high-energy protons drifting
a few times around the Earth and overlapping low-energy protons at the satellite location for a
given observation time. This is the same basic idea behind the results of the present study.
However, the electric field in the model used by Li et al. [2000] consisted of a time-dependent
Gaussian pulse with a purely azimuthal electric field component and did not include the convection
and corotation electric fields. Therefore, they were not able to calculate the realistic drift
trajectories of the nose ions or to characterize them. In addition, the present results of the calculated
drift time of ions composing the multiple noses observed on both passes of orbit A indicate that
although ions from different noses take a comparable time to drift from the source location (1.5h
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difference between the inbound noses and at least 2.5 h difference between the outbound noses),
they are not necessarily associated with the same injection or with any particular injection at all.
The ions associated with the multiple noses observed during quiet times likely drift earthward from
the plasma sheet under the effect of the quiet time convection electric field.
To date, the reported multiple noses have been observed mostly during quiet times [Fennell
et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1998; Li et al., 2000; Buzulukova et al., 2003; Ebihara et al., 2004;
Vallat et al., 2007; Ferradas et al., 2016b]. The geomagnetic conditions during and prior to the
noses observed in orbit A are also quiet for several days. The most plausible explanation for this
preferred activity level rests on the effects of the enhanced convection electric field during
disturbed times, e.g., due to geomagnetic storms. It is known that with enhanced geomagnetic
activity the Alfvén layer, indicating the separation of open and closed orbits [e.g., Schield et al.,
1969], shrinks to allow ion access to lower L shells at a wide range of energies [Korth et al., 1999;
Korth and Thomsen, 2001]. This is, evidently, the opposite scenario to the one leading to the
formation of multiple-nose structures, in which only discrete and narrow energy bands
corresponding to ions with a short drift time have access to the low L shells. During disturbed
times, ions in previously formed multiple noses would fall on open orbits, as the Alfvén layer
moves inward, and drift toward the dayside magnetopause as the newly injected plasma from the
plasma sheet fills the inner region. However, we demonstrate here that multiple-nose structures
are also observed during the recovery phase of the storm. The examination of the drift paths reveals
that the formation process for quiet-time and disturbed-time multiple noses is basically the same,
i.e., due to the existence of resonant energies at which ions have access to lower L values. The
main difference observed was the strong energy dependence of the storm-time multiple noses,
which requires further analysis.
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5.4 Summary and Conclusions
The assessment of the temporal evolution of nose structures observed during the 2 October
2013 geomagnetic storm has a main result: Nose structures of the three ion species follow a cyclic
pattern over the storm. The pre-storm spectral features are characterized by relatively narrow
multiple-nose structures centered at ~10 keV. These noses vary little with energy. Access to the
low L values is limited to these energy bands. During the main phase of the storm, deeper
penetration occurs in a broader energy range, while no noses are observed. During the recovery
phase, single noses, and later multiple noses, begin to appear again, with the noses having a strong
energy dependence. The characteristic post-storm spectra exhibit narrow multiple noses at nearly
constant energy once again.
New insight into the formation of multiple-nose structures from this study can be
summarized as follows. Even though the formation of multiple-nose structures is attributed to
several factors, the results presented here show that changes in solar wind and IMF parameters are
sufficient for the formation of multiple noses. Moreover, the simulated ion drift paths reveal the
dominant process for the development of multiple noses. That is, a main nose structure is formed
due to the virtual cancelation of the opposing 𝑬×𝑩 and gradient-curvature drifts, while the
variations in the conditions give rise to the existence of additional “resonant” energies of ions,
corresponding to the secondary noses, with a short drift time to the low L shells. Multiple noses
are thus formed by ions with these resonant energies and whose trajectories (1) encircle the Earth
different number of times or (2) encircle the Earth equal number of times but with different drift
time, before being detected by the spacecraft. Identification of the dominant solar wind parameter
(or parameters) or geomagnetic effect in the formation of multiple-nose structures remains an open
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question and requires further analysis. Furthermore, the direct cause for the formation of noses
with constant energy across a range of L values as opposed to noses with increasing energy with
decreasing L value is not understood yet and will also be a subject in future work.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation has focused on examining the signatures of ion transport and loss from
the plasma sheet into the inner magnetosphere. These signatures are the ion nose spectral structures
that appear in the in situ measurements of ion fluxes at the inner edge of the plasma sheet. The
work presented in this dissertation represents a comprehensive analysis of ion nose structures. It
includes statistical analyses employing observations of ion fluxes measured by the CIS/CODIF
and ECT/HOPE mass spectrometers onboard the Cluster and the Van Allen Probes missions,
respectively. Both instruments provided plasma measurements in the energy range of ~ 1-50 keV.
Within this energy range, the freshly transported ions are observed in the spectra forming nose
structures. Both data sets were utilized to establish the characteristics of ion nose structures, such
as their spatial distribution, and their dependence on energy, geomagnetic activity, and ion species.
Moreover, the case study of the geomagnetic storm of 2 October 2013 revealed the storm-time
characteristics of ion noses and the formation process of multiple-nose structures. The main
observational features were interpreted using suitable convection models of ion transport and loss.
This final chapter summarizes our main findings and our answers to the five science questions that
motivated this dissertation. It also provides the conclusions from this dissertation and some open
questions to guide future investigations.
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6.1 Summary
Following is a summary of the main results presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 corresponding
to the science questions proposed as the motivation of this dissertation work. Figure 6.1 contains
a summary diagram of the work carried out in this dissertation.

6.1.1 Spatial Distribution: L shell and MLT Dependence
The observations made by both missions, Cluster and Van Allen Probes, show a clear
species dependence of the extent of access of the inner edge of the plasma sheet. Even though
Cluster did not observe the inner extent of the nose structures for most orbits, it observed a marked
boundary at around L = 4, where the heavy ions dominated inside and H+ dominated outside.
Moreover, the events dominated by He+ were observed at the lowest L values. On the other hand,
Van Allen Probes surveyed the innermost access of plasma sheet ions into the inner magnetosphere
and the results show that regardless of the number of noses detected, heavy ion noses penetrate
deeper compared to the H+ noses.
The heavy-ion dominance detected by Cluster in the form of single noses, was observed
preferentially on the duskside, where the extent of access was deeper than on the dawnside. The
single noses observed by the Van Allen Probes also had a higher occurrence on the duskside,
whereas double noses were uniformly distributed, and multiple noses were observed more
frequently on the dawnside. The MLT dependence of single noses is explained by the model as a
consequence of the drift paths and drift time of ions from the tail source to the different MLT
sectors. Single noses are preferentially observed on the duskside because the ion drift time is
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shorter to this region, i.e., ions have more direct access and suffer less losses in this region, and
thus ions can reach to lower L values.

6.1.2 Energy Dependence
Cluster observed that the innermost access of ions occurred at a narrow energy range
around 10 keV. The observed single-nose distribution by the Van Allen Probes exhibited a nose
energy dependence in the MLT ~ 10-24 region. In addition, there was an absence of low-energy
noses on the dayside. These energy trends were successfully explained by the model as the result
of the energy-MLT dependence of the inner edge of the plasma sheet. The pattern of ion drift
trajectories, being highly energy-dependent, produces forbidden zones as well as regions of short
drift and regions of long drift that are all energy-dependent.

6.1.3 Geomagnetic Activity Dependence
The statistical results from the Van Allen Probes observations show that passes with no
noses and with single noses occur more frequently with increasing activity levels, while double
and multiple noses are more frequent with decreasing activity levels. This trend is similar for the
three ion species.
Based on the analysis of Van Allen Probes ion spectra during the geomagnetic storm of 2
October 2013, we characterize the observed nose structures throughout the storm. The spectral
features of the three ion species follow a cyclic pattern over the storm. Before the storm, the main
spectral characteristic is the presence of relatively narrow multiple-nose structures centered at ~10
keV, which vary little with energy. Access to the low L values is limited to these discrete energy
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Figure 6.1. Concept map of the main results from this dissertation.

bands. During the main phase of the storm, deeper penetration occurs in a broader energy range
and no noses are observed. The recovery phase is characterized by single noses and later by the
appearance of multiple noses, which exhibit a strong energy dependence. The characteristic poststorm spectra show narrow multiple noses at nearly constant energy once again.

6.1.4 Species Dependence
From the Cluster and Van Allen Probes observations presented in this dissertation, we
found that the main differences between the three ion species considered relate to the extent of
inner access (L shell dependence) and the occurrence of multiple noses. From the statistical study
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of nose structures observed by the Van Allen Probes, we found that multiple noses were observed
preferentially in the heavy ions. Furthermore, we performed simulations of ion access to the inner
magnetosphere including charge exchange losses and found a remarkable agreement with the
observed deeper access of heavy-ion structures.

6.1.5 Formation of Multiple-Nose Structures
The preferred quiet conditions and high heavy-ion occurrence of multiple noses observed
by the Van Allen Probes suggest that multiple noses are formed under weak but time-varying
convection characteristic of quiet times, when access to the low L shells is limited to narrow energy
bands and drifts are slower, allowing for charge exchange effects to take place.
In the final part of this dissertation, the drift paths of ions composing multiple noses were
calculated to investigate the formation process of the multiple-nose structure. The calculations
were performed using a time-dependent model of a dipole magnetic field and the Weimer 96
convection electric field. The simulated ion spectra demonstrate that the changes in the solar wind
and IMF are responsible and sufficient for the formation of multiple noses. Furthermore, the
simulated drift trajectories show that the time variations in the conditions give rise to the existence
of “resonant” energies corresponding to the multiple noses. These resonant energies imply that
multiple-nose ions have a relatively short drift time to the low L shells compared to other energies.
Multiple noses are thus formed by ions with these resonant energies and whose trajectories (1)
encircle the Earth different number of times or (2) encircle the Earth equal number of times but
with different drift time, before being detected by the spacecraft.
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6.2 Conclusions
Having addressed the science questions proposed for this dissertation, here we provide two
conclusions of the results obtained from this work.
1.   The remarkable agreement between the observations and modeling results of the highly
species-dependent ion access to the low L shells demonstrates the dominant role of charge
exchange losses in determining the location of the inner edge of the plasma sheet. These results
indicate that even though other loss mechanisms, such as Coulomb collisions and pitch angle
scattering, affect ion populations in the inner magnetosphere, charge exchange losses are the
main loss mechanism for ions within the energy range of 1-50 keV.
2.   The existence of resonant energies corresponding to multiple noses establishes the solar wind
and the IMF as a controlling agent for the formation of spectral structures at the inner edge of
the plasma sheet. Even though it has been shown before that other mechanisms, such as loss
processes, responsible for producing ion spectral gaps contribute to the formation of multiple
noses, the results from this dissertation demonstrate the dominant dependence of ion access
into the inner magnetosphere on the solar wind and IMF conditions.

6.3 Open Questions
In the process of this dissertation work, several questions regarding nose structures
emerged and were left open, and thus can serve as guidance for future investigations. Here are
some of such questions:

-   What determines the energy-L dependence of nose structures? What is the main cause for
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the increase in nose energy with decreasing L value observed more clearly during times of
enhanced activity? The observed and modeled noses in Chapter 5 show that quiet-time
noses have a slight energy increase as the probe moves to lower L values, whereas in stormtime noses this energy increase is dramatically enhanced.
-   What is the mechanism behind the high occurrence of O+ multiple noses? Is it a result of
the combined effects of a relatively long charge exchange lifetime and fluxes comprising
a significant fraction of the plasma composition in the plasma sheet?
-   What is the main cause for the observed dawnside high occurrence of multiple-nose
structures?
-   Since in the statistical analyses carried out as part of this dissertation work we used the Kp
index as the indicator of geomagnetic activity, we neglected any short-timescale
phenomena such as substorm-induced electric field variations. Therefore, the question still
requires further consideration: What role do substorm-related phenomena play in the
formation of ion nose structures?
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF HEAVY-ION DOMINANT EVENTS
OBSERVED BY CLUSTER

This appendix contains the list of heavy-ion dominant events used in the statistical study
of heavy ion dominance observed by Cluster presented in Chapter 3. All events are sorted in three
tables according to the dominant ion species: events nearly equally dominated by both heavy ions
(Table A.1), He+-dominant events (Table A.2), and O+-dominant events (Table A.3).

Table A.1. List of events observed by Cluster from March 2001 to December 2011 where both
heavy ions were nearly equally dominant
Start Time
2006-10-04/08:15:30
2006-12-02/17:43:55
2007-04-05/11:20:40
2007-04-19/18:02:00
2007-05-01/15:34:35
2007-05-04/00:12:55
2007-05-08/18:36:35
2007-05-11/03:32:25
2007-05-13/12:55:35
2007-05-20/16:14:55
2007-06-01/13:37:25
2007-06-08/16:55:10
	
  

End Time
2006-10-04/09:08:35
2006-12-02/18:42:35
2007-04-05/12:02:40
2007-04-19/18:34:20
2007-05-01/16:02:10
2007-05-04/01:00:55
2007-05-08/19:17:30
2007-05-11/04:22:00
2007-05-13/13:39:40
2007-05-20/16:41:25
2007-06-01/14:21:00
2007-06-08/17:27:05

Perigee Time
2006-10-04/09:09:30
2006-12-02/18:39:30
2007-04-05/12:03:30
2007-04-19/18:39:30
2007-05-01/16:09:30
2007-05-04/01:14:30
2007-05-08/19:23:30
2007-05-11/04:30:30
2007-05-13/13:37:30
2007-05-20/16:51:30
2007-06-01/14:19:30
2007-06-08/17:36:30
180

Min. L Shell Time
2006-10-04/08:36:30
2006-12-02/18:09:30
2007-04-05/11:40:30
2007-04-19/18:15:30
2007-05-01/15:47:30
2007-05-04/00:37:30
2007-05-08/18:57:30
2007-05-11/03:55:30
2007-05-13/13:17:30
2007-05-20/16:29:30
2007-06-01/13:59:30
2007-06-08/17:11:30

2007-06-11/01:53:25
2007-06-13/11:09:15
2007-06-18/05:15:30
2007-07-02/11:55:30
2007-07-07/06:10:25
2007-07-14/09:27:05
2007-07-19/03:44:00
2007-07-21/12:42:10
2007-07-26/06:57:30
2007-07-28/16:03:35
2007-08-09/13:38:10
2007-08-11/22:30:20
2007-08-14/07:48:00
2007-08-16/16:38:30
2007-08-19/02:06:50
2007-08-21/11:01:30
2007-08-26/05:11:20
2007-08-30/23:34:35
2007-09-04/17:38:45
2007-09-09/11:56:10
2007-09-11/20:45:30
2007-09-26/03:39:00
2007-10-05/15:53:50
2007-11-24/14:30:50
2007-12-13/15:14:25
2007-12-16/00:22:35
2008-01-13/13:26:35
2008-01-15/22:48:45
2008-02-13/11:43:30
2008-02-20/15:05:50
2008-05-06/18:27:05
2008-05-13/21:29:50
2008-05-23/09:56:50
2008-05-25/18:55:15
2008-05-30/13:10:15
2008-06-01/22:10:10
2008-06-06/16:27:10
2008-06-09/01:16:45
2008-06-16/04:42:25
2008-06-20/22:59:45
2008-06-23/08:07:35
2008-06-28/02:07:55
2008-06-30/11:26:25
2008-07-02/20:23:50
2008-07-05/05:14:20
2008-07-09/23:53:15
	
  

2007-06-11/02:25:10
2007-06-13/11:45:20
2007-06-18/05:48:30
2007-07-02/12:23:55
2007-07-07/06:39:40
2007-07-14/09:55:00
2007-07-19/03:59:35
2007-07-21/13:12:10
2007-07-26/07:31:25
2007-07-28/16:15:40
2007-08-09/14:01:25
2007-08-11/23:02:40
2007-08-14/08:23:00
2007-08-16/17:19:10
2007-08-19/02:24:10
2007-08-21/11:42:20
2007-08-26/06:00:55
2007-08-31/00:00:20
2007-09-04/18:06:05
2007-09-09/12:29:50
2007-09-11/21:46:20
2007-09-26/04:29:20
2007-10-05/16:39:25
2007-11-24/15:13:30
2007-12-13/15:57:55
2007-12-16/01:20:40
2008-01-13/14:00:25
2008-01-15/23:11:05
2008-02-13/12:26:05
2008-02-20/15:51:50
2008-05-06/19:02:20
2008-05-13/22:14:55
2008-05-23/10:43:00
2008-05-25/19:42:45
2008-05-30/13:58:45
2008-06-01/22:54:05
2008-06-06/17:17:10
2008-06-09/02:10:25
2008-06-16/05:31:40
2008-06-20/23:27:40
2008-06-23/08:39:25
2008-06-28/02:53:55
2008-06-30/12:01:05
2008-07-02/20:54:50
2008-07-05/06:17:10
2008-07-10/00:16:35

2007-06-11/02:42:30
2007-06-13/11:46:30
2007-06-18/05:56:30
2007-07-02/12:29:30
2007-07-07/06:44:30
2007-07-14/09:59:30
2007-07-19/04:13:30
2007-07-21/13:20:30
2007-07-26/07:31:30
2007-07-28/16:36:30
2007-08-09/14:08:30
2007-08-11/23:15:30
2007-08-14/08:23:30
2007-08-16/17:30:30
2007-08-19/02:37:30
2007-08-21/11:43:30
2007-08-26/05:54:30
2007-08-31/00:11:30
2007-09-04/18:22:30
2007-09-09/12:36:30
2007-09-11/21:44:30
2007-09-26/04:23:30
2007-10-05/16:48:30
2007-11-24/15:22:30
2007-12-13/16:01:30
2007-12-16/01:07:30
2008-01-13/14:12:30
2008-01-15/23:18:30
2008-02-13/12:30:30
2008-02-20/15:49:30
2008-05-06/19:01:30
2008-05-13/22:17:30
2008-05-23/10:36:30
2008-05-25/19:41:30
2008-05-30/13:53:30
2008-06-01/22:58:30
2008-06-06/17:06:30
2008-06-09/02:12:30
2008-06-16/05:28:30
2008-06-20/23:37:30
2008-06-23/08:42:30
2008-06-28/02:55:30
2008-06-30/11:59:30
2008-07-02/21:03:30
2008-07-05/06:09:30
2008-07-10/00:22:30
181

2007-06-11/02:09:30
2007-06-13/11:27:30
2007-06-18/05:33:30
2007-07-02/12:10:30
2007-07-07/06:24:30
2007-07-14/09:41:30
2007-07-19/03:51:30
2007-07-21/12:58:30
2007-07-26/07:13:30
2007-07-28/16:09:30
2007-08-09/13:45:30
2007-08-11/22:45:30
2007-08-14/08:04:30
2007-08-16/16:59:30
2007-08-19/02:16:30
2007-08-21/11:22:30
2007-08-26/05:36:30
2007-08-30/23:47:30
2007-09-04/17:49:30
2007-09-09/12:12:30
2007-09-11/21:16:30
2007-09-26/04:06:30
2007-10-05/16:16:30
2007-11-24/14:48:30
2007-12-13/15:33:30
2007-12-16/00:48:30
2008-01-13/13:44:30
2008-01-15/23:00:30
2008-02-13/12:05:30
2008-02-20/15:30:30
2008-05-06/18:43:30
2008-05-13/21:54:30
2008-05-23/10:22:30
2008-05-25/19:21:30
2008-05-30/13:38:30
2008-06-01/22:32:30
2008-06-06/16:49:30
2008-06-09/01:46:30
2008-06-16/05:10:30
2008-06-20/23:10:30
2008-06-23/08:28:30
2008-06-28/02:33:30
2008-06-30/11:45:30
2008-07-02/20:38:30
2008-07-05/05:54:30
2008-07-09/23:57:30

2008-07-14/17:48:10
2008-07-17/02:44:05
2008-07-19/12:15:30
2008-07-24/06:19:05
2008-07-26/15:36:50
2008-07-31/09:40:55
2008-08-05/03:58:35
2008-08-07/12:57:25
2008-08-12/07:04:20
2008-08-14/16:06:20
2008-08-17/00:57:10
2008-08-19/10:30:55
2008-08-21/19:20:25
2008-08-26/13:41:20
2008-09-05/02:20:05
2008-09-07/11:16:30
2008-09-09/20:14:00
2008-09-14/14:22:15
2008-09-16/23:42:45
2009-01-23/10:20:35
2009-01-28/04:49:25
2009-02-06/17:03:40
2009-02-09/02:24:10
2009-05-29/12:45:00
2009-06-27/01:42:10

2008-07-14/18:30:50
2008-07-17/03:45:05
2008-07-19/12:38:00
2008-07-24/07:02:20
2008-07-26/16:02:15
2008-07-31/10:13:25
2008-08-05/04:29:30
2008-08-07/13:28:20
2008-08-12/07:50:50
2008-08-14/16:45:35
2008-08-17/02:08:30
2008-08-19/11:10:45
2008-08-21/20:09:30
2008-08-26/14:25:30
2008-09-05/02:55:40
2008-09-07/11:56:20
2008-09-09/21:00:00
2008-09-14/15:13:55
2008-09-17/00:30:00
2009-01-23/10:30:45
2009-01-28/05:27:10
2009-02-06/17:17:30
2009-02-09/03:02:50
2009-05-29/13:34:00
2009-06-27/02:35:20

2008-07-14/18:32:30
2008-07-17/03:37:30
2008-07-19/12:42:30
2008-07-24/06:56:30
2008-07-26/16:01:30
2008-07-31/10:11:30
2008-08-05/04:25:30
2008-08-07/13:32:30
2008-08-12/07:43:30
2008-08-14/16:48:30
2008-08-17/01:54:30
2008-08-19/11:02:30
2008-08-21/20:09:30
2008-08-26/14:19:30
2008-09-05/02:47:30
2008-09-07/11:53:30
2008-09-09/20:58:30
2008-09-14/15:11:30
2008-09-17/00:19:30
2009-01-23/11:12:30
2009-01-28/05:23:30
2009-02-06/17:47:30
2009-02-09/02:53:30
2009-05-29/13:21:30
2009-06-27/02:21:30

2008-07-14/18:11:30
2008-07-17/03:19:30
2008-07-19/12:27:30
2008-07-24/06:42:30
2008-07-26/15:43:30
2008-07-31/09:57:30
2008-08-05/04:10:30
2008-08-07/13:15:30
2008-08-12/07:29:30
2008-08-14/16:27:30
2008-08-17/01:37:30
2008-08-19/10:47:30
2008-08-21/19:43:30
2008-08-26/14:01:30
2008-09-05/02:33:30
2008-09-07/11:37:30
2008-09-09/20:36:30
2008-09-14/14:50:30
2008-09-17/00:03:30
2009-01-23/10:52:30
2009-01-28/05:08:30
2009-02-06/17:36:30
2009-02-09/02:40:30
2009-05-29/13:12:30
2009-06-27/02:07:30

Table A.2. List of He+-dominant events observed by Cluster from March 2001 to December 2011
Start Time
2006-09-01/00:22:55
2006-10-28/03:22:20
2006-11-20/20:29:00
2007-04-07/20:20:45
2007-05-15/21:53:00
2007-06-30/02:43:05
2007-09-07/02:40:55
2007-09-14/06:07:35
2007-09-16/15:02:30
2007-09-23/18:35:15
2007-09-28/12:57:45
2007-10-10/10:10:40
2007-12-25/12:27:05
2008-01-25/10:53:00
2008-02-23/00:20:10
	
  

End Time
2006-09-01/01:33:20
2006-10-28/04:06:35
2006-11-20/21:21:10
2007-04-07/21:01:55
2007-05-15/22:26:40
2007-06-30/03:13:25
2007-09-07/03:33:00
2007-09-14/06:58:10
2007-09-16/15:50:10
2007-09-23/18:59:45
2007-09-28/13:15:40
2007-10-10/11:00:40
2007-12-25/13:20:55
2008-01-25/11:35:40
2008-02-23/00:50:55

Perigee Time
2006-09-01/01:36:30
2006-10-28/04:10:30
2006-11-20/21:23:30
2007-04-07/21:09:30
2007-05-15/22:42:30
2007-06-30/03:25:30
2007-09-07/03:28:30
2007-09-14/06:51:30
2007-09-16/15:57:30
2007-09-23/19:15:30
2007-09-28/13:30:30
2007-10-10/11:02:30
2007-12-25/13:27:30
2008-01-25/11:41:30
2008-02-23/00:56:30
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Min. L Shell Time
2006-09-01/01:03:30
2006-10-28/03:43:30
2006-11-20/20:57:30
2007-04-07/20:42:30
2007-05-15/22:09:30
2007-06-30/02:57:30
2007-09-07/03:10:30
2007-09-14/06:33:30
2007-09-16/15:27:30
2007-09-23/18:45:30
2007-09-28/13:04:30
2007-10-10/10:39:30
2007-12-25/12:55:30
2008-01-25/11:09:30
2008-02-23/00:34:30

2008-02-25/09:13:10
2008-04-15/08:46:40
2008-05-04/09:12:25
2008-05-09/03:13:20
2008-05-18/15:51:30
2008-05-28/04:16:40
2008-06-04/07:21:55
2008-06-13/19:31:25
2008-06-25/17:18:05
2008-07-12/08:50:40
2008-07-21/20:52:20
2008-08-24/04:40:45
2008-08-28/22:43:05
2008-08-31/07:49:55
2008-09-02/17:05:45
2009-01-18/16:13:35
2009-01-25/19:37:05
2009-05-12/21:03:10
2009-05-20/00:12:50
2009-05-22/09:25:30
2009-05-27/03:19:20
2009-05-31/21:37:55
2009-06-03/06:48:55
2009-06-08/00:48:15
2009-06-10/10:04:15
2009-06-12/19:15:20
2009-06-15/04:06:05
2009-06-17/13:24:30
2009-06-19/22:18:15
2009-06-22/07:29:00
2009-06-24/16:41:40

2008-02-25/09:53:35
2008-04-15/09:10:05
2008-05-04/10:05:40
2008-05-09/03:59:40
2008-05-18/16:31:45
2008-05-28/04:55:30
2008-06-04/07:59:10
2008-06-13/20:24:45
2008-06-25/17:46:35
2008-07-12/09:34:10
2008-07-21/21:43:50
2008-08-24/05:28:25
2008-08-28/23:32:40
2008-08-31/08:06:25
2008-09-02/17:39:45
2009-01-18/17:16:50
2009-01-25/20:34:00
2009-05-12/21:54:30
2009-05-20/01:08:25
2009-05-22/10:24:20
2009-05-27/04:23:15
2009-05-31/22:34:30
2009-06-03/07:50:00
2009-06-08/01:50:10
2009-06-10/11:00:25
2009-06-12/19:58:20
2009-06-15/05:10:50
2009-06-17/14:15:00
2009-06-19/23:14:05
2009-06-22/08:25:00
2009-06-24/17:24:25

2008-02-25/10:03:30
2008-04-15/09:11:30
2008-05-04/09:57:30
2008-05-09/04:05:30
2008-05-18/16:28:30
2008-05-28/04:47:30
2008-06-04/08:01:30
2008-06-13/20:24:30
2008-06-25/17:49:30
2008-07-12/09:27:30
2008-07-21/21:49:30
2008-08-24/05:14:30
2008-08-28/23:26:30
2008-08-31/08:34:30
2008-09-02/17:41:30
2009-01-18/17:02:30
2009-01-25/20:17:30
2009-05-12/21:46:30
2009-05-20/01:02:30
2009-05-22/10:07:30
2009-05-27/04:15:30
2009-05-31/22:27:30
2009-06-03/07:33:30
2009-06-08/01:42:30
2009-06-10/10:46:30
2009-06-12/19:50:30
2009-06-15/04:56:30
2009-06-17/14:02:30
2009-06-19/23:07:30
2009-06-22/08:10:30
2009-06-24/17:15:30

2008-02-25/09:34:30
2008-04-15/08:50:30
2008-05-04/09:40:30
2008-05-09/03:38:30
2008-05-18/16:12:30
2008-05-28/04:24:30
2008-06-04/07:46:30
2008-06-13/20:02:30
2008-06-25/17:30:30
2008-07-12/09:14:30
2008-07-21/21:22:30
2008-08-24/05:01:30
2008-08-28/23:06:30
2008-08-31/08:19:30
2008-09-02/17:17:30
2009-01-18/16:50:30
2009-01-25/20:06:30
2009-05-12/21:35:30
2009-05-20/00:47:30
2009-05-22/09:59:30
2009-05-27/04:01:30
2009-05-31/22:14:30
2009-06-03/07:23:30
2009-06-08/01:26:30
2009-06-10/10:37:30
2009-06-12/19:40:30
2009-06-15/04:45:30
2009-06-17/13:53:30
2009-06-19/22:52:30
2009-06-22/08:02:30
2009-06-24/17:06:30

	
  
	
  
Table A.3. List of O+-dominant events observed by Cluster from March 2001 to December 2011
Start Time
2007-04-26/20:57:30
2007-06-06/07:50:00
2008-04-17/17:41:40
2008-04-24/20:56:25
2008-04-29/15:07:20
	
  

	
  

End Time
2007-04-26/21:50:10
2007-06-06/08:27:45
2008-04-17/18:19:00
2008-04-24/21:32:10
2008-04-29/15:46:10
	
  

Perigee Time
2007-04-26/21:56:30
2007-06-06/08:29:30
2008-04-17/18:18:30
2008-04-24/21:34:30
2008-04-29/15:44:30
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Min. L Shell Time
2007-04-26/21:27:30
2007-06-06/08:08:30
2008-04-17/18:01:30
2008-04-24/21:13:30
2008-04-29/15:28:30

APPENDIX B

LIST OF ION NOSE PARAMETERS

This appendix shows the format of the list of ion nose parameters obtained by the Nose
Identification Routine (NIR) used in the statistical study of ion nose structures observed by the
Van Allen Probes presented in Chapter 4. We do not include the full list of nose parameters here
because it is too long, but they are included as supplementary material in Ferradas et al. [2016b].
The nose parameters are listed for each Van Allen Probe A orbit, identified by the time of perigee.
Some orbits were excluded from the study due to gaps in the HOPE data or erroneous spacecraft
ephemeris files. Following are three sample tables containing the H+, He+, and O+ nose parameters,
respectively, for the first three orbits considered in the study.

Table B.1. List of H+ nose parameters for the first three Van Allen Probe A orbits used in the
study2
Perigee Time

Pass

Noses

Nose Tip Time

Energy
(eV)
4363.4

L Shell
(RE)
5.296

MLT

2013-01-01/05:30:00 0
3
2013-01-01/02:51:03
4.723
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2
From left to right, the columns indicate: Perigee Time, which identifies each orbit; Pass, “0” for
the inbound pass and “1” for the outbound pass; Noses, the number of nose structures detected;
Nose Tip Time, the time of observation of each nose tip (“*” for passes for which the Nose
Identification Routine did not accurately detect the noses); Energy, the energy of the nose tip; L
Shell, the L shell of the nose tip; and MLT, the MLT of the nose tip.
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1

2

2013-01-01/14:25:00

0

2

2013-01-01/23:25:00

1
0
1

1
1
1

2013-01-01/03:31:30
2013-01-01/02:09:16
2013-01-01/08:17:06
2013-01-01/08:45:06
2013-01-01/11:57:09
2013-01-01/11:07:07
2013-01-01/17:08:58
2013-01-01/21:19:13
2013-01-02/01:51:05

8318.7
24384.7
6708.9
12790.3
5410.5
12790.3
10315.0
10315.0
10315.0

4.562
5.821
5.170
5.479
4.984
5.525
5.901
4.971
5.012

5.471
4.119
2.561
2.991
5.340
4.675
2.288
5.313
1.579

Table B.2. List of He+ nose parameters for the first three Van Allen Probe A orbits used in the
study3
Perigee Time

Pass

Noses

Nose Tip Time

2013-01-01/05:30:00

0
1
0

0
0
2

1

3

0
1

0
3

*
*
2013-01-01/12:26:51
2013-01-01/12:37:12
2013-01-01/15:57:26
2013-01-01/16:39:14
2013-01-01/16:35:23
*
2013-01-02/00:15:19
2013-01-02/01:35:16
2013-01-02/02:07:07

2013-01-01/14:25:00

2013-01-01/23:25:00

Energy
(eV)

L Shell
(RE)

MLT

5410.5
12790.3
2288.7
5410.5
15859.6

4.498
4.306
4.209
5.343
5.232

5.828
6.018
0.871
1.830
1.743

1488.5
8318.7
24384.7

2.642
4.750
5.233

22.894
1.308
1.829

Table B.3. List of O+ nose parameters for the first three Van Allen Probe A orbits used in the
study4
Perigee Time

Pass

Noses

Nose Tip Time

2013-01-01/05:30:00

0

2

1

2

0

2

2013-01-01/04:19:07
2013-01-01/03:45:14
2013-01-01/08:01:16
2013-01-01/08:19:07
2013-01-01/12:25:13
2013-01-01/11:47:23

2013-01-01/14:25:00

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3
Table has the same format as Table B.1
4
Table has the same format as Table B.1
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Energy
(eV)
5410.5
8318.7
6708.9
12790.3
6708.9
10315.0

L Shell
(RE)
3.281
4.226
4.971
5.230
4.498
5.118

MLT
6.891
5.816
2.323
2.637
5.828
5.195

2013-01-01/23:25:00

	
  

1

3

0

2

1

3

2013-01-01/15:47:06
2013-01-01/16:41:04
2013-01-01/16:59:25
2013-01-01/21:23:10
2013-01-01/21:39:30
2013-01-01/23:51:29
2013-01-02/02:09:27
2013-01-02/01:30:56

186

3518.9
5410.5
10315.0
5410.5
12790.3
4363.4
5410.5
10315.0

3.899
5.343
5.727
4.855
4.483
1.710
5.301
4.655

0.576
1.830
2.145
5.403
5.702
20.822
1.908
1.211

APPENDIX C

NOSE IDENTIFICATION ROUTINE

Here we include the computer code of the Nose Identification Routine (NIR) employed in
the statistical study of ion nose structures using Van Allen Probes observations presented in
Chapter 4. The NIR consists of two routines written in the Interactive Data Language (IDL): a
main routine noseparam, and a subroutine findnose, which performs the detection of nose
structures. Both routines work under, and contain functions from, the SPEDAS framework
(http://spedas.org/).

PRO noseparam
;----------------------------; PROCEDURE:
noseparam
;
; PURPOSE:
;
Load a .cdf ECT-HOPE file, find the nose structures and
;
their parameters by calling the subroutine 'findnose', and
;
print the nose parameters in a text file.
;
; INPUTS:
;
None
;
; KEYWORDS:
;
None
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;
; CREATED BY:
Cristian Ferradas, 2014-10-15
;----------------------------; Fix parameters
probe = ''
read, probe, prompt='Probe (A or B): '
year = ''
read, year, prompt='Year of ions data: '
month = ''
read, month, prompt='Month of ions data: '
spname = ''
read, spname, prompt='Species (h, he, o): '
lockh = 0
lockhe = 0
locko = 0
bmodel
= 'TS04D'
units_name = 'eflux'
sc_T
= 9.0 ; Period of RBSP in hours
!X.ticklen =
!Y.ticklen =
thk = 3
!P.charthick
!P.thick
!X.thick
!Y.thick

-0.04
-0.01
=
=
=
=

thk
thk
thk
thk

; Directories
Datadir = '/net/nfs/helene/rbsp04/data/rbsp-'+probe+'/ect/hope/'
Plotdir = '/net/nfs/helene/rbsp03/cristianf/02-plots/RBSP/RBSP'+strupcase(probe)+'/'
Swdir
= '/net/nfs/helene/rbsp03/cristianf/04-sw/'
; Read RBSB perigee passes from file (e.g.,
; "List_PerigeePasses_LTS04D_RBSP-A_201305.dat")
List = 'List_PerigeePasses_L'+bmodel+'_RBSP'+strupcase(probe)+'_'+year+'-'+month+'.dat'
unit = 1
close, unit
openr, unit, Plotdir+year+'/'+List
hdr = ' '
FOR ii=0, 1 DO readf, unit, hdr ; skip the header
str = strarr(1)
; Open text file to create table with nose parameters (e.g.,
; "Nose_Parameters_RBSP-A_201305_h.dat")
IF spname EQ 'h' THEN lockh = 1
IF spname EQ 'he' THEN lockhe = 1
IF spname EQ 'o' THEN locko = 1
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Paramdir = Plotdir+year+'/'+month+'/noses/'+spname+'/nose_parameters/'
openw, unit1, Paramdir+'Nose_Parameters_RBSP'+strupcase(probe)+'_'+year+'-'+month+'_'+spname+'.dat', /GET_LUN
printf, unit1, 'Perigee Time
Time
Energy
printf, unit1, '
(eV)
(1/s.cm2.sr) (Re)'
WHILE NOT EOF(unit) DO BEGIN

Species
Flux

Bound
L-shell

Noses
MLT'

; each line = each perigee pass

readf, unit, str
perigee_t_str = strmid(str, 77, 19)
perigee_t = gettime(perigee_t_str)
minL_t_str = strmid(str, 99, 19)
minL_t = gettime(minL_t_str)
; Input time span to plot
time = perigee_t-sc_T/2.0*3600.0
timespan, time, sc_T, /HOURS
; Create string variables
tstr = perigee_t_str
year
month
day
date
hh
mm
ss
fdate

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

strmid(tstr,0,4) ; ['2013']
strmid(tstr,5,2) ; ['09']
strmid(tstr,8,2) ; ['07']
year+'-'+month+'-'+day ; ['2013-09-07']
strmid(tstr,11,2) ; ['13']
strmid(tstr,14,2) ; ['30']
strmid(tstr,17,2) ; ['00']
year+'-'+month+'-'+day+'_'+hh+mm+ss ; ['2013-09-07_133000']

; Load ephemeris and ion flux data
read_txt_eph, probe=probe, bmodel=bmodel
read_cdf_hope_ions_spectra_sa, units_name, probe=probe
; Read ephemeris data and plot ephemeris axis
var_label =
'rbsp'+probe+'_'+bmodel+'_eph_'+['DIST','GSEZ','GSEY','GSEX','ILAT','M
LAT','MLT','L']
tplot, var_label=var_label
; Average ion flux data
average_tplot_variable, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FPSA_eflux', 120, NEW_NAME=0
average_tplot_variable, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FHESA_eflux', 120, NEW_NAME=0
average_tplot_variable, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FOSA_eflux', 120, NEW_NAME=0
; Prepare plot
; Setup Y limits
ylim, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FPSA_'+units_name, 1e2, 5e4, 1
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ylim, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FHESA_'+units_name, 1e2, 5e4, 1
ylim, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FOSA_'+units_name, 1e2, 5e4, 1
; Setup
zlim,
zlim,
zlim,

Z limits
'rbsp'+probe+'_FPSA_'+units_name, 1e2, 1e6, 1
'rbsp'+probe+'_FHESA_'+units_name, 1e1, 1e5, 1
'rbsp'+probe+'_FOSA_'+units_name, 1e1, 1e5, 1

; Setup title, character size and plot color
tplot_options, 'title', 'Van Allen Probe-'+strupcase(probe)
tplot_options, 'charsize', 1.0
tplot_options, 'charthick', 3.0
tplot_options, 'xticklen', -0.04
tplot_options, 'yticklen', -0.01
tplot_options, 'zticklen', -0.01
tplot_options, 'tickinterval', sc_T*3600.0/6.0
options, 'rbsp'+probe+'_F*SA_'+units_name, 'panel_size', 3.0
time_stamp, /OFF
tplot, ['rbsp'+probe+'_F*SA_'+units_name]
timebar, perigee_t, color=6, linestyle=2, thick=4
; Find
sph
spp
sphe
spo

nose paramenters
= 'h'
= 'p'
= 'he'
= 'o'

get_data, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FPSA_'+units_name, data=dath
get_data, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FHESA_'+units_name, data=dathe
get_data, 'rbsp'+probe+'_FOSA_'+units_name, data=dato
t
= dath.x
yrange = [1000, 40000]
tind = where((t GE trange[0]) AND (t LE trange[1]), count)
t
= t[tind]
energyh
energyhe
energyo
fluxh
fluxhe
fluxo

=
=
=
=
=
=

dath.v[tind,*]
dathe.v[tind,*]
dato.v[tind,*]
dath.y[tind,*]
dathe.y[tind,*]
dato.y[tind,*]

IF lockh EQ 1 THEN findnose, probe, spp, fdate, t, energyh,
fluxh, yrange, inparh, outparh
IF lockhe EQ 1 THEN findnose, probe, sphe, fdate, t, energyhe,
fluxhe, yrange, inparhe, outparhe
IF locko EQ 1 THEN findnose, probe, spo, fdate, t, energyo,
fluxo, yrange, inparo, outparo
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; Create variables for nose parameters
IF lockh EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
b_h_in
= inparh.b & b_h_out
= outparh.b
num_h_in
= inparh.n & num_h_out
= outparh.n
tnose_h_in
= inparh.t & tnose_h_out
= outparh.t
enose_h_in
= inparh.e & enose_h_out
= outparh.e
fnose_h_in
= inparh.f & fnose_h_out
= outparh.f
lnose_h_in
= inparh.l & lnose_h_out
= outparh.l
mltnose_h_in = inparh.mlt & mltnose_h_out = outparh.mlt
ENDIF
IF lockhe EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
b_he_in
= inparhe.b & b_he_out
= outparhe.b
num_he_in
= inparhe.n & num_he_out
= outparhe.n
tnose_he_in
= inparhe.t & tnose_he_out
= outparhe.t
enose_he_in
= inparhe.e & enose_he_out
= outparhe.e
fnose_he_in
= inparhe.f & fnose_he_out
= outparhe.f
lnose_he_in
= inparhe.l & lnose_he_out
= outparhe.l
mltnose_he_in = inparhe.mlt & mltnose_he_out = outparhe.mlt
ENDIF
IF locko EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
b_o_in
= inparo.b & b_o_out
= outparo.b
num_o_in
= inparo.n & num_o_out
= outparo.n
tnose_o_in
= inparo.t & tnose_o_out
= outparo.t
enose_o_in
= inparo.e & enose_o_out
= outparo.e
fnose_o_in
= inparo.f & fnose_o_out
= outparo.f
lnose_o_in
= inparo.l & lnose_o_out
= outparo.l
mltnose_o_in = inparo.mlt & mltnose_o_out = outparo.mlt
ENDIF
; Print H+ nose paramenters
IF lockh EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
IF num_h_in GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=0, num_h_in-1 DO BEGIN
IF i EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
printf, unit1,
format='(A,3X,A,9X,I1,9X,I1,9X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
perigee_t_str, strupcase(sph), b_h_in, num_h_in, $
tnose_h_in[i], enose_h_in[i], fnose_h_in[i], lnose_h_in[i],
mltnose_h_in[i]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(52X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
tnose_h_in[i], enose_h_in[i], fnose_h_in[i], lnose_h_in[i],
mltnose_h_in[i]
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(A,3X,A,9X,I1,9X,I1)', perigee_t_str,
strupcase(sph), b_h_in, num_h_in
ENDELSE
IF num_h_out GE 1 THEN BEGIN
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FOR i=0, num_h_out-1 DO BEGIN
IF i EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
printf, unit1,
format='(32X,I1,9X,I1,9X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)', b_h_out,
num_h_out, $
tnose_h_out[i], enose_h_out[i], fnose_h_out[i], lnose_h_out[i],
mltnose_h_out[i]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(52X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
tnose_h_out[i], enose_h_out[i], fnose_h_out[i], lnose_h_out[i],
mltnose_h_out[i]
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(32X,I1,9X,I1)', b_h_out, num_h_out
ENDELSE
ENDIF
; Print He+ nose paramenters
IF lockhe EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
IF num_he_in GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=0, num_he_in-1 DO BEGIN
IF i EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
printf, unit1,
format='(A,3X,A,8X,I1,9X,I1,9X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
perigee_t_str, strupcase(sphe), b_he_in, num_he_in, $
tnose_he_in[i], enose_he_in[i], fnose_he_in[i], lnose_he_in[i],
mltnose_he_in[i]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(52X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
tnose_he_in[i], enose_he_in[i], fnose_he_in[i], lnose_he_in[i],
mltnose_he_in[i]
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(A,3X,A,8X,I1,9X,I1)', perigee_t_str,
strupcase(sphe), b_he_in, num_he_in
ENDELSE
IF num_he_out GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=0, num_he_out-1 DO BEGIN
IF i EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
printf, unit1,
format='(32X,I1,9X,I1,9X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
b_he_out, num_he_out, $
tnose_he_out[i], enose_he_out[i], fnose_he_out[i], lnose_he_out[i],
mltnose_he_out[i]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
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printf, unit1, format='(52X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
tnose_he_out[i], enose_he_out[i], fnose_he_out[i], lnose_he_out[i],
mltnose_he_out[i]
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(32X,I1,9X,I1)', b_he_out, num_he_out
ENDELSE
ENDIF
; Print O+ nose paramenters
IF locko EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
IF num_o_in GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=0, num_o_in-1 DO BEGIN
IF i EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
printf, unit1,
format='(A,3X,A,9X,I1,9X,I1,9X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
perigee_t_str, strupcase(spo), b_o_in, num_o_in, $
tnose_o_in[i], enose_o_in[i], fnose_o_in[i], lnose_o_in[i],
mltnose_o_in[i]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(52X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
tnose_o_in[i], enose_o_in[i], fnose_o_in[i], lnose_o_in[i],
mltnose_o_in[i]
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(A,3X,A,9X,I1,9X,I1)', perigee_t_str,
strupcase(spo), b_o_in, num_o_in
ENDELSE
IF num_o_out GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=0, num_o_out-1 DO BEGIN
IF i EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
printf, unit1,
format='(32X,I1,9X,I1,9X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)', b_o_out,
num_o_out, $
tnose_o_out[i], enose_o_out[i], fnose_o_out[i], lnose_o_out[i],
mltnose_o_out[i]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(52X,A,3X,F7.1,4X,F9.1,5X,F5.3,5X,F6.3)',
tnose_o_out[i], enose_o_out[i], fnose_o_out[i], lnose_o_out[i],
mltnose_o_out[i]
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
printf, unit1, format='(32X,I1,9X,I1)', b_o_out, num_o_out
ENDELSE
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ENDIF
tplot_names, '*', names=names
store_data, names, /DEL
ENDWHILE
close, /ALL
END

PRO findnose, probe, species, fdate, time, energy, flux, yrange,
inpar, outpar
;----------------------------; PROCEDURE:
findnose
;
; PURPOSE:
;
To find the characteristis of Nose structures for each Van
;
Allen Probe pass. The characteristics include:
;
1. The number of noses.
;
2. The energy of each nose tip.
;
3. The flux of each nose tip.
;
4. The location of each nose tip.
;
; INPUTS:
;
1. probe:
Van Allen Probe (A or B)
;
2. species: string containing the species name
;
3. fdate:
string containing the date and time of perigee
;
4. time:
time series of the data input.
;
5. energy: two-dimensional array containing the energy
;
values from the HOPE instrument.
;
6. flux:
two-dimensional array containing the flux of
;
ions from the HOPE instrument.
;
7. yrange: two-element array containing the lower and upper
;
limits of the energy to be considered.
;
; OUTPUT:
;
1. inpar:
structure containing the nose parameters for the
;
inbound pass
;
2. outpar: structure containing the nose parameters for the
;
outbound pass
;
;
The nose parameters included in inpar and outpar are:
;
1. num:
number of noses.
;
2. tnose:
time corresponding to each nose tip.
;
3. enose:
energy of each nose tip.
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;
4. fnose:
flux of each nose tip.
;
5. lnose:
L shell of each nose tip.
;
6. mltnose: MLT of each nose tip.
;
; KEYWORDS:
;
None
;
; CREATED BY:
Cristian Ferradas, 2014-10-15
;----------------------------; HOPE energy channels
en_hope1 =
[0.984900,
1.82910,
2.18085,
3.93960, $
4.64310,
8.51235,
9.91935,
18.2910, $
21.2457,
39.1850,
45.7275,
84.2090, $
98.1382,
180.870,
210.769,
388.543, $
452.702,
834.421,
972.237,
1792.10, $
2088.13,
3848.92,
4484.74,
8266.41, $
9631.90,
17753.9,
20686.6,
38130.1, $
44428.7,
en_hope2 =
38.4111,
65.7773, $
112.701,
192.900, $
330.293,
565.473, $
968.157,
1657.59, $
2837.92,
4858.79, $
8318.75,
14242.6, $

	
  

1.19595,
2.53260,

1.33665,
2.95470,

1.54770,
3.37680,

5.34660,
11.5374,

6.26115,
13.4368,

7.31640,
15.6881,

24.7632,
53.2550,

28.9139,
62.0487,

33.6273,
72.3198,

114.319,
245.592,

133.243,
286.184,

155.262,
333.459,

527.484,
1132.85,

614.578,
1319.98,

716.163,
1538.06,

2433.05,
5225.53,

2834.96,
6088.72,

3303.28,
7094.52,

11222.9,
24103.7,

13076.8,
28085.3,

15236.9,
32724.5,

51767.7]

[24.9742,
42.7728,

27.8586,
47.6269,

31.0243,
53.0439,

34.5418,
59.0940,

73.3047,
125.504,

81.6060,
139.715,

90.8922,
155.614,

101.163,
173.272,

214.779,
367.790,

239.190,
409.507,

266.345,
456.009,

296.596,
507.786,

629.703,
1078.04,

701.178,
1200.45,

780.815,
1336.79,

869.456,
1488.54,

1845.77,
3160.12,

2055.35,
3518.91,

2288.70,
3918.49,

2548.57,
4363.39,

5410.48,
9263.27,

6024.77,
10315.0,

6708.86,
11486.2,

7470.54,
12790.3,

195

24384.7,
41749.1, $

15859.6,
27153.3,

17660.4,
30236.4,

46489.3,

51767.7]

19665.6,
33669.4,

21898.3,
37492.2,

; Split arrays in two: inbound and outbound passes
nt = n_elements(time)
timeint = nt/2L
IF nt GT 135 THEN BEGIN
energydat_in
energydat_out

; to discard passes with data gaps

= fltarr(timeint,72)
= fltarr(timeint,72)

energydat_in[*,*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
energydat_out[*,*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
energydat_in
= float(energy[0:timeint-1,*])
FOR i=0, timeint-1 DO energydat_out[i,*] = energy[nt-1-i,*]
fluxdat_in
=
fluxdat_out
=
fluxdat_out[*,*] =
FOR i=0, timeint-1

flux[0:timeint-1,*]
fltarr(timeint,72)
!VALUES.F_NAN
DO fluxdat_out[i,*] = flux[nt-1-i,*]

; Determine starting time (at L=6)
FOR bound=0, 1 DO BEGIN
IF bound EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
fluxdat
= fluxdat_in
energydat = energydat_in
ENDIF
IF bound EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
fluxdat
= fluxdat_out
energydat = energydat_out
ENDIF
L_ini = 6.0
get_data, 'rbsp'+probe+'_TS04D_eph_L', data=datl
IF bound EQ 0 THEN ind = where((datl.x GE time[0]-200) AND (datl.x LE
time[0]+200), count)
IF bound EQ 1 THEN ind = where((datl.x GE time[nt-1]-200) AND (datl.x
LE time[nt-1]+200), count)
IF count GT 1 THEN ind = fix(mean(ind)) ELSE ind = ind[0]
starting time index
IF datl.y[ind] GT L_ini THEN BEGIN
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; tis:

IF bound EQ 0 THEN in1 = where((datl.x GE time[0]) and (datl.x LE
time[timeint-1]), cin1)
IF bound EQ 1 THEN in1 = where((datl.x GE time[timeint]) and (datl.x
LE time[nt-1]), cin1)
in2 = where((datl.y[in1[0]:in1[cin1-1]] LE L_ini+0.2) and
(datl.y[in1[0]:in1[cin1-1]] GE L_ini-0.2), cin2)
IF cin2 GT 1 THEN in2 = fix(mean(in2)) ELSE in2 = in2[0]
til = datl.x[in1[in2]]
tis = where((time GE til-90) AND (time LE til+90), ct)
IF ct GT 1 THEN tis = fix(mean(tis)) ELSE tis = tis[0]
starting time index

; tis:

IF bound EQ 1 THEN tis = nt-1-tis
print, 'Starting time: ', time_string(time[tis])
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
tis = 0
ENDELSE
; Check if energy array is correct
col
= tis
check = 1
WHILE check NE 2 DO BEGIN
check = 1
FOR roww=0, 2 DO BEGIN
IF (abs(energydat[col,roww] - en_hope1[roww]) GT 1e-3) AND
(abs(energydat[col,roww] - en_hope2[roww]) GT 1e-3) THEN check = 0
ENDFOR
IF check EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
energydat[col,*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
fluxdat[col,*]
= !VALUES.F_NAN
col = col+1
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
check = 2
ENDELSE
ENDWHILE
tis = col
; Create variables
threshold
= fltarr(timeint)
threshold_h
= fltarr(timeint)
num_nose
= fltarr(timeint, /NOZERO)
energy_nose
= fltarr(timeint, 72, /NOZERO)
flux_max_nose = fltarr(timeint, 72, /NOZERO)
threshold[*]
threshold_h[*]
num_nose[*]
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energy_nose[*,*]
= !VALUES.F_NAN
flux_max_nose[*,*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
; Determine flux threshold
find = where((energydat[tis,*] GT yrange[0]) AND (energydat[tis,*] LT
yrange[1]), cnt)
; en_hope
fmean = fltarr(cnt)
FOR l=0, cnt-1 DO BEGIN
g = where(fluxdat[tis:timeint-1,l] NE 0.0)
fmean[l] = mean(fluxdat[g,l])
ENDFOR
fav = mean(fmean)
IF bound EQ 0 THEN favin = fav
IF bound EQ 1 THEN favout = fav
FOR j=tis, timeint-1 DO BEGIN
IF species EQ 'p' THEN BEGIN
fav = 1e4
threshold_h[j] = (10.0-float(j)/1000.0)*fav
threshold[j]
= (2.5-float(j)/1000.0)*fav
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
IF fav GT 2.5e4 THEN fav = 2.5e4
IF fav LE 3e3 THEN BEGIN
fav = 3e3
threshold_h[j] = 1.0*fav
threshold[j]
= 1.0*fav
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
threshold_h[j] = (0.3-float(j)/1000.0)*fav
threshold[j]
= (0.3-float(j)/1000.0)*fav
ENDELSE
ENDELSE
print, 'Threshold = ', threshold[j]
ENDFOR
print, '---------------------------------'
; For each time bin
iii = 0
FOR i=tis, timeint-1 DO BEGIN
energy_1 = reform(energydat[i,*]) ; eliminate the extra dimension
in energy
energy_1(where(~finite(energy_1), /NULL)) = -1.0
index_en_min = where(energy_1 LE yrange(0))
IF index_en_min(0) NE -1 THEN kk_min = n_elements(index_en_min)-1
ELSE kk_min = n_elements(energy_1)-1
index_en_max = where(energy_1 GE yrange(1))
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IF index_en_max(0) NE -1 THEN kk_max = index_en_max(0) ELSE kk_max
= n_elements(energy_1)-1
energy_2

= energy_1[kk_min:kk_max]

flux_reform = reform(fluxdat[i,*]) ; eliminate the extra
dimension in flux
flux_range = flux_reform[kk_min:kk_max] ; restrict to the range
into consideration
flux_smooth = smooth(flux_reform,5) ; smooth the flux curve
flux_max
= max(fluxdat[i,kk_min:kk_max], /NAN)
n = n_elements(flux_range)
; If the max flux for this time is greater than the threshold
IF flux_max GT 1e3 THEN BEGIN
flux_1
= flux_smooth[kk_min:kk_max]
flux_2
= ts_diff(flux_1, 1)
flux_3
= sign(flux_2)
flux_4
= ts_diff(flux_3, 1)
index_max = where(flux_4 EQ -2.0, cnts)
maximum stationary point of each time point

; to find the local

IF cnts EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
index_max = where(flux_range EQ flux_max)
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
IF cnts GT 0 THEN BEGIN
index = where(flux_range[index_max] GE 2e2)
IF index NE [-1] THEN index_max = index_max[index] ELSE cnts
= 0
ENDIF
ENDELSE
plot, energy_2, flux_1, xstyle=1, ystyle=1, ytitle='Flux',
xtitle='Energy (eV)', thick=3, yrange=[0.0,max(flux_range+1000,
/NAN)+20], charsize=2.5, /XLOG
oplot, energy_2, flux_range, color=2
plots, [min(energy_2), max(energy_2)], [max(flux_1)/3.0,
max(flux_1)/3.0], linestyle=2.0, thick=3
plots, [min(energy_2), max(energy_2)], [max(flux_1)/5.0,
max(flux_1)/5.0], linestyle=2.0, thick=3
; If there are noses -> Save the number of noses, energies, and
; fluxes
IF cnts GE 1 THEN BEGIN ; if there is at least one maximum
num = n_elements(index_max)
num_nose(i) = num
; For the first time bin
IF i EQ tis THEN BEGIN
t = 0
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; number of noses

IF num GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR nn=0, num-1 DO BEGIN
down = 2
up
= 2
IF index_max[nn] LT 2 THEN down = index_max[nn]
IF index_max[nn] GT n-3 THEN up = n-index_max[nn]-1
zmax = max(flux_range[index_max[nn]down:index_max[nn]+up])
zind = where(flux_range EQ zmax)
IF n_elements(zind) GT 1 THEN BEGIN
min = min(abs(zind-index_max[nn]))
zind = zind[where(abs(zind-index_max[nn]) eq min)]
ENDIF
e = energy_2[zind]
j = where(energy_nose[i,*] EQ e[0])
IF j EQ [-1] THEN BEGIN ; If the energy is not the same
as a previous one
energy_nose[i,t]
= energy_2[zind] ; save energy of
each nose
flux_max_nose[i,t] = max(flux_range[zind], /NAN) ;
save max flux of each nose
t = t+1
ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN ; If
num_nose[i]
=
energy_nose[i,*]
=
flux_max_nose[i,*] =
ENDELSE

there are no noses
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN

ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
; For all the rest time bins:
IF num GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR nn=0, num-1 DO BEGIN ; For each maximum/nose
down = 2
up
= 2
w
= 0
IF index_max[nn] LT 2 THEN down = index_max[nn]
IF index_max[nn] GT n-3 THEN up = n-index_max[nn]-1
zmax = max(flux_range[index_max[nn]down:index_max[nn]+up])
zind = where(flux_range EQ zmax)
IF n_elements(zind) GT 1 THEN BEGIN
min = min(abs(zind-index_max[nn]))
zind = zind[where(abs(zind-index_max[nn]) eq min)]
ENDIF
e = energy_2[zind]
FOR ii=0, i DO BEGIN
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j = where(energy_nose[ii,*] EQ e[0])
IF j NE [-1] THEN BEGIN ; If the energy is the same
as a previous one:
energy_nose[i,j]
= energy_2[zind] ; -> save energy
in same row
flux_max_nose[i,j] = max(flux_range[zind], /NAN) ; ->
save max flux in same row
w = 1
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN

; If the energy has not been found

before
IF (w EQ 0) AND (ii EQ i) THEN BEGIN
iii = 0
r
= 0
WHILE r EQ 0 DO BEGIN
d = finite(energy_nose[*,iii])
IF total(d) EQ 0 THEN BEGIN ; find a new
unused row
ind = iii
r = 1
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
iii = iii + 1
ENDELSE
ENDWHILE
energy_nose[i,ind]
= energy_2[zind]

; -> save

energy in new row
/NAN)

flux_max_nose[i,ind] = max(flux_range[zind],
; -> save max flux in new row
ENDIF
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN ; If
num_nose[i]
=
energy_nose[i,*]
=
flux_max_nose[i,*] =
ENDELSE

there are no noses
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN

ENDELSE
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN ; If
num_nose[i]
energy_nose[i,*]
flux_max_nose[i,*]
ENDELSE
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN

; If max. flux is lower than threshold

num_nose[i]
energy_nose[i,*]
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flux_max_nose[i,*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
; Create variables
IF iii GT 0 THEN BEGIN
en0
en_dum

= fltarr(nt-timeint)
= fltarr(iii+1, /NOZERO)

en0[*]
= !VALUES.F_NAN
en_dum[*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
; Eliminate some max. energies with very few counts and
; order the energy and flux arrays according to ascending energy
r = 0
FOR i=0, iii DO BEGIN
d = finite(energy_nose[*,i])
d1 = where(d EQ 1)
IF (total(d) LE 3) OR (total(flux_max_nose[*,i], /NAN) LE
3.0*flux_max_nose[d1[0],i]) THEN BEGIN
energy_nose[*,i]
= !VALUES.F_NAN
flux_max_nose[*,i] = !VALUES.F_NAN
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
en_dum[r] = energy_nose[d1[0],i]
r = r+1 ; By the end of this loop there are only r "noses"
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
; Create variables
IF r GT 0 THEN BEGIN
en_ord
en_ord1
en_sum
fl_ord1
fl_sum

=
=
=
=
=

fltarr(r)
fltarr(r)
fltarr(r)
fltarr(r)
fltarr(r)

en_finite
energy_nose1
e_nose
e_nose1
f_nose
f_nose1
noses
nosesout
flux_noses
flux_nosesout
fl_finite
flux_max_nose1

	
  

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,
fltarr(timeint,

r,
r,
r,
r,
r,
r,
r,
r,
r,
r,
r,
r,

/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
/NOZERO)
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en_finite[*,*]
energy_nose1[*,*]
e_nose[*,*]
e_nose1[*,*]
f_nose[*,*]
f_nose1[*,*]
noses[*,*]
nosesout[*,*]
flux_noses[*,*]
flux_nosesout[*,*]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN
!VALUES.F_NAN

FOR i=0, r-1 DO en_ord[i] = en_dum[i]
en_ord = en_ord[sort(en_ord)]
j = 0
FOR i=0, iii DO BEGIN
d
= finite(energy_nose[*,i])
d1 = where(d EQ 1)
IF d1 NE [-1] THEN BEGIN
ind = where(en_ord[*] EQ energy_nose[d1[0],i])
IF n_elements(ind) EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
energy_nose1[*,ind]
= energy_nose[*,i]
flux_max_nose1[*,ind] = flux_max_nose[*,i]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
print, 'The energy values are repeated!'
stop
ENDELSE
ENDIF
ENDFOR
; Order the energy and flux arrays according to ascending flux sum
FOR i=0, r-1 DO BEGIN
en_finite[*,i] = finite(energy_nose1[*,i])
fl_finite[*,i] = finite(flux_max_nose1[*,i])
en_sum[i] = total(en_finite[*,i])
fl_sum[i] = total(flux_max_nose1[*,i], /NAN)
ENDFOR
fl_ord1 = fl_sum[sort(fl_sum)]
FOR i=0, r-1 DO BEGIN
ind = where(fl_ord1[*] EQ fl_sum[i])
IF n_elements(ind) EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
en_ord1[ind] = en_ord[i]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
print, 'The flux sum values are repeated!'
stop
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
; Find noses
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FOR row=0, r-1 DO BEGIN
j = 0
gaps = 0
indr = where(en_ord EQ en_ord1[r-1-row])
indc = where(en_finite[*,indr] EQ 1, cnt)
indc = indc[0]
; cnt-1
ei = indr
tmp = replicate(en_ord[ei], 72)
en_hope = energydat[indc+j,*]
ihope
= where(en_hope - tmp EQ 0)
WHILE (gaps LT 5) AND (indc+j LT timeint) DO BEGIN
dummy = threshold[indc+j]
IF energydat[indc+j,ihope] GT 1.2e4 THEN dummy = threshold_h[indc+j]
edown = 2
eup
= 2
FOR i=0, 71 DO BEGIN
IF ihope GT 69 THEN eup = 71-ihope
IF (energydat[indc+j,i] GE en_hope[ihope-edown]) AND
(energydat[indc+j,i] LE en_hope[ihope+eup]) $
AND (energydat[indc+j,i] GT yrange[0]) AND (energydat[indc+j,i]
LT yrange[1]) THEN BEGIN
IF fluxdat[indc+j,i] GE dummy THEN BEGIN
dummy = fluxdat[indc+j,i]
idum = i
gaps = 0
ENDIF
IF (dummy NE threshold[indc+j]) AND (dummy NE threshold_h[indc+j])
THEN BEGIN
IF idum NE ihope THEN BEGIN
IF indc+j LT timeint-2.0 THEN BEGIN
FOR s=0, 2 DO BEGIN
IF fluxdat[indc+j+s,ihope] GE dummy THEN BEGIN
dummy = fluxdat[indc+j+s,ihope]
idum = ihope
gaps = 0
ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
IF (i EQ 71) AND (dummy EQ threshold[indc+j] OR dummy EQ
threshold_h[indc+j]) THEN gaps = gaps+1
ENDELSE
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ENDFOR
IF (gaps LT 5) AND (dummy NE threshold[indc+j]) AND (dummy NE
threshold_h[indc+j]) THEN BEGIN
e_nose[indc+j,row] = energydat[indc+j,idum]
f_nose[indc+j,row] = fluxdat[indc+j,idum]
ihope = idum
ENDIF
en_hope = energydat[indc+j,*]
j = j+1
ENDWHILE
ENDFOR
; Determine number of noses
; Eliminate trunks and tusks (noses where the intial and final
energies
; differ significantly)
FOR j=0, r-1 DO BEGIN
edum = reform(e_nose[*,j])
ind
= where(finite(edum) EQ 1, ct)
ratio = abs((edum[ind[0]]-edum[ind[ct-1]])/edum[ind[0]])
IF ratio GT 0.7 THEN e_nose[*,j] = !VALUES.F_NAN
ENDFOR
; If several noses end at the same energy then count only the one with
; the highest total flux
k = 0
dum = 0
lock = 0
WHILE lock NE 1 DO BEGIN
IF total(finite(e_nose[*,dum])) GT 0 THEN BEGIN
e_nose1[*,0] = e_nose[*,dum]
f_nose1[*,0] = f_nose[*,dum]
lock = 1
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
dum = dum+1
IF dum EQ r THEN lock = 1
ENDELSE
ENDWHILE
IF total(finite(e_nose1[*,0])) GT 0 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=dum+1, r-1 DO BEGIN
dummy = 0
efini = finite(e_nose[*,i])
ifini = where(efini EQ 1, cnti)
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IF total(efini) GT 0 THEN BEGIN
FOR j=0, k DO BEGIN
efinj = finite(e_nose1[*,j])
ifinj = where(efinj EQ 1, cntj)
IF abs(e_nose[ifini[cnti-1],i] - e_nose1[ifinj[cntj-1],j]) EQ 0
THEN BEGIN
dummy = dummy+1
sumi = total(f_nose[*,i], /NAN)
sumj = total(f_nose1[*,j], /NAN)
IF sumi GT sumj THEN BEGIN
e_nose1[*,j] = e_nose[*,i]
f_nose1[*,j] = f_nose[*,i]
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
IF dummy EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
e_nose1[*,k+1] = e_nose[*,i]
f_nose1[*,k+1] = f_nose[*,i]
k = k+1 ; By the end of this loop there are only k "noses"
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
; If several noses have the same most frequent energy value then
; count only the one with the highest total flux & eliminate
; noses that are too short
freq = fltarr(k+1)
noses[*,0] = e_nose1[*,0]
FOR j=0, k DO BEGIN
edum = reform(e_nose1[*,j])
tot = total(finite(edum))
b = edum[uniq(edum, sort(edum))]
bnum = total(finite(b))
count = 0
IF (bnum GE 1) AND (tot GE 3) THEN BEGIN
FOR i=0, bnum-1 DO BEGIN
ic = where(e_nose1[*,j] EQ b[i], cnt)
IF cnt GE count THEN BEGIN
freq[j] = e_nose1[ic[0],j]
count = cnt
ENDIF
ENDFOR
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ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
freq[j] = !VALUES.F_NAN
ENDELSE
ENDFOR
c = freq[uniq(freq, sort(freq))]
num = total(finite(c))
FOR i=0, num-1 DO BEGIN
ic = where(freq EQ c[i], cnt)
summ = 0
FOR j=0, cnt-1 DO BEGIN
sum = total(f_nose1[*,ic[j]], /NAN)
IF sum GE summ THEN BEGIN
idum = ic[j]
summ = sum
ENDIF
ENDFOR
noses[*,i]
= e_nose1[*,idum]
flux_noses[*,i] = f_nose1[*,idum]
ENDFOR
; Store nose information for the inbound and outbound passes
IF bound EQ 0 THEN BEGIN
numin = num
nosesin = noses
flux_nosesin = flux_noses
ENDIF
IF bound EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
numout = num
FOR i=0, timeint-1 DO nosesout[timeint-1-i,*] = noses[i,*]
FOR i=0, timeint-1 DO flux_nosesout[timeint-1-i,*] = flux_noses[i,*]
ENDIF
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN ; if there are no noses found
IF bound EQ 0 THEN numin = 0
IF bound EQ 1 THEN numout = 0
ENDELSE
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN ; if r=0
IF bound EQ 0 THEN numin = 0
IF bound EQ 1 THEN numout = 0
ENDELSE
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN ; if iii=0
IF bound EQ 0 THEN numin = 0
IF bound EQ 1 THEN numout = 0
ENDELSE
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ENDFOR
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
numin
numout
favin
favout

=
=
=
=

0
0
'Not determined - Not enough data'
'Not determined - Not enough data'

ENDELSE
; Get nose parameters and store them in output structures
get_data, 'rbsp'+probe+'_TS04D_eph_MLT', data=datmlt
IF numin GE 1 THEN BEGIN
tnose_in
enose_in
fnose_in
lnose_in
mltnose_in

=
=
=
=
=

strarr(numin)
fltarr(numin)
fltarr(numin)
fltarr(numin)
fltarr(numin)

FOR i=0, numin-1 DO BEGIN
efin = finite(nosesin[*,i])
eind = where(efin EQ 1, count)
ilast = eind[count-1]
tin = where((datl.x GE time[ilast]-150) and (datl.x LE
time[ilast]+150))
IF n_elements(tin) GT 1 THEN tin = fix(mean(tin))
tnose_in[i]
enose_in[i]
fnose_in[i]
lnose_in[i]
mltnose_in[i]
ENDFOR

=
=
=
=
=

time_string(time[ilast])
nosesin[ilast,i]
flux_nosesin[ilast,i]
datl.y[tin]
datmlt.y[tin]

inpar = create_struct('b', 0, 'n', numin, 't', tnose_in, 'e',
enose_in, 'f', fnose_in, 'l', lnose_in, 'mlt', mltnose_in)
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
inpar = create_struct('b', 0, 'n', numin, 't', 0, 'e', 0, 'f', 0,
'l', 0, 'mlt', 0)
ENDELSE
IF numout GE 1 THEN BEGIN
tnose_out
enose_out
fnose_out
lnose_out

	
  

=
=
=
=

strarr(numout)
fltarr(numout)
fltarr(numout)
fltarr(numout)
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mltnose_out = fltarr(numout)
FOR i=0, numout-1 DO BEGIN
efin = finite(nosesout[*,i])
eind = where(efin EQ 1, count)
ilast = eind[0]
tin = where((datl.x GE time[timeint+ilast]-150) and (datl.x LE
time[timeint+ilast]+150))
IF n_elements(tin) GT 1 THEN tin = fix(mean(tin))
tnose_out[i]
enose_out[i]
fnose_out[i]
lnose_out[i]
mltnose_out[i]
ENDFOR

=
=
=
=
=

time_string(time[timeint+ilast])
nosesout[ilast,i]
flux_nosesout[ilast,i]
datl.y[tin]
datmlt.y[tin]

outpar = create_struct('b', 1, 'n', numout, 't', tnose_out, 'e',
enose_out, 'f', fnose_out, 'l', lnose_out, 'mlt', mltnose_out)
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
outpar = create_struct('b', 1, 'n', numout, 't', 0, 'e', 0, 'f', 0,
'l', 0, 'mlt', 0)
ENDELSE
; Create variables
get_data, 'rbsp'+probe+'_F'+strupcase(species)+'SA_eflux', data=dat
ti = where(dat.x EQ time[0])
IF ti GE 1 THEN BEGIN
tbef = fltarr(n_elements(dat.x[0:ti-1]))
tbef[*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
ENDIF
IF n_elements(dat.x) GT ti+nt THEN BEGIN
taft
= fltarr(n_elements(dat.x[ti+nt:n_elements(dat.x)-1]))
taft[*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
ENDIF
IF numin GE 1 THEN BEGIN
nose_datain = fltarr(n_elements(dat.x), numin, /NOZERO)
nose_datain[*,*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
ENDIF
IF numout GE 1 THEN BEGIN
nose_dataout = fltarr(n_elements(dat.x), numout, /NOZERO)
nose_dataout[*,*] = !VALUES.F_NAN
ENDIF
; Make plot and overplot detected noses
Dir = '/net/nfs/helene/rbsp03/cristianf/02-plots/RBSP/RBSP'+strupcase(probe)+'/'
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year = strmid(fdate,0,4)
month = strmid(fdate,5,2)
IF
IF
IF
IF

species
species
species
species

EQ
EQ
EQ
EQ

'p'
'he'
'o'
'all'

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

spname
spname
spname
spname

=
=
=
=

'h'
'he'
'o'
'all'

NIRdir = Dir+year+'/'+month+'/noses/'+spname+'/NIR_plots/'
popen, NIRdir+'RBSP'+strupcase(probe)+'_HOPE_NIR_perigee_'+fdate+'_noses_'+species,
XSIZE=9 , YSIZE=6, /ENCAP
tplot_options,
tplot_options,
tplot_options,
tplot_options,

'xticklen',
'yticklen',
'zticklen',
'charsize',

-0.04
-0.01
-0.01
1.2

; Setup
ylim,
ylim,
ylim,

Y limits
'rbsp'+probe+'_FPSA_eflux', 1e2, 5e4, 1
'rbsp'+probe+'_FHESA_eflux', 1e2, 5e4, 1
'rbsp'+probe+'_FOSA_eflux', 1e2, 5e4, 1

; Setup
zlim,
zlim,
zlim,

Z limits
'rbsp'+probe+'_FPSA_eflux', 1e2, 1e6, 1
'rbsp'+probe+'_FHESA_eflux', 1e1, 1e5, 1
'rbsp'+probe+'_FOSA_eflux', 1e1, 1e5, 1

tplot, 'rbsp'+probe+'_F'+strupcase(species)+'SA_eflux'
IF numin GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=0, numin-1 DO BEGIN
IF (ti GE 1) AND (n_elements(dat.x) GT ti+nt) THEN BEGIN
nose_datain[*,i] = [tbef,nosesin[*,i],en0,taft]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
IF ti GE 1 THEN nose_datain[*,i] = [tbef,nosesin[*,i],en0]
IF n_elements(dat.x) GT ti+nt THEN nose_datain[*,i] =
[nosesin[*,i],en0,taft]
IF (ti EQ 0) AND (n_elements(dat.x) LE ti+nt) THEN
nose_datain[*,i] = [nosesin[*,i],en0]
ENDELSE
str = strtrim(i, 1)
store_data, 'EN_in'+str, data={x:dat.x, y:nose_datain[*,i]},
dlim=lim
options, 'EN_in'+str, 'color', 0
options, 'EN_in'+str, 'thick', 4
tplot_panel,
variable='rbsp'+probe+'_F'+strupcase(species)+'SA_eflux',
oplotvar='EN_in'+str
ENDFOR
ENDIF
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IF numout GE 1 THEN BEGIN
FOR i=0, numout-1 DO BEGIN
IF (ti GE 1) AND (n_elements(dat.x) GT ti+nt) THEN BEGIN
nose_dataout[*,i] = [tbef,en0,nosesout[*,i],taft]
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
IF ti GE 1 THEN nose_dataout[*,i] = [tbef,en0,nosesout[*,i]]
IF n_elements(dat.x) GT ti+nt THEN nose_dataout[*,i] =
[en0,nosesout[*,i],taft]
IF (ti EQ 0) AND (n_elements(dat.x) LE ti+nt) THEN
nose_dataout[*,i] = [en0,nosesout[*,i]]
ENDELSE
str = strtrim(i, 1)
store_data, 'EN_out'+str, data={x:dat.x, y:nose_dataout[*,i]},
dlim=lim
options, 'EN_out'+str, 'color', 0
options, 'EN_out'+str, 'thick', 4
tplot_panel,
variable='rbsp'+probe+'_F'+strupcase(species)+'SA_eflux',
oplotvar='EN_out'+str
ENDFOR
ENDIF
pclose
print, 'Inbound: Average flux = ', favin, '
fix(numin)
print, 'Outbound: Average flux = ', favout, '
fix(numout)
END
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Number of noses = ',
Number of noses = ',
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